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ABSTRACT 
REED PALMER: Reducing the costs of meeting regional water supply reliability goals 
through risk-based water transfer agreements. 
(Under the direction of Gregory Characklis) 
 
Urban growth and economic development have fueled concerns over meeting future water 
supply needs.  Water transfers offer one method of addressing the growing scarcity by 
moderating the temporal and spatial inequities in water supply.  Effective management of 
water transfers among inter-connected utilities requires well developed rules describing when 
and how much water will be transferred.  The nature of the decision rules (e.g. agreement 
terms) used to manage water transfers impacts the amount of water transferred and capacity 
of the treatment and conveyance infrastructure required to execute the transfers.  This study 
uses simulation to identify infrastructure-agreement combinations that provide high 
reliability at low cost. Three agreement types are evaluated: Take-or-Pay, Days of Supply 
Remaining (DSR), and Risk-of-Failure (ROF).  Results show the DSR and ROF agreements 
reduce the volume of water transferred by nearly 60% and 80%, respectively, and translate 
into average cost savings of 41% and 49%, respectively, over Take-or-Pay agreements.   
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Chapter I 
 
Introduction 
 
 As world population continues to grow and economic activity increases, water scarcity is 
becoming an increasingly important concern.  It is estimated that as of 1995 humans 
appropriated 23% of the readily available fresh water and that by 2025 as much as 70% may 
be used to serve human demands (Postel, 1996).  The high costs and limited opportunities for 
expanding water supplies have begun to restrain the traditional supply-side approach to water 
resources planning, while political, social, and economic forces contribute to make it 
increasingly difficult to develop new water supply sources (Glieck, 1998).  All of these 
influences combine to place growing pressure on water resource managers to use currently 
available water resources with greater efficiency. The management of uncertain and scarce 
supplies can be challenging, but efficiency can be improved through the development of 
increasingly sophisticated approaches (National Research Council, 2001).  
    Transferring water between users is one approach to increasing efficiency (National 
Research Council, 1992; Gomez-Ramos and Garrido, 2004).  Though water transfers can 
encounter political and regulatory resistance based on environmental or equity concerns, 
moving water from areas of relative abundance to relative scarcity can allow temporal and 
spatial heterogeneities in water availability to be mitigated.  In doing so, water transfers often 
facilitate the movement of water to higher value uses (Thobani, 1997; Jordan, 1999; Green 
and Hamilton, 2000) or amongst users with different water supply risk profiles.   Water may 
be transferred through natural systems (e.g. rivers), man-made structures (e.g. pipelines and 
aqueducts) or a combination of the two.  In addition, water transfers may occur within the 
context of an established water market (Michelson and Young, 1993; Hamilton et al., 1989), 
such as those common in the western U.S. (Characklis et al., 1999), or through regional 
agreements between water utilities (Lund, 1988; Palmer et al, 2001).  Indeed, as municipal 
and industrial water demands have grown, the use of water transfers has expanded as water 
purveyors work to guarantee supply reliability at lower cost and with fewer environmental 
impacts than might be the case with strategies involving new water supply projects.    
 Inter-utility transfers have been employed in the United States for many decades (Lund, 
1988; NRC, 1992; Carey and Leonard, 1968), as transfers offer a potentially useful tool for 
utility managers seeking to reduce the supply capacity they must maintain in order to meet 
reliability goals.   Lund and Isreal (1995) describe the importance of water transfer 
agreements specifying the location, timing, quantity, and price of the transfer.  This requires 
the development of decision rules that stipulate the conditions under which a transfer is 
made.    
 Decision rules have been developed within different water supply management contexts, 
generally in the area of reservoir operations.  Shih and Revelle (1994) describe the 
development of hedging procedures by which reservoir releases are curtailed as storage 
levels decline, thereby diminishing damages and economic disruption that occur during 
shortages.  The storage levels at which progressively more stringent conservation measures 
must be initiated are often described as “trigger volumes” or “threshold levels”.  Fisher and 
Palmer (1997) developed a simulation model to evaluate a decision rule involving “Days of 
Supply Remaining” (DSR), an intuitive measure describing supply status in terms of the 
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length of time predicted demands can be met with available storage.  The probability that an 
adverse event will occur (e.g. reservoir level declining to an unacceptable level) is another 
metric that has been incorporated into decision rules (Hirsch, 1978; Moreau, 1991).  These 
studies describe the application of risk-based criteria to the formulation of reservoir operating 
policies for drought events.  Moreau (1991) uses a simulation routine to tune decision rules 
for progressively staged conservation actions based on the probability that the supply system 
could satisfy a prescribed set of constraints (e.g. the probability of implementing use 
restrictions does not exceed a specified threshold).     
 The decision rules associated with water transfers may be similar in some ways to those 
designed for reservoir operations, but there will also be important differences.  In the case of 
transferring treated water, it is critical to recognize that the treatment and conveyance 
infrastructure available to support these transfers will impact the nature of the decision rules 
necessary to ensure water supply reliability.   For example, if infrastructure capacity were not 
limiting, then a utility might wait until a shortfall was imminent before requesting a transfer 
as it would be able to quickly acquire vast amounts of water.  Conversely, a very limited 
infrastructure capacity would require a utility to request smaller transfers much more 
frequently and often well in advance of potential shortages, some of which might not occur.  
The tradeoffs between infrastructure capacity and the terms of transfer agreements can be 
fine-tuned through refinement of the decision rules in these agreements and lead to 
infrastructure-agreement combinations that can lower the costs of meeting supply reliability 
objectives.   
 Previous work on transfers has focused primarily on market-based transfers of in-situ raw 
water (i.e. reservoir or river), and where infrastructure capacity was not typically a limiting 
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factor (Dinar et al., 1997; Wilchfort and Lund 1997; Characklis and Kirsch et al., 2006).  
This research explores tradeoffs between the structure of transfer agreements and the 
infrastructure needed to support the transfers, with the decision rules governing the transfer 
agreements playing a critical role.  These tradeoffs are explored for several different types of 
agreements, with the minimum cost combination of agreement and infrastructure identified in 
each case.       
 The subjects of this study are three urban water agencies in the Research Triangle region 
of North Carolina.  This is an area of rapid urbanization with commensurate growth in water 
demand (US Census Bureau, 2005; NC DWR, 2001).  The region has traditionally relied on 
surface water reservoirs for its supply, yet the expansion of reservoir capacity in North 
Carolina has slowed dramatically in recent years (Moreau, 1992).  The combination of rapid 
growth and limited options for new supply development make it a fitting region to evaluate 
the role that inter-utility water transfers can play in the development of water resource 
management strategies.   
 A simulation is developed for examining scenarios in which two utilities gain access to a 
supply source via a third utility’s treatment plant, and the interconnections linking the three 
systems.  Transfer agreements specify limits on the volume transferred and the conditions 
under which treated water will be transferred.  Three different types of agreements, each with 
its own set of decision rules, are explored.  The first is a ‘Take-or-Pay’ contract in which a 
constant annual payment is made for a predetermined quantity of water, regardless of 
whether or not the water is used.  The second agreement uses a decision rule based on the 
Days of Supply Remaining (DSR) metric linked to reservoir storage levels in the purchasing 
utilities’ systems to determine when they can request water transfers.  The third type of 
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agreement uses a decision rule that incorporates use of historical hydrologic records to 
estimate the “Risk of Failure” (where failure is defined as a particular storage level) for a 
given utility such that a transfer can be requested whenever this risk exceeds a specified 
threshold.   
 The simulation-based approach employed here is conducive to analyzing the relationship 
between infrastructure capacity, the decision rules employed, cost, and supply reliability.  
The analysis will provide results that should be useful to water resource professionals 
considering the use of water transfers as a means of coping with increasing water scarcity. 
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Chapter II 
Methods 
 A simulation model is developed to study the relationships between the decision rules 
governing a transfer agreement and the treatment and conveyance infrastructure capacity 
required to support those transfers.   Costs associated with the combination of the transfer 
agreement and treatment / conveyance infrastructure (the “transfer program”) are calculated 
and used to compare combinations of decision rule and infrastructure capacity that are able to 
meet each utility’s reliability objectives.  The foundation for the simulation is a coupled 
system of reservoir models that describe the water sources serving the utilities participating 
in the transfer program.  This simulation models transfers of treated water, and thus treatment 
plant capacity, as well as conveyance capacity, become critical considerations in the 
development of the transfer program.  The decision rules are the central feature in any water 
transfer agreement and determine (1) the conditions under which water transfers occur, (2) 
the volume transferred, and (3) the methods by which utilities share treatment and 
conveyance capacity should either constraint prove binding.  Three different types of transfer 
agreements are examined in this work, with the method of analysis for each described 
separately.   
 
2.1. Take-or-Pay Agreements 
 A “Take-or-Pay” agreement specifies a fixed amount of water that will be available to the 
buyer over a certain period of time, without consideration of hydrologic conditions.  Some 
variation of this type of agreement is currently used by many utilities.  With Take-or-Pay 
agreements the seller typically commits to provide the buyer with a specified amount of 
water at all times and the buyer commits to paying for this amount, whether or not the buyer 
actually requests a transfer.  In this case the buyer’s decision is simple, and it will request the 
maximum volume specified in the contract any time its own reservoirs are less than full.  
When the buyer requests a transfer, there are three principal factors that determine the 
transfer volume: 1. the maximum volume specified in the contract; 2. the available treatment 
capacity; 3. the conveyance capacity available.  If the available treatment capacity or 
conveyance capacity are not sufficient, it may not be possible to deliver the maximum 
amount specified in the contract.  In situations where more than one utility may be 
purchasing transferred water, the method of apportioning the available treatment capacity and 
conveyance capacity is also important.  In this case, both treatment and conveyance capacity 
are allocated in proportion to the maximum quantities specified in each contract.  For 
example, suppose that a number of utilities are aligned in a series along a common pipeline 
connected to a water treatment plant as shown in Figure 1. 
i=1 
 
Treatment 
plant 
i=1
Figure 1: Interconnected utilities and common treatment plant 
j=m i=2
i=2 i=n
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 The capacity allocation process begins with the most distant utility, n, such that:     
∑
=
= n
i
i
i
ti
t
t
t
N
N
TA
1
      [1] 
 where, 
   i : index of purchasing utilities, i = 1, 2, 3, ….n; 
ti
A  : treatment capacity allocation for purchasing utility i in period t ; 
tT  : total treatment capacity available for water transfers in period t;  
ti
N  : contract amount for purchasing utility i in period t;  
 
 Similarly, the segments of the conveyance network are shared by multiple utilities with 
the capacity allocated to utility i in network segment j expressed as: 
   
∑
=
= n
i
i
i
ji
t
t
j
N
N
CCCC
1
      [2] 
where, 
j  : index of conveyance network segments j = 1, 2, 3, … m. 
ji
CC  : conveyance capacity in network segment j allocated for utility i;  
jCC  : total conveyance capacity of network segment j; 
ti
N  : maximum transfer amount for utility i in period t ; 
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 This calculation is repeated for each network segment through which a transfer from the 
treatment plant to utility i must pass.  The maximum transfer size available to the purchasing 
utility, i, is the smallest of these values such that: 
ji
CC
 
  [ ] over all segments  j = 1, 2, 3, … m.  [3] min=iCC jiCC
 
The maximum transfer to utility i in period t ( ) then becomes the smallest volume 
allowable within these three constraints (i.e. treatment, conveyance, contract) such that 
ti
X
   
min=
ti
X [ ]       [4] 
tt iii
NCCA ,,
  
 This process, which begins with [1] and the most distant utility is repeated for the next 
most distant utility, adjusting the available treatment and conveyance capacities to account 
for that already assigned to the more distant utilities. 
 
2.2. Days of Supply Remaining 
 The second type of agreement examined uses a decision rule based on the Days of Supply 
Remaining (DSR) in the purchasing utility’s reservoir(s) to determine when transfers will be 
requested.  A similar hedging rule has been developed to manage reservoirs under drought 
contingencies (Fisher and Palmer 1997).  A water transfer is requested in any period in which 
reservoir storage at the end of the previous period,  is less than a pre-determined level 
such that, 
1−tiS
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  if ,  then the utility will request a transfer   [5] 
timilt ii
DSRDSR <−1
where, 
i
i
i d
S
DSR t
t
1
1
−
− =         [6] 
1−tiS  : the storage in i
th utility’s reservoirs at the end of time period t-1; 
 
id  : annual average daily demand for utility i; 
limiti
DSR : the transfer “trigger” storage level.  
 
 When the DSR decision rule triggers a transfer request, the amount requested is for an 
amount up to the utility’s demand in period t, .  If only one utility requests a transfer 
during the period, the quantity actually transferred is determined by the lesser of the 
constraints on treatment and conveyance capacities, up to the entire demand for utility i in 
period t, such that, 
ti
d
   [ ]     [7] min=
ti
X
tiit
dCCT ,,
 where, 
 : demand in the ith utility’s service area during period t. 
ti
d  
 
 If the utility’s reservoir levels have refilled above  by the end of period t, it will 
not request transfers in the next period.  In the event reservoir levels are still less than 
at the end of period t, the utility will continue to request a transfer in the following 
period. 
limiti
DSR
limiti
DSR
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 During periods in which multiple utilities request a transfer, the allocation method used 
with the DSR decision rule assigns the available treatment capacity, , in proportion to the 
average demand of each utility such that, 
tT
   
∑
=
= n
i
i
i
ti
d
dTA
t
1
       [8] 
Similarly, conveyance capacity is allocated over each segment j such that, 
   
∑
=
= n
i
i
i
ji
d
dCCCC
j
1
      [9] 
 As with the Take-or-Pay agreement, this calculation is repeated for each network segment 
through which a transfer from the treatment plant to utility i must pass.  The maximum 
conveyance capacity available to the purchasing utility, i, is the least of all the values as 
described in [3].  The maximum transfer volume to utility i, in period t is then given by 
minimum:  
ji
CC
   
min=
ti
X [ ]     [10] 
tt iii
dCCA ,,
 
2.3. Risk-of-Failure
 The third type of agreement employs a probabilistic decision rule for determining when a 
utility requests a transfer.  The rule is based on the probability that a utility’s reservoirs, in 
the absence of any transfers, would be depleted beyond a defined “failure” point within a 
specified period of time.  This probability is estimated using a separate simulation that 
calculates the failure rate over a range of reservoir levels at specified points throughout the 
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year using historical hydrologic data.  For example, suppose hydrologic inflow data is 
available at monthly intervals from 1900-2000.  The procedure begins by assuming a 
reservoir storage level at the beginning of January, say 100%, and uses the monthly inflow 
data from 1900 and simulates a sequence of a pre-determined length (e.g. 12 months).  It 
records whether or not a failure would have occurred over that inflow sequence given the 
initial reservoir storage specified and target monthly demands and then repeats the process 
for every year through 1999.  If no failures occurred over the 100 annual trials then the 
failure rate is 0% and the Risk-of-Failure when beginning January with 100% of reservoir 
capacity is established.  The program then repeats this process for each month assuming an 
initial reservoir level of 100%.  Once the Risk-of-Failure has been established for starting 
any month with a reservoir that is 100% full, this process is repeated for successively lower 
reservoir levels (e.g. 95%, 90%, etc.) such that a tool similar to Table 1 can be developed.  
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Table 1:  Sample Risk-of-Failure Chart for the following 12 months for a given storage level 
and month of year  
Beginning 
Reservoir 
Level Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
100% 0% 3% 3% 3% 3% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
95% 0% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
90% 0% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
85% 0% 3% 3% 3% 4% 3% 3% 0% 1% 1% 0% 0%
80% 0% 3% 3% 5% 5% 3% 4% 4% 1% 1% 0% 0%
75% 0% 3% 4% 6% 6% 6% 8% 5% 3% 1% 1% 0%
70% 0% 4% 5% 6% 13% 13% 9% 6% 4% 1% 1% 0%
65% 0% 4% 5% 9% 14% 17% 16% 10% 4% 1% 1% 0%
60% 0% 4% 5% 9% 19% 23% 19% 14% 5% 3% 1% 1%
55% 1% 5% 6% 13% 25% 30% 27% 22% 10% 4% 1% 1%
50% 1% 6% 8% 16% 29% 36% 32% 29% 21% 5% 1% 1%
45% 1% 6% 9% 18% 39% 45% 42% 38% 29% 9% 4% 1%
40% 1% 8% 12% 22% 40% 47% 45% 45% 43% 23% 4% 1%
35% 4% 9% 13% 27% 47% 48% 49% 49% 52% 34% 9% 4%
30% 6% 9% 13% 34% 49% 55% 56% 57% 62% 51% 18% 5%
25% 10% 9% 17% 35% 52% 69% 66% 70% 70% 65% 42% 14%
20% 16% 10% 18% 39% 57% 74% 77% 77% 78% 70% 55% 22%
15% 21% 17% 19% 44% 62% 77% 79% 77% 82% 73% 65% 29%
10% 27% 25% 22% 48% 69% 83% 88% 83% 86% 81% 68% 43%
5% 32% 27% 25% 52% 78% 88% 90% 88% 86% 86% 70% 52%
0% 39% 29% 31% 56% 83% 94% 91% 91% 88% 87% 75% 61%
 
 Risk-of-Failure estimates are influenced by the utility’s demand profile (monthly demand 
for the example above), the reservoir level and the time of year.  For any particular initial 
reservoir level, the Risk-of-Failure will generally vary month-by-month due to seasonal 
trends in the inflow.  For example, a utility in a region that experienced increased inflows and 
lower demand during the winter could have reservoir levels fall to a relatively low level 
during winter months before incurring a 10% Risk-of-Failure (Figure 2).  This would contrast 
with May or June, when anticipation of lesser summer inflows and higher demand would 
lead to a 10% Risk-of-Failure occurring at much higher storage levels.  Logically, for any 
given calendar date, the Risk-of-Failure will increase with decreasing storage levels. 
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Figure 2: Sample Risk-of-Failure for a system with high inflows and low demand during winter months. 
 
 Using Risk-of-Failure as a decision rule involves the utility setting a maximum risk 
tolerance threshold, α , such that,  
 
   if Risk-of-Failure > α , then the utility will request a transfer 
 
If only a single utility is requesting a transfer, the quantity requested is determined by the 
most restrictive of the constraints on treatment and conveyance capacity in any period t, up to 
the entire demand in period t, as expressed in [7].  In the event that multiple utilities request a 
transfer in the same time period, the method of allocating treatment and conveyance capacity 
is similar to that used with the DSR decision rule, but is expanded to apply a weighting factor 
that allocates additional capacity to utilities on the basis of Risk-of-Failure.  The intent for 
using the weighting factor is to make the distribution of capacity more equitable by shifting 
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the allocation in favor of a utility that is relatively worse off than others in the system. The 
weighting factor is expressed as: 
 
   
failuret
t
t
ii
ii
i SS
SS
w −
−=
−
−
1
1α       [11] 
 where 
  : reservoir level corresponding to threshold value αiS α  in period t-1; 
  : storage level at the end of period t-1; 
1−tiS
  : storage level correspondings to the defined failure point. 
failurei
S
 
Each utility’s weighting factor will increase rapidly as reservoir levels approach the defined 
failure point, , as illustrated in Figure 3, below. 
failurei
S
 
 
 
Figure 3: Illustration of Weighting Factor in Equation [11] 
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This weighting factor is applied to the allocation for treatment plant capacity, such that: 
  
   
∑∑
==
= n
i
i
n
i
i
ii
ti
dw
dw
TA
t
t
t
11
      [12] 
 
The same weighting factor is also used to allocate pipeline capacity, such that:  
 
    
∑∑
==
= n
i
i
n
i
i
ii
ji
dw
dw
CCCC
t
t
j
11
     [13] 
 
The transfer volume for the utility i in period t is then determined using [10]. 
      
2.4 Reservoir Modeling 
 A traditional reservoir model serves as the basis for the simulation and takes the form: 
tttt1-tt L - O -  W- I  S  S +=     [14]  
where 
 St  : reservoir storage at the end of time period t, 0 ≤ St  ≤ C; 
It  : reservoir inflow in period t; 
Wt  : withdrawals in period t;  
Ot  : reservoir outflow not captured by utility (e.g. minimum release, overflow     
spillage, etc.); 
Lt  : net evaporation/precipitation loss/gain from the reservoir during period t; 
C :  reservoir capacity. 
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 Reservoir withdrawals (Wt) typically exceed treated water production by a small margin 
due to process losses during treatment, such that:   
( )λ-1
 dW tt =        [15] 
 where 
  : demand for treated water in period t; td
 λ  : loss fraction. 
 
 When inter-utility transfers ( ) are incorporated into the model the withdrawals made 
by a utility are reduced by the amount of treated water received in the transfer such that, 
ti
X
   
   ( )λ-1
XdW ttt
−=        [16] 
 
The reservoir model described in [14] is modified to incorporate consideration of transfers 
such that: 
   ttttt1-tt L - O - -1
 X-d - I   S S ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛+= λ     [17]   
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2.5 Reliability and Cost 
 Each utility’s reliability is defined as, 
   Reliability  =  1 - ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
Periods ofNumber 
Failures ofNumber    [18] 
 
Failure of the supply system can be defined in a variety of ways (McIntyre, Lees et al. 2003), 
but for the purposes of this simulation, a failure is recorded anytime a utility’s cumulative 
storage is less than 20% of working capacity.  Conversely, to characterize the supply system 
as reliable for a particular period, demand must be met in full and the cumulative storage 
must be equal to or greater than 20% of working capacity.  Using a storage level of 20% as 
the threshold for failure (rather than 0% capacity) provides the utilities with some margin of 
safety and seems to be a heuristic rule used to guide the utilities assessed in this work.  Other 
definitions of failure could easily be considered in this framework. 
 The cost of the transfer program includes the amortized capital cost of the water treatment 
and conveyance infrastructure, as well as the agreed upon purchase price for treated water.  
When comparing the costs of the three types of agreement, an annual average cost is 
calculated.  With respect to the agreements using DSR or Risk-of-Failure decision rules, 
maximum, and average annual cost are also calculated.  Annualized capital costs 
( ) are calculated using a capital recovery factor such that 
AnnualCap
Cost
   ( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+−= − yCapCap i
iCostCost
TotalAnnual 11
   [19] 
 where 
TotalCap
Cost   : capital investments in treatment and conveyance infrastructure; 
i  : discount rate applied to the principal;  
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y   : number of years over which the capital investments are amortized. 
 
The average annual cost of water transfers is computed as, 
 
  
sNumberYear
pX
Cost 
z
t
n
i
ii
Transfer
t
Annual
∑∑
= == 0 1     [20] 
where, 
  : number of discrete periods in the simulation; z
  : unit price paid by utility i for water transfers; ip
  : number of years over which the simulation is run. sNumberYear
 
The average annual cost of the transfer program is the sum of [19] and [20]. 
 
2.6. Application of the model to the study region 
 The model described is applied to three water utilities in the Research Triangle region of 
North Carolina.  Between the years 2005 and 2030, demand in the combined service area of 
the three utilities; Orange Water and Sewer Authority (OWASA which serves Chapel Hill 
and Carrboro), Durham, and Cary/Apex, is expected to increase by more than 55%.   Two of 
the three utilities (Durham and OWASA) will not be able to meet demand in 2030 with 100% 
reliability if growth continues as expected.  The technique used to estimate demand for the 
scenarios examined in this study is described in detail in Appendix A.  Using the projected 
growth rate in water consumption and the demand patterns described in Appendix A, the first 
year in which OWASA would require supply augmentation from an outside source to avoid a 
failure (definition of failure described in Section 2.5) is 2013 (average demand 11.14 MGD), 
but for Durham this would not occur until 2029 (average demand 42.44 MGD). 
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 The third utility (Cary/Apex), which is also experiencing increasing water demand, draws 
its raw water from Jordan Lake, which is currently used at rates well below its safe yield.  
The state of North Carolina has granted a portion of the water supply pool in Jordan Lake to 
OWASA and Durham although they currently have no means of accessing this supply.  
OWASA and/or Durham could elect to build a separate treatment plant on Jordan Lake or 
construct raw water transmission lines from Jordan Lake to their existing treatment facilities.  
However, there already exists some treated water conveyance infrastructure between these 
utilities and Cary.  This makes expanding the Cary/Apex water treatment plant (WTP) an 
option worth considering because even if the existing pipelines need to be expanded, the 
right-of-way required, which is always a primary cost consideration, is already established.  
Therefore this work describes an analysis of the scenario in which the three utilities enter into 
an agreement in which Cary/Apex withdraws water from Jordan Lake, treats it in its plant, 
and then transfers the treated water to Durham and/or OWASA.  It is assumed that 
Cary/Apex will first satisfy its own demands entirely, but then make surplus capacity 
available to treat water for Durham and OWASA.  The region is described in Figure 4, which 
indicates the position of the six raw water supply reservoirs, four water treatment plants 
(WTP) and existing conveyance infrastructure.  Table 2 specifies the volumetric capacities 
and minimum release requirements of the modeled reservoirs.  Water transfers originate from 
water withdrawn from Jordan Lake and treated by Cary.   Water transferred from Cary/Apex 
to OWASA must pass via the Cary-Durham pipeline and subsequently through the Durham 
to OWASA pipeline.  Durham and OWASA are assumed to rely primarily on the existing 
reservoir systems, but supplement these supplies with transfers that are initiated via one of 
the three types of agreements.  
 20
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Table 2:  Parameters for OWASA, Durham, Cary/Apex supply systems 
System Parameter Assumed Value 
OWASA Working volume of Cane Creek Reservoir  2910 MG 
 Working volume of University Lake 449 MG 
 Working volume of Stone Quarry 198 MG 
 Total working volume 3357 MG 
 Working volume at failure point 711 MG 
 Cane Creek Reservoir Minimum Release (inflow < 0.22 cfs) 0.22 cfs or 0.14 MGD 
 Cane Creek Reservoir Minimum Release (inflow > 2.78 cfs) 2.78 cfs or 1.8 MGD 
 Cane Creek Reservoir Minimum Release 0.22 cfs < inflow < 2.78 cfs Equal to inflow 
 University Lake and Stone Quarry Minimum Release None or 0 MGD 
   
Durham Working volume of Lake Michie  3300 MG 
 Working volume of Little River Reservoir  4900 MG 
 Total working volume 8200 MG 
 Working volume at failure point 1851 MG 
 Little River Reservoir Minimum Release (June – Nov) 2 cfs or 1.3 MGD 
 Little River Reservoir Minimum Release (Dec – May) 6 cfs or 3.8 MGD 
 Little River Reservoir Minimum Reservoir (anytime storage < 70%) 0.64 cfs or 0.4 MGD 
 Lake Michie Minimum Release None or 0 MGD 
   
Cary/Apex Water Treatment Plant Process Loss 13% 
 Treatment Plant Capacity (as of 2006) 40 MGD 
 
 The model is applied using hydrologic and demand data from the years 1990 to 2004, a 
period which includes one of the most severe droughts on record (2001-2002) and is among 
the driest 15 year periods recorded.  As such, it was selected as a means of examining each 
transfer agreement over a “worst-case” scenario.  The reservoirs are assumed to be full at the 
beginning of the simulation.  The 15 year sequence begins on January 1st, 1990, continues 
through December 31st, 2004 and is divided into weekly time steps.  The accuracy of the 
reservoir models for Durham and OWASA was examined by comparing simulation output to 
observed reservoir storage levels (Figures 5 and 6).  It should be noted that OWASA, 
Durham, and Cary/Apex engaged in limited water transfers with other utilities during parts of 
the 1990-2004 period.  For the purpose of model comparison, historic transfers were treated 
as withdrawals from the seller’s reservoir system, but for application to the simulation 
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scenarios discussed in Chapter III, transfers were added to the demand in the purchasing 
utility’s service area.   
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Figure 5: Model Storage Curve versus Observed Storage in OWASA’s Reservoir System 
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Figure 6: Model Storage Curve versus Observed Storage in Durham’s Reservoir System  
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Figure 5 represents aggregate storage in OWASA’s three reservoirs (University Lake, 
Cane Creek Reservoir, and Stone Quarry) as a percentage of the total storage capacity, but it 
should be noted that the model treats inflows and withdrawals from the three reservoirs 
separately.  The standard error between OWASA’s modeled and observed storage levels over 
the 15 year period is 0.044.  Durham’s supply system consists of two reservoirs, Lake Michie 
and Little River Reservoir, with Figure 6 representing the aggregate storage in both 
reservoirs.  Results suggest good agreement between model and observed storage levels, but 
arriving at the appropriate comparison was complicated by their intermittent use of hydraulic 
ram pumps to deliver raw water to the treatment plants. Hydraulic-ram pumps have a large 
bypass (i.e. undelivered fraction) which had to be calibrated  (for further explanation of this 
situation see Appendix B).  After accounting for effects of these pumps, the standard error 
between modeled and observed storage was 0.037, a value deemed suitable for this work.   
The safe yield of the water supply pool of Jordan Lake is estimated to be at least 100 
MGD, and OWASA and Durham have allotments of 5% and 10% of the water supply pool, 
respectively.  Therefore, for the purposes of this study the supply on Jordan Lake is assumed 
to be sufficient to accommodate transfers averaging up to 5 MGD and 10 MGD to OWASA 
and Durham, respectively.   
The simulation is used to test each of the different types of transfer agreement over a range 
of different infrastructure capacities (both treatment plant and conveyance), and to evaluate 
the total cost and supply reliability associated with each agreement/infrastructure 
combination.  The primary factors affecting the supply reliability and transfer program cost 
of each scenario modeled are: 
(1) Cary/Apex WTP capacity,  
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(2) Cary to Durham pipeline capacity  
(3) Durham to OWASA pipeline capacity  
(4) Demand (i.e. which target year is simulated) 
(5) Agreement Type/Terms   
(a) The size and timing of the contract (for Take-or-Pay contracts) 
(b) The threshold values selected (DSR and Risk-of-Failure) 
 
When Take-or-Pay contracts are employed to manage a water transfer program, the timing 
and quantity of water to be delivered are critical components of the agreement.  Most water 
supply reservoirs in the southeastern United States, including the Research Triangle area, 
pass through drawdown and refill phases during the course of a typical year (Moreau, 1991).  
The drawdown phase often begins in late spring or early summer and lasts through fall or 
early winter, while the refill phase occurs during the winter months and into early spring.  
The onset, intensity, and termination of both phases vary from year to year.  Nevertheless, 
the pattern creates alternatives for developing Take-or-Pay contract agreements and three 
general approaches are explored.  The first is to create a transfer program in which the 
purchasing utility buys the right to a specified transfer quantity throughout the year.  This 
year-round transfer program will uniformly reduce withdrawals from the receiver’s reservoir 
system.  The second strategy is to time transfers so they coincide with what is typically the 
drawdown phase of the purchasing utility’s reservoirs in order to reduce the level of 
drawdown.  The third strategy would be to schedule transfers during the purchasing utility’s 
refill phase, effectively boosting its rate of refill.  Based on historical records for these 
utilities, Take-or-Pay agreements set to coincide with the drawdown phase begin in the 22nd 
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week of the year (late May) and continue through the 50th week (mid-December).  Those set 
to coincide with the refill period run from week 51  through week 21 of the following year.  
These three strategies were evaluated using 2030 profiles for each of the utilities and 
increasing transfer volumes incrementally until each utility reached 100% reliability. 
The approach taken for determining the most cost-effective DSR and Risk-of-Failure 
agreements is somewhat more complex because of the tradeoff between increased 
infrastructure capacity (i.e. capital cost) and the ability to wait longer before requesting 
transfers, which on average will reduce transfer costs.   
When considering infrastructure capacity alternatives there are a limited number of 
discrete sizes that could practically be selected.  The size and cost of those discrete choices 
are outlined in Tables 3 and 4, below. 
 
Table 3:  Size increments and cost for expanding Cary/Apex WTP (Hazen and Sawyer, 2004) 
Raw water 
Capacity 
40 MGD 48 MGD 56 MGD 64 MGD 72 MGD 80 MGD 
Incremental 
Cost 
$3,201,0001 $22,218,0002 $9,172,000 $39,907,0003 $9,763,000 $9,485,000 
Total Cost $3,201,000 $25,419,000 $34,519,000 $74,498,000 $84,261,000 $93,746,000
1 -     Recommended upgrades and improvements 
2 -     Includes new ozonation facilities to 80 MGD capacity 
3 -     Includes new intake facilities on Jordan Lake to 80 MGD capacity 
 
 
Table 4:  Size, Capacity, and Unit Cost of Pipelines 
Pipeline Diameter 
(inches) 
Conveyance Capacity * Installed Cost  
(per linear foot) 
12” 2.5 MGD $35 
16” 4.5 MGD $50 
20” 7.0 MGD $75 
24” 10.1 MGD $100 
30” 15.9 MGD $120 
36” 22.8 MGD $135 
42” 31.1 MGD $150 
48” 40.6 MGD $170 
* - flow velocity of 5 ft/sec and 24 hrs/day 
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With six different WTP capacities and eight different potential capacities for the two 
pipelines, there are 384 potential infrastructure combinations.  A preliminary investigation 
revealed that only a limited number were capable of achieving 100% reliability for any 
agreement type at a competitive cost and these were selected for further investigation.    
Figure 7 displays an example of the relationship between infrastructure and reliability for 
OWASA. 
 
 
Figure 7: Reliability for OWASA.  Year 2030 Demand.  OWASA  Risk-of-Failure threshold 5%.      
                OWASA  Risk-of-Failure threshold 13%.  Durham to OWASA Pipeline Capacity 7 MGD 
 
The nine points indicated in Figure 7 represent discrete infrastructure combinations that 
are then each evaluated independently while holding the infrastructure capacity fixed.  
Reliability and cost information is recorded and only those combinations for which both 
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utilities were able to achieve 100% reliability received further consideration.  Figure 8a and 
8b show the relationship between reliability and the agreement terms for a Risk-of-Failure 
agreement for the infrastructure combination circled in Figure 7 (56/15.8/7.0 [Cary/Apex 
WTP capacity/ Cary to Durham pipeline capacity/ Durham to OWASA pipeline capacity, 
respectively]).  The overlapping region of α thresholds which allow both utilities to reach 
100% reliability is noted in Figure 8b.  It is this range of agreement terms which receives 
further consideration. 
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Figure 8a: Reliability for Durham vs threshold levels.  Year 2030 Demand.  56/15.8/7.0 (Cary/Apex WTP 
capacity/ Cary-Durham pipeline capacity/ Durham- OWASA pipeline capacity) infrastructure combination. 
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Figure 8b: Reliability for OWASA vs threshold levels. Year 2030 Demand.  56/15.8/7.0 infrastructure 
combination. 
 
Figure 9 shows the relationship between average annual program cost and the threshold 
level, α, selected by each utility.  Note that regions where annual average cost is not 
displayed on Figure 9 indicate combinations of α for which 100% reliability was not attained 
by at least one of the utilities over the simulation period.  So in this particular case, the lowest 
cost combination ($4.35 million/yr) of α values for which both utilities achieve 100% 
reliability is OWASAα  of 10% and Durhamα  of 32%.  This process was repeated over the array of 
available infrastructure combinations to explore the relationship between infrastructure, 
agreement, reliability, and average annual cost. This procedure allows the user to determine 
cost-effective combinations of infrastructure and agreement types that meet reliability 
standards.   
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 Chapter III 
Results 
Results for each of the three agreemen resented primarily in terms of:  
1. The infrastructure needed to reac reliability over the 15-year (1990-2004)    
3. for each agreement (i.e. contract size and timing for Take-or-Pay 
. 
Nev
program nticipated in the Year 2030, a point at 
 reliability of 97.8% over the period 1990-2004, 
while Durham’s system would provide 99.4% weekly reliability with an average demand of 
 
 
t types are p
h 100% 
simulation period. 
2.  The average annual cost of the transfer program over the simulation period. 
 The decision rules 
agreements, and transfer thresholds for DSR and Risk-of-Failure agreements)
4. If the transfer agreement can be guaranteed, and if not, the percentage of weeks in 
which the agreement would be interrupted.     
ertheless, other metrics are also included to characterize the performance of the transfer 
s.  Results are presented for demand levels a
which both Durham and OWASA may have significant transfer needs depending on 
hydrologic conditions.  A critical assumption implicit within these results is that Durham will 
discontinue the use of its hydroram pumps on Lake Michie.  For an analysis that includes the 
continued use of these pumps, see Appendix C.  Appendix A also covers scenarios pertaining 
to other demand levels, alternative sales scenarios, and uncertainty regarding the accessible 
volume of water in Durham’s reservoirs.    
In the absence of transfers, and assuming an average daily demand of 14.2 MGD, 
OWASA could expect to achieve a weekly
42
Each of the three schedules for Take-or-Pay agreements were evaluated: Year Round, 
 Dec 16th), and Refill Phase (Dec 17th – May 27th).  Table 6 
escribes the details of Take-or-Pay contracts that will allow Durham and OWASA to reach 
10
.96 MGD.  This represents the “baseline” scenario used to explore the infrastructure and 
agreement type/terms required for both utilities to achieve 100% weekly reliability over the 
15 year hydrologic sequence.  
 
3.1 Take-or-Pay Agreements 
 
Drawdown Phase (May 28th –
d
0% reliability.  Both the year-round and drawdown phase transfer programs are capable of 
providing this level of reliability, however, the refill phase transfer program can not do so for 
either utility.  In Durham’s case, the refill phase transfer program is capable of assuring that 
the reservoir system enters the drawdown phase completely full, but doing so is not sufficient 
to prevent failures and some transfers must occur during the drawdown phase to attain 100% 
reliability.  Due to a greater storage to demand ratio, OWASA’s system would not fail if it 
were to begin the drawdown phase with a full reservoir system.  Nevertheless, even if the 
refill phase transfer program completely offsets demand (i.e. no withdrawals are made from 
its reservoir system from Dec 17th – May 27th) the reservoir system may not completely refill 
if a dry winter follows an intense drawdown phase in the preceding summer. This leaves the 
system vulnerable to failure in the subsequent drawdown phase, a hydrologic pattern that 
occurred during the drought of 2001-2002.  
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Table 6: Cost Comparison of Take-or-Pay agreements 
Ta
 Year-Round 
ke-or-Pay 
Drawdown-phase 
Take-or-Pay 
WTP plant capacity 64 MGD 56 MGD 48 MGD 64 MGD 56 MGD 48 MGD 
Contract Amount - Durham 1.5 MGD 1.5 MGD 1.5 MGD 1.5 MGD 1.5 MGD 2 MGD 
Contract Amount - OWASA 3.5 MGD 3.5 MGD 4 MGD 5.5 MGD 5.5 MGD 6 MGD 
Annualized Capital Costs (millions) $7.0 $3.5 $2.7 $7.0 $3.5 $2.85 
Annual Contract – Durham (millions) $1.2 $1.2 $1.2 $0.7 $0.7 $0.85 
Annual Contract - OWASA 
(millions) 
$3.6 $3.6 $4.0 $3.1 $3.1 $3.2 
Max
OWASA
Avg
OWASA TT /  (MG/yr) 832 / 1201 831 / 1200 908 / 1240 921 / 1066 921 / 1066 975 / 1218 
FreqMax
OWASA
FreqAvg
OWASA TT
.. /  (weeks per year)  34 / 49  34 / 49 33 / 46 25 / 29 25 / 29 24 / 29 
Max
Durham
Avg
Durham TT / (MG/yr) 249 / 431 249 / 430 239 / 390 236 / 331 235 / 331 249 / 378
FreqMax
Durham
FreqAvg
Durham TT
.. /   (weeks per year) 24 / 41 24 / 41 23 / 38 19 / 27 19 / 27 19 / 27 
Interruptions 0% 0.25% 4% 0% 1.6% 14% 
CapC-D (MGD) 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 10.1 
CapD-O (MGD) 4.5 4.5 4.5 7.0 7.0 7.0 
Total Annual Cost (millions) $11.8 $8.3 $7.9 $10.8 $7.3 $6.9 
Max
i
Avg
i TT /  - Average and maximum volume of transfers actually received by the utility on calendar year   
basis.  However, utilities pay for the right to obtain the maximum contract amount but only call it when 
reservoirs are less than 100% full.   
- Average and maximum number of weeks per year the utility engages in transfers.   
Contract is exercised any time reservoirs are less than 100% full and contract is in effect. 
Interruptions – The percentage of weeks in which the full contract amount can not be delivered due to the 
priority of meeting demand in the Cary/Apex service area.  A contract interruption is not indicative of a 
“failure” or week in which reliability is not met.  However, it does indicate the purchasing utility will rely 
more heavily on its own reservoir system during weeks in which interruptions occur.  
CapC-D – Minimum size pipeline from Cary to Durham required (See Table 4 for discrete pipeline sizes) 
CapD-O – Minimum size pipeline from Durham-OWASA required  
 
Since the transfer volume is specified in the contract and both buyers can request a 
transfer at any time the contract is in effect (year-round or during the drawdown phase), the 
Cary to Durham pipeline capacity required to support the contract is simply the sum of the 
contract flow rates for OWASA and Durham.  The more critical issue is the tradeoff between 
guaranteeing sufficient treatment plant capacity to meet contract obligations and the 
increased expense of providing the capacity to do so.  Cary/Apex’s annual average demand 
in 2030 is 28.3 MGD and the highest weekly demand to annual average demand ratio is 1.60, 
yielding an average demand of 45.4 MGD during the peak week.  With an estimated 
FreqMax
i
FreqAvg
i TT
.. /
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treatment process loss of 13% based on historical records, this requires 51.3 MGD of raw 
w capacity.  Thou  m a t h 
ak day C  i  e 
qu to 54 GD if ted water storage is not used to 
t peak.  To guarantee processing capacity to meet either the year round or 
drawdown phase agreem  
However, both Durham and OWASA can reach 100%   
 WTP at Cary/Apex if  will e w s the fer contract 
ith a 56 MGD WTP, a -round ent of 1.5 MGD for Durham 
and 3.5 M  be 
fully ughly once in 8 years, due to the priority of fully meeting 
dem those weeks, 
how
also  both utilities to 
 MGD for Durham).  Because this 
agreement is executed during the summer when demand is highest and the total contract 
amount is larger than the year-round agreement, interruptions would be higher than for a 
year-round agreement, occurring in 1.6% of weeks, during which a minimum of 60% of the 
contract amount would be delivered.     
Finally, it is possible for both Durham and OWASA to achieve 100% reliability using 
either year-round or drawdown-phase agreements and a WTP capacity of only 48 MGD.  
However, this requires accepting a higher percentage of weeks in which the contract will be 
interrupted and increasing the contract size by 0.5 MGD to make up for the contract portion 
ater processing gh this odel functions on weekly ime step, it is wort
keeping in mind that a pe  ratio for ary/Apex is even h gher (1.7) and could push th
raw water processing capacity re ired .4 M  trea
offset tha
ents without interruption requires a 64 MGD WTP capacity. 
reliability with less expense by relying
on a smaller they  accept that in som eek  trans
will not be fulfilled.  W year  agreem
GD for OWASA (the minimum required to reach 100% reliability) would fail to
 met in 0.25% of weeks, or ro
and in the Cary/Apex service area before making transfers.  Even in 
ever, 80% of the contract amount could still be delivered.  A 56 MGD WTP capacity is 
 needed to support the smallest drawdown phase agreement needed for
reach 100% reliability (5.5 MGD for OWASA and 1.5
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that is undelivered in high demand weeks at Cary/Apex.  With a WTP capacity of 48 MGD, a 
drawdown phase agreement would be interrupted in just under 14% of weeks and in roughly 
a third of those weeks (i.e. 4%) when the agreement cannot be fulfilled, the amount delivered 
would be less than half of the maximum specified by the agreement.  While an interruptible 
contract may be less desirable than a guaranteed contract, the net effect is to reduce the 
average annual cost of the transfer program on the order of $400,000 per year from a 
program using a 56 MGD WTP and by $3.9 million over programs using a 64 MGD WTP.  
The least costly Take-or-Pay agreement that provides 100% reliability is the drawdown 
phase agreement with a 48/10.1/7.0 MGD (Cary/Apex WTP capacity/ Cary to Durham 
pipeline capacity/ Durham to OWASA pipeline capacity, respectively) infrastructure capacity 
and contract sizes of 6 MGD and 2 MGD for OWASA and Durham, respectively.  .  
The timing of Take-or-Pay agreements has an impact on the overall cost of the transfer 
program.  Drawdown phase agreements are more cost-effective in general because there is a 
greater probability they will actually offset demand when reservoir levels are less than full.  
In a region such as the Research Triangle, where reservoir capacity is limited and/or the refill 
phase is occasionally insufficient, minimizing the drawdown is the most effective means of 
improving reliability.  In this case, a drawdown phase transfer program saves roughly $1 
million per year relative to the year round transfer program.   
 
3.2 Days of Supply Remaining Agreements 
 
Results for twelve relevant infrastructure combinations that provide both Durham and 
OWASA the ability to achieve 100% reliability are shown in Table 7.   
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Table 7:  Minimum cost solutions for DSR Agreements  
Cary-Durham Pipeline Capacity Cary/Apex WTP Capacity  
 7 MGD 10.1 MGD 15.8 MGD 22.8 MGD 
48 MGD 
OWASA 
OWASA
 (MG/yr) 
C   (millions) 
88 / 468 
$4.08
122 / 614 
$4.30
167 / 766 
$4.46 
168 / 772 
$4.54
DSR
DSRDurham 
MaxAvg TT /  (MG/yr) 
FreqMax
OWASA
FreqAvg
OWASA TT
.. /  
FreqMax
Durham
FreqAvg
Durham TT
.. /  
Interruptions 
CapD-O (MGD) 
Avg
CMax  (millions) 
190 
79 
412 / 1155 
11 / 38 
2.3 / 14 
12% 
7.0 
$7.01 
190 
79 
419 / 1197 
10 / 37 
2.3 / 14 
15% 
7.0 
$7.56 
186 
79 
409 / 1193 
10 / 36 
2.3 / 14 
14% 
7.0 
$7.98 
186 
79 
413 / 1197 
10 / 34 
2.3 / 14 
14% 
7.0 
$8.07 
OWASA
Max
Durham
Avg
Durham TT /
56 MGD 
OWASA 
OWASA
 (MG/yr) 
C   (millions) 
84 / 444 
$4.72
91 / 508 
$4.69
90 / 503 
$4.61 
116 / 626 
5% 
10.1 
$4.70
DSR
DSRDurham 
MaxAvg TT /  (MG/yr) 
FreqMax
OWASA
FreqAvg
OWASA TT
.. /  
FreqMax
Durham
FreqAvg
Durham TT
.. /  
Interruptions 
CapD-O (MGD) 
Avg
178 
76 
359 / 1185 
9 / 36 
2.2 / 13 
2% 
7.0 
150 
70 
281 / 1095 
6 / 26 
1.6 / 10 
4% 
10.1 
134 
61 
218 / 1173 
4 / 24 
1.1 / 7 
5% 
10.1 
130 
61 
206 / 1181 
4 / 23 
1.1 / 7 
OWASA
Max
Durham
Avg
Durham TT /
CMax  (millions) $7.83 $7.90 $8.20 $8.56 
64 MGD 
OWASA 
OWASA
 (MG/yr) 
Interruptions 
C   (millions) 
84 / 444 
0% 
$8.21
75 / 425 
0% 
$7.94
93 / 546 
0% 
$7.97 
83 / 568 
0% 
$8.00
DSR
DSRDurham 
MaxAvg TT /  (MG/yr) 
FreqMax
OWASA
FreqAvg
OWASA TT
.. /  
Max
FreqMax
Durham
FreqAvg
Durham TT
.. /  
CapD-O (MGD) 
Avg
CMax  (millions) 
178 
76 
360 / 1210 
9 / 36 
2.2 / 13 
7.0 
    $11.39 
134 
64 
209 / 1156 
4 / 24 
1.3/ 8 
10.1 
      $11.37 
122 
61 
176 / 1249 
3 / 23 
1.1 / 7 
10.1 
    $11.99 
114 
55 
167 / 1361 
3 / 23 
0.7 / 5 
10.1 
    $12.42 
OWASA
Durham
Avg
Durham TT /
DSR  – transfer decision threshold    
DSRDurham – transfer decision threshold 
MaxAvg TT /  - Average and maximum volume of transfers received by the utility on ca
OWASA
lendar year basis 
FreqMax
i
FreqAvg
i T
.. / - Average and maximum number of weeks per year the utility engages in transfers. 
terruptions – The percentage of weeks in which an average of  8 MGD of transfers can not be delivered  
pex service area.  Although the amount transferred in any 
 purposes the agreement is considered to be interrupted in 
any week in which transfers are requested by either utility and less than 8 MGD for transfers are available 
(7 MGD for cases in which the Cary to Durham pipeline is only 7 MGD) 
Ca
Avg
  
i i
T
In
due to priority of meeting demand in the Cary/A
week is only limited by equation [7], for planning
pD-O – The capacity of the Durham-OWASA pipeline that results in the minimum program cost in  
combination with the indicated WTP and Cary to Durham pipeline capacities. 
C  – Average annual cost of the transfer program 
CMax – Cost of transfer program in year of maximal use 
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The lowest cost scenario includes a 48/10.1/7.0 MGD (Cary/Apex WTP capacity / Cary to 
Durham pipeline capacity / Durham to A y) 
infrastructure capacity, a er thresho   
Under this scenario OWASA receives an averag 19 M of w ansf m 
Cary/Apex, and a maximum of 1155 M /yr whi stin ers ver 1 
weeks/yr and a maximu s/yr.  Durham eived age o
maximum of 468 MG/yr, requesting ansfers an av ore
year up to a maximum of 14 weeks/yr a p as 
estimated at $4.08 million rising to $7.01 m llion most expensive  Thi st 
cost DSR agreement is an interruptible agreeme ent eptance of interruptions 
(less than 7 MGD delivered) in about 12% of weeks in which re s are  
It is important to note that treatment capacity of a GD at 
Cary/Apex is sufficient to meet the transfer n of 
simulated weeks (8 of 780 weeks) the dem rvice area alone would 
exceed the treated water production cap city of t .  In f th ht w e 
demand exceeded treatm y 3 MGD. Therefore, unless Cary/Apex’s peak use 
acity is availab P 
may not b
DSR 
thre
exception to this is when using a 7 MGD pipeline between Cary and Durham, the 
inc  changes in the amount 
 MGD WTP is of sufficient size to meet 
OWAS pipeline capacity, respectivel
nd transf lds of OWDS limitASA = 190 and R limiturham  = 79.DDSR
e of 4 G/yr ater tr ers fro
G le reque g transf  on an a age of 1
m o 38 weekf  rec  aver f 88 MG/yr and a 
 tr erage of slightly m  than 2 weeks per 
.   The average annu l cost of this transfer rogram w
i in the  year. s lowe
nt that ails acc
quest made.
 although the excess  48 M WTP 
needs of Durham a d OWASA, in 1% 
and in the Cary/Apex se
a he WTP  two o ose eig eeks th
ent capacity b
ratios are reduced or significant treated water storage cap le, a 48 MGD WT
e sufficient for meeting their own demand.   
As treatment plant capacity increases it allows Durham and OWASA to adopt lower 
sholds, which in turn reduces the average amount purchased by each utility.  The only 
remental expansion from 56 MGD to 64 MGD produces almost no
of water purchased.  This is because a 56
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Ca
mbination.  In addition to the ab
in size from 
56
er the frequency with which transfers 
are
ry/Apex’s demand and produce an additional 7 MGD to transfer to Durham and/or 
OWASA in almost all situations.  This indicates the Cary to Durham pipeline has become the 
limiting factor with the 64/7.0/7.0 infrastructure co ility to 
adopt lower DSR thresholds, greater treatment plant capacity affords the purchasing utilities a 
lower chance that the transfer agreement will be interrupted in any given week.  The 
likelihood that treatment capacity available for transfers is less than 8 MGD (or 7 MGD if the 
Cary to Durham pipeline has 7 MGD of capacity) drops from 12-15% with a 48 MGD WTP, 
to 2-5% with a 56 MGD WTP, and to 0% with a 64 MGD WTP.  However, treatment plant 
expansions are expensive and raise the average cost of the transfer program in all cases.  This 
is because the incremental cost in the treatment plant is greater than the amount saved by 
lowering DSR thresholds and transferring less water.  The incremental increase 
 MGD to 64 MGD is especially expensive because it requires building a larger intake 
structure on Jordan Lake (See Table 3) and pipeline to deliver raw water to the WTP and 
produces a $3.5 million increase in the amortized cost of infrastructure.   
Building a larger pipeline does not impact the infrastructure cost as drastically as the 
expansions in the WTP.  Even so, the effect of increasing pipeline size on transfer program 
cost is somewhat complex because of two opposing dynamics.  If a larger pipeline can allow 
the DSR thresholds to be reduced, this is likely to low
 requested and the annual volume purchased also declines, which reduces program cost.  
However, a larger pipeline also causes the average transfer volume to increase, and if DSR 
thresholds aren’t reduced program cost will rise because the total volume transfers will 
increase.  With the DSR agreement, increasing the pipeline size from Cary to Durham tends 
to lower OWASA’s DSR threshold and reduce the average volume purchased.  However, 
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with respect to Durham, DSR thresholds do not decline as significantly with increased 
pipeline size, and the average volume purchased tends to increase.  The overall change in 
program cost with increases in the Cary to Durham pipeline capacity is mixed, with some 
trend toward reduction in program cost when associated with 56 and 64 MGD capacity, but 
an increasing trend when associated with a 48 MGD WTP capacity.              
 
3.3 Risk-of-Failure Agreements 
 
OWASA
 
The performance of agreements based on Risk-of-Failure decision rules is evaluated in a 
manner similar to that used for evaluating the DSR agreements.  Each relevant infrastructure 
combination is evaluated over a range of Risk-of-Failure threshold values (α) for both 
OWASA and Durham, with results for the lowest cost combination of and α
Durhamα presented in Table 8.  Whereas the limitiDSR decision rule is based on a threshold that 
remains constant throughout the year, the Risk-of-Failure threshold, α, changes over the 
course of the year as dictated by historical trends in reservoir inflow and withdrawal.  The 
reservoir storage levels corresponding with selected α values for OWASA and Durham are 
displayed in Figures 10a and 10b, respectively (DSR values are included for comparative 
purposes). Values of α are selected in discrete increments of roughly 1.3%, and are 
representative of the percentage of years in the 78 year hydrologic record in which at least 
one weekly failure would result.  
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Figure 10a: Storage values corresponding with selected α values for OWASA at an average daily demand of 
 
 
14.2 MGD (Year 2030).  α value represents the Risk-of-Failure over the following 52 weeks. 
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Figure 10b: Storage values corresponding with selected α values for Durham at an average daily demand of 43 
MGD (Year 2030). α value represents the Risk-of-Failure over the following 52 weeks. 
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 Table 8: Minimum cost solutions with Risk-of-Failure Agreements  
Cary-Durham Pipeline Capacity Cary/Apex WTP Capacity 
 
 
7 MGD 10.1 MGD 15.8 MGD 22.8 MGD 
48 MGD 
OWASAα              
Durhamα  
Max
OWASA
Avg
OWASA TT /  (MG/yr) 
 (MG/yr) 
Interruptions 
CapD-O (MGD) 
CAvg  (millions) 
CMax  (millions) 
3.8% 
31% 
611 / 1326 
16 / 38 
49 / 409 
1.5 / 15 
10% 
7.0 
$4.55
$7.36 
6.4% 
32% 
204 / 1497 
4 / 37 
55 / 465 
1.3 / 15 
15% 
7.0 
$3.54
$8.02 
10% 
32% 
158 / 1831 
3 / 34 
62 / 464 
1.3 / 15 
21% 
10.1 
$3.57 
$9.16 
10% 
32% 
158 / 1831 
3 / 34 
   62  / 467 
1.3 / 15 
21% 
10.1 
$3.64
$9.24 
FreqMax
OWASA
FreqAvg
OWASA TT
.. /  
Max
Durham
Avg
Durham TT /
FreqMax
Durham
FreqAvg
Durham TT
.. /  
OWASAα              
Durhamα  
Max
OWASA
Avg
OWASA TT /  (MG/yr) 
Durham
Interruptions 
CapD-O (MGD) 
CAvg  (millions) 
CMax  (millions) 
6.4% 
31% 
208 / 1508 
6 / 41 
4% 
7.0 
$4.23
$8.82 
9.0% 
32% 
154 / 1641 
4 / 38 
7% 
7.0 
$4.21
$9.38 
28% 
32% 
115 / 1724 
2 / 28 
9% 
10.1 
$4.29 
$10.10 
28% 
32% 
115 / 1730 
2 / 8 
1.4 / 16 
9% 
10.1 
$4.41
$10.83 
FreqMax
OWASA
FreqAvg
OWASA TT
.. /   2
56 MGD MaxDurham
Avg
Durham TT /  (MG/yr) 
FreqMaxFreqAvg TT .. /  
55 / 476 
1.5 / 16 
   57  / 511 
1.4 / 16 
77 / 664 
1.4 / 16 
   98  / 955 
Durham
64 MGD 
OWASAα              
Durhamα  
Max
OWASA
Avg
OWASA TT /  (MG/yr) 
 (MG/yr) 
Interruptions 
CapD-O (MGD) 
CAvg  (millions) 
CMax  (millions) 
6.4% 
31% 
209 / 1523 
6 / 41 
55 / 486 
1.5 / 16 
0% 
7.0 
$7.72
$12.36 
9.0% 
32% 
156 / 1657 
4 / 38 
   60  / 552 
1.4 / 16 
0% 
7.0 
$7.70
$13.00 
33% 
32% 
115 / 1728 
2 / 26 
81 / 735 
1.4 / 16 
0% 
10.1 
$7.78 
$13.75 
37% 
32% 
116 / 1741 
2 / 25 
 122 / 1290 
1.4 / 16 
0% 
10.1 
$7.94
$15.08 
FreqMax
OWASA
FreqAvg
OWASA TT
.. /  
Max
Durham
Avg
Durham TT /
FreqMax
Durham
FreqAvg
Durham TT
.. /  
 
Results in Table 8 characterize the tradeoff between increasing infrastructure capacity and 
the ability to allow reservoir levels to decline before requesting a transfer.  Greater 
infrastructure capacity allows for the use of higher α values because water can be transferred 
verage quantity of 
ansferred water, but increases infrastructure cost.  Furthermore, as higher α values are 
at higher flow rates to the purchasing utilities.  This reduces the a
tr
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adopted, the difference between the average annual program cost and the maximum annual 
cost increases.  The minimum cost (average  co illion) to reach 100% 
reliability involves a 48/10.1/7.0 infrastructure combi n and old v
annual st $3.5 m
natio thresh alues of OWASAα  = 
6.4%, Durhamα = 32%.  Investing in additional infras  bey is lev ts mo  
the savings achieved from reducing the average a of w ans Thi  
from the minimum cost D ure combination (48/7.0/7.0) because when using the 
48/7.0/7.0, the maximum re that OW can a nd s hieve
reliability is 3.8%, a threshold that induces OWA to req transf ny tim  
reservoirs are less than 100% full between January and early May.  As lt, OW  
purchases a  $1.1 million per year more
to Durham pipeline were expanded to the next incremental size.   
As WTP capacity is i  48 MGD t GD ifica re c  
becomes available to Durham and OWASA in all but the highest d d wee t 
Cary/Apex and this permits OWASA, in particul ld e 
α).   It uces the frequency er ks h t 
capacity dedicated to tran  than 8 MGD) by over 50%.  However, except for the 
case where the Cary to D  is 7 MGD, duction in average transfer  
nly enough to offset about $100,000 of the nearly $800,000 increase in annualized 
inf
tructure ond th el cos re than
mount ater tr ferred.  s differs
SR infrastruct
 Risk-of-Failu ASA dopt a till ac  100% 
SA uest ers a e its
a resu ASA
n average of  than it would if either the WTP or Cary 
ncreased from o 56 M , sign ntly mo apacity
 eman ks a
ar, to lower its transfer thresho  (increas
also red of transf interruptions (wee in whic  treatmen
sfers is less
urh m pipelinea  the re  costs is
o
rastructure costs.  Increasing WTP capacity further to 64 MGD provides no additional 
reduction in transfer frequency or volume, at any pipeline capacity.  On the other hand, as 
with the other agreement types, a 64 MGD WTP is the minimum size for which a significant 
capacity (11+ MGD on a weekly average) could be guaranteed to Durham and OWASA at 
all times and as such, interruptions are reduced to 0% of weeks in which transfers were 
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requested. Cost and interruptions aside, the performance of a transfer program with 64 MGD 
WTP capacity compared to a 56 MGD WTP capacity is nearly identical in terms of 
frequency and volume of transfers because peak demands at Cary/Apex that would interrupt 
transfer urham and OWASA are sufficiently infrequent (4-9% of weeks depending on 
thresholds), and of short enough duration, as to have very small impact on the transfer 
program.     
Moving across Table 8, expanding the Cary to Durham pipeline from 7 MGD to 10 MGD 
reduces the average annual program cost, above all when combined with a 48 MGD WTP 
because it allows OWASA to increase α to a threshold that remains below 100% reservoir 
storage throughout the year.  Beyond 10 MGD, increasing the size of the Cary to Durham 
pipeline produces mixed effects.  Use of a 15.8 MGD Cary-Durham
s to D
 pipeline allows OWASA 
to adopt higher α values, reducing the average annual transfer volume it requires by 22-26% 
depending on WTP capacity.  However, the bigger pipeline does not allow Durham to reduce 
its transfer threshold and transfer volumes increase without changing in frequency.  The net 
effect is a small increase in average annual cost at all WTP capacities.  Moving to a 22.8 
MGD Cary to Durham pipeline at any WTP capacity has little effect on the transfer 
thresholds adopted, further increases the average volume Durham purchases, and produces a 
net cost increase on the order of $100,000 per year.   
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3.4 Comparison of Minimum Cost Scenarios 
 
Table 9 provides a comparison of the minimum cost agreement-infrastructure combinations 
from amongst the three agreement types. 
Table 9: Comparison of the minimum cost infrastructure/agreement scenarios 
 Take-or-Pay DSR Risk-of-Failure 
Description of Agreement Drawdown Phase 
(May 28-Dec16) OWASA
DSR = 190 OWASAα = 6.4%  limit
OWASA   6 MGD 
Durham     2 MGD 
limitDurham
DSR =  79 Durhamα = 32% 
Capacity of Cary/Apex WTP 48 MGD 48 MGD 48 MGD 
Annualized cost of WTP expansion $2.2 million $2.2 million $2.2 million 
Capacity of Cary-Durham Pipeline 10 MGD 7 MGD 10 MGD 
Annualized cost of Cary-Durham Pipeline $460,000  $340,000  $460,000  
Capacity of Durham-OWASA Pipeline 7 MGD 7 MGD 7 MGD 
Annualized cost of Durham-OWASA Pipeline $170,000 $170,000 $170,000 
OWASA – average annual cost of transfers  $3.2 million $1.2 million $570,000 
OWASA – average volume of transfers 1152 MG/yr 412 MG/yr 204 MG/yr 1 
OWASA – maximum annual cost of transfers  $3.4 million $3.2 million $4.2 million 
OWASA – maximum volume of transfers 1218 MG/yr1 1155 MG/yr 1496 MG/yr 
Durham – average annual cost of transfers  $850,000 $195,000 $120,000 
Durham – average volume of transfers 384 MG/yr1 88 MG/yr 55 MG/yr 
Durham – maximum annual cost of transfers  $900,000 $1.0 million $1.0 million 
Durham – maximum volume of transfers 406 MG/yr1 468 MG/yr 465 MG/yr 
Frequency of Interruptions 14% 12% 15% 
Average Annual Cost $6.9 million $4.1 million $3.5 million 
Maximum Annual Cost $7.2 million $7.0 million $8.0 million 
Cost/Kgal transferred $5.67/Kgal $8.18/Kgal $13.70/Kgal 
1 – Reflects the amount available in a Take-or-Pay contract, and thus the amount for which each utility pays, 
sts account for a significant portion of 
total program cost.  Under the 2030 demand scenario the limiting factor for treatment plant 
apacity is actually the demand in the Cary/Apex service area rather than any need to expand 
to support the transfer program.  In other words, the treatment plant capacity needed to 
satisfy demand during peak periods in the Cary/Apex service area remains unused often 
enough to produce transfer volumes sufficient to allow both Durham and OWASA to reach 
100% reliability over the 1990-2004 hydrologic sequence.  The difference in conveyance 
rather than the amount actually delivered.  For delivered volume, see Table 6.  
 
A 48 MGD treatment plant can serve as the foundation for any of the three minimum cost 
scenarios, an important factor since treatment plant co
c
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capacity requirements is small across the three agreement types, and the annualized cost of 
e pipelines is relatively small compared to total program costs, but there are other 
th the Take-or-Pay agreement results from the 
o support the 
dependent utilities (OWASA and Durham) se scenario.  he 1990
simulation period and 2030 demand level  for both OW  and Durham 
w ll other yea es are the abi re 
e vere d e 2002, gh they  the 
f  O se, at averag , the 
2001-2002 hydrologic sequence is the only this 15  that w in 
a failure without transfers.  Durham’s ca ilar, as it would only need a transfer 
p 93  
R agreements, the  requ r at a le % 
rs 
ade under a Take-or-Pay contract that are not necessary to avert a failure.  As a result the 
transfer program based on DSR is 41% less costly than a Take-or-Pay contract.   
The Risk-of-Failure agreement goes further than the DSR agreement toward economizing 
on the average volume of transfers.  The DSR agreement sets a threshold level for requesting 
transfers that is constant throughout the year whereas the Risk-of-Failure method 
eby 
provides better guidance regarding when transfers are necessary to avert failure.  For 
example, with the minimum cost DSR agreement, 34% of water transfers, or 170 MG/yr on 
th
important differences that lead to significant divergence in program costs.   
The majority of costs associated wi
purchases themselves.  By definition, this agreement must be designed t
 in the worst-ca Over t
ASA
-2004 
s, the worst year
as 2002.  This means that in a rs the utiliti  paying for lity to acqui
nough water to make it through a se rought, lik  even thou do not use
ull contracted amount in most years.  In WASA’s ca  14.2 MGD e demand
 drought in  year period ould result 
se is sim
rogram to avert failures in the years 19 and 2002.  
With respect to DS
limiti
R is set toDS est a transfe ss than 100
reservoir storage, and this provides a simple method for avoiding a large fraction of transfe
m
incorporates a changing threshold that anticipates the drawdown-refill cycle and ther
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average, occur in November and December, just before the refill phase typically begin
Since the Risk-of-Failure agreement anticipates the refill period, the α thre
considerably lower than the DSR trigger at this time of year (Figure 10a, 1
s.  
shold is 
0b), and average 
pu
l of 2001 (anticipating a refill that did 
no
rchases during November and December only amount to 42 MG/yr.    Over the course of 
the critical hydrologic period analyzed here, the Risk-of-Failure agreement could lead 
Durham and OWASA to purchase much less water than would be the case under the DSR 
agreement (38% less and 50% less, respectively).  This results in a transfer program that, on 
average, is 13% less expensive than a DSR agreement and 49% less expensive than a Take-
or-Pay agreement.  However, the maximum annual cost is about $1 million greater for the 
Risk-of-Failure agreement than for the DSR or Take-or-Pay agreements.  This is due to the 
fact that while the total volume of transfers necessary to avert a failure during a single 
drawdown is fixed, the agreement terms used with the minimum cost Risk-of-Failure 
agreement caused less water to be purchased in the fal
t occur) and purchasing more during calendar year 2002 than occurred with the other two 
agreements.  Therefore, while the total amount purchased during the 2001-2002 drought was 
similar for each of the three agreements, the Risk-of-Failure agreement caused a greater 
proportion of transfers to be executed in 2002.  
All of the solutions discussed above are intended to permit a useful comparison across the 
different agreement types.  Results focused on the specific agreement-infrastructure 
combinations that achieve 100% reliability for a minimum average annual cost.  Water utility 
managers might be less likely to place such an overriding emphasis on cost minimization and 
perhaps would be willing to invest in a greater “margin of safety” than is inherent within 
these optimal combinations, whether that be through increasing infrastructure capacity or 
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using more conservative terms in a transfer agreement.  Nonetheless, results for a wider 
range of potential agreement-infrastructure combinations are presented and this sort of 
investigation can serve as a means of analyzing the tradeoffs between more conservative 
choices and cost.  Such results should be of interest to utility managers and water resource 
planners considering the use of transfers as a part of regional water supply strategies.   
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Chapter IV 
Final Remarks 
4.1 Conclusions 
 
The results of this analysis demonstrate that the selection of agreement type, as well as the 
terms of the agreement, can have a significant impact on the cost of a water transfer / 
regionalization program.  The decision rules used with the Risk-of-Failure agreement provide 
an effective framework for significantly reducing non-essential transfers and were shown 
here to reduce the volume of transfers by over 80% compared to a Take-or-Pay agreement. 
Nevertheless, because the infrastructure required to support transfers must be developed for 
any type of agreement, and accounts for a considerable fraction of total program costs, there 
is a limit to the potential cost savings.  The annualized cost of infrastructure amounts to just 
over 40% of the annual average cost for the Take-or-Pay agreement, but accounts for 70% 
and 81% of the annual average program cost for the DSR and Risk-of-Failure agreements, 
respectively.  So while the infrastructure required in the minimum cost scenarios for each of 
the three agreements is nearly the same, the reduction in the average volume transferred with 
the Risk-of-Failure agreement accounts for the fact that the average cost per thousand gallons 
transferred rises from $5.67 under the Take-or-Pay agreement to $13.70 with the Risk-of-
Failure agreement. 
Whereas the annual cost of a Take-or-Pay agreement is essentially fixed, the annual cost 
of a Risk-of-Failure or DSR agreement is variable and tied directly to hydrologic uncertainty.  
Annual variations in the minimum cost scenario Risk-of-Failure agreement range from 20% 
below, to 125% above, the mean.  A ture increases and transfer thresholds 
decrease, the span between annual min mum cost tends to increase.  As such, 
 utilities interested in implementing a transfer program using risk-based 
ecision rules might be developing financial flexibility to manage these extremes.  
l transfer programs would rationally dictate that the thresholds are always 
above the failure point.  Second, different threshold curves could be produced by adjusting 
s infrastruc
imum and maxi
one obstacle for
d
One final note regarding this study that deserves mention is that the infrastructure 
capacities and minimum cost agreement terms discussed here are entirely based on available 
historical records.  The 15 year period used for this analysis does include, by any measure, 
one of the three worst droughts in nearly 80 years of streamflow observation in the region 
and this provides a measure of confidence in the conclusions.  However, some caution should 
be exercised given that water resource engineers’ ability to run water resource systems at 
their margin is better refined than their ability to predict extreme hydrologic events (Delli 
Piscoli, 1998).    
 
4.2. Recommendations for Future Work 
  
The decision rules used with Risk-of-Failure agreements might be improved in several 
areas.  The transfer thresholds used here strictly conformed to the estimated risk of failure 
(Section 2.3) even if that threshold was below the failure point.  The application of these 
decision rules to rea
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the
e capacity 
inc
n mechanism of a transfer program by using ratios of drainage area to 
orage volume and storage volume to demand for each utility.  As each of these ratios 
 transfer program would decrease, so a potential 
me would be to make allocation inversely proportional to those ratios.  
In
 length of the simulation period used to create the risk charts.  The Risk-of-Failure 
thresholds examined here looked at the probability of failing within one year of the given 
starting point (time of year and reservoir level), yet the transfer programs examined here 
produced significant changes in a utility’s status in well under a year.  Producing a similar 
chart for probability of failure with a shorter outlook (e.g. three or six months) might provide 
a better guide or could be used in combination with the longer 12 month outlook to produce a 
more effective decision rule.  Additionally, since increasing transfer infrastructur
reases the rate at which a transfer program can impacts a utility’s supply status, the most 
pertinent length of time for estimating Risk-of-Failure is likely to depend on the 
infrastructure capacities available.  A higher ratio of infrastructure to expected need may 
mean that a shorter “forecast” period would improve decision making.   
The allocation method used to apportion transfers in weeks when both utilities request 
transfers could be improved, especially those used with the DSR and Risk-of-Failure 
agreements.  Relevant indicators of expected demand for transfers that could be incorporated 
into the allocatio
st
increases, the expected demand from a
allocation sche
corporating watershed area into the allocation process could improve the allocation process 
by allocating a greater proportion of transfers to OWASA and reduce the amount of water 
Durham purchased when pipeline and WTP capacities are not limiting.   
Finally, especially for situations where conveyance and treatment infrastructure capacity 
are not limiting, a decision rule that stages transfer volume by the relative imminence of 
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failure could reduce transfer volumes that are disproportionately large relative to the actual 
need to halt reservoir drawdown.  The decision rule used here worked like an on-off switch 
and thus when a transfer was requested the volume was only limited by conveyance, 
treatment capacity, and allocation to other utilities, if any.  By setting another limit to the 
transfer volume based on perceived need this situation could be avoided.  
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Appendix A 
Comparison of Durham Reservoir Model and Use of Hydro-ram Pumps 
 
A preliminary comparison of the model output with the historically observed reservoir 
storage for Durham’s reservoir system indicated a large discrepancy between the two (Figure 
 
 
11). 
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Figure 11: Original Model Storage Curve versus Actual Storage in Durham’s Reservoir System 
 
 
After investigating the situation it became apparent that the use of hydraulic-ram pumps 
on Lake Michie was complicating the comparison between the historically observed level 
and model output.  Hydraulic-ram pumps have a large bypass (i.e. undelivered fraction) and 
this bypass needed to be accounted for to make a comparison of the model to actual storage 
levels.  Durham’s water supply managers have indicated the bypass through these pumps 
passes downstream and that the ratio of the volume delivered to the WTP to the volume 
discharged downstream changes with the reservoir level.  When Lake Michie is full, Durham 
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estimates 200% of the volume delivere m and this fraction 
increases t  ceases to 
se the hydroram pumps.  Below this level they rely on electrical pumps to deliver raw water 
to 
ting rule that the hydroram pumps are turned off at 6ft of drawdown.  It was found that 
 220% bypass fraction resulted in a very close match between the model and observed levels 
(Figure 6).  This confirmed that the reservoir model (equation [14]) and data we were using 
would produce rational results and support any conclusions reached regarding transfer 
agreements.  However, since the hydroram pumps seem to greatly increase Durham’s risk of 
supply failure, it was assumed that the use of these pumps would likely be discontinued 
under demand scenarios evaluated in this study.   
Additionally, since the output had a low standard error (0.037) it was concluded that the 
use of the hydroram pumps along with a transfer program could be compared to transfer 
ppendix C, Section 1.3.   
d to the WTP passes downstrea
o about 300% at 6ft of drawdown, the point at which Durham indicates it
u
the WTP.  To make a simple comparison, the model was reprogrammed to include these 
losses with a fixed bypass fraction (one that doesn’t vary with reservoir level) using the 
opera
a
program without the use of hydroram pumps.  The results of this comparison are found in 
A
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Appendix B 
Demand Estimation 
 
Since the primary application of this model lies in analyzing transfer programs for 
accommodating increased demands that may occur in the future it is necessary to make some 
estimation of future demand levels.  The utilities to which this model was applied have 
projected their average demand using a linear growth model such that: 
 
 
( )yYgbd iii −+=       [21] 
where, 
y
id  : annual average daily demand for utility i (MGD); 
: base demand for utility i in reference year y; 
yi
b  
ig  : demand growth rate for utility i (MGD/year); 
Y  : target year; 
y : base year. 
 
The values of the parameters in equation [21] for each of the utilities are listed in Table 10 
and historic trends in average annual demand are displayed in Figure 12.  
Table 10: Parameters for Estimating Future Demand 
Utility bi gi y 
OWASA 8.7 0.18 2000 
Durham 27.2 0.524 2000 
Cary/Apex 12.7 0.52 2000 
Units are in millions of gallons per day (MGD) 
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Figure 12: Historic Demand Growth Trends for Durham, Cary/Apex, and OWASA 
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 is used to generate a modified demand sequence that can best characterize increased 
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 Demand for utility i during simulation period t , is then calculated by: 
 
  
, tid
iti ddd ×=
^
        [23] 
 
Figure 13, below graphically illustrates how equations [22] and [23] are applied to historical 
demand data to yield a demand sequence used in the simulation. 
Figure 13: Illustration of modifying historical demand data to approximate future demand  
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Appendix C 
 
 R
 
his section is intended to expand the analysis presented in Chapter III by providing a 
summary of different scenarios which may help utility managers at OWASA, Durham, and 
Cary/Apex to make more informed decisions regarding the implementation of a 
regionalization scheme to meet their specific needs.  Briefly, the scenarios discussed below 
include an analysis of the sensitivity of the results presented in Chapter III to: 
1. Changes in future demand scenarios. 
2. water sales from to OWASA (i.e urham’s 
reservoir system sold to OWASA rather than all transfers originating from Jordan 
Lake). 
3. The effect of continued use of hydroram pumps on Lake Michie. 
 a e scenario based om e  in the le volume te in 
Durham’s reservoir system.   
In all of these scenarios it is assumed that a agreement is employed since 
de 100% reliability at the lowest average cost.  Whereas in 
Chapter III the α values used were pushed to the limits of reliability (i.e. further increases in 
Additional esults 
T
Incorporating  Durham . water from D
4. An lternat  on s e unc rtainty  usab  of wa r 
 Risk-of-Failure 
Results indicate that it can provi
OWASAα  or Durhamα  would have caused at least one failure), here we use somewhat more 
conservative thresholds: OWASAα  of 5.1% and Durhamα of 13%. This is because it is not likely 
that water managers would adopt thresholds as low as those used for the analysis in Chapter 
III (thresholds which were actually below the failure point for part of the year in Durham’s 
case).  The second difference in the evaluation here is that OWASA has indicated that in the 
near future it will have the capacity to receive up to 8.6 MGD through the pipeline from 
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Durham and since this capacity is at le n the cases described below, 8.6 MGD 
is the capacity used for the analyses his conveyance capacity is achieved 
ast sufficient i
in this Appendix.  T
through the use of multiple interconnections with Durham.  Table 11 summarizes the results 
of all of these cases and a more detailed explanation of each follows. 
  
Appendix C Section 1.1 
 
The that different demand levels would have on a 
tran
differen
future are likely to have some error.  The second is that it is evident from analyzing the 
histo pex that demand is 
noti
should b for future infrastructure capacity.  Table 11 shows that 
that dem
 to th eed to
purchase threshold m
 first alternative is to look at the effect 
sfer program among these utilities.  There are two reasons in particular for looking at 
t demand scenarios.  The first is that demand projections nearly 25 years into the 
rical reservoir withdrawal patterns for OWASA, Durham, and Cary/A
ceably higher during drought years than in normal or wet years.  Both of these factors 
e considered when planning 
if demand is 10% higher in all three service areas that the amount of additional infrastructure 
needed is disproportionately greater than the increase in demand.  The Cary/Apex WTP must 
be able to process enough water to significantly increase the rate of transfers at the same time 
and in its own service area increases as well, resulting in the need for more WTP 
capacity.  Adding further e cost is the n  rely on water transfers over a greater 
portion of the year since OWASA’s and Durham’s supply systems will be drawn down to the 
ore quickly and recover more slowly.  Unlike the cases discussed in 
Chapter III, the transfer needs of OWASA and Durham in this increased demand scenario 
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necessitate an absolute increase in WTP capacity beyond that needed to satisfy peak demand 
in the Cary/Apex service area.  
If demand is 10% less than expected, however, the need for a water transfer program 
would be considerably reduced.  Durham would not need a transfer program to avoid 
uld still, on rare occasions, draw down its supply system to the purchase 
ld still need assistance in situations like the 2001-2002 drought, but 
e rate of transfers needed to avert failures would be greatly reduced and the average 
failures, but wo
threshold.  OWASA wou
th
volume of transfers would fall by about 40%. 
 
Appendix C Section 1.2 
 
The second alternative examined involves allowing Durham to transfer water to OWASA.  
Since Durham has 60% more watershed area for each MG of demand predicted in 2030, it 
seemed reasonable that Durham might also be able to assist OWASA in situations where 
OWASA’s  Risk-of-Failure exceeds its threshold  ( OWASAα ), but Durham has not approached 
its threshold.  As a test, a decision rule was established for Durham such that if OWASAα  is 
greater than 5.1% and Durham’s Risk-of-Failure was ≤ 2.6% then OWASA will purchase 
water from Durham rather than Cary/Apex.  The outcome was that the average amount of 
water transferred during the simulation didn’t change significantly and about 30% of 
OWASA’s transfers came from Durham.  However, since OWASA was purchasing water 
from Durham during the onset phase of more intense droughts the collective OWASA-
Durham system waited longer before requesting transfers from Cary/Apex.  Thus, Durham’s 
Risk-of-Failure exceeded Durhamα  more quickly th ise would have and once that an it otherw
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occurred, Durham required transfers at a greater rate and for a longer period than if it had not 
sold water to OWASA.  The net result is that a larger Cary/Apex WTP is needed to cover this 
contingency, and the transfer program is more expensive.    
 
Appendix C Section 1.3 
 
The third set of alternatives considered is the case that Durham would continue to use its 
hydroram pumps on Lake Michie (See Appendix B for additional information on hydroram 
pumps).  These pumps are capable of delivering water to at least one of Durham’s treatment 
tricity when reservoir levels are sufficiently high.  However, their 
se results in somewhere between 200-300% of the volume delivered to the treatment plant 
plants without using elec
u
being discharged downstream unused.  As Lake Michie is drawn down, the fraction 
discharged downstream increases.  Durham has indicated that in the past, use of the 
hydroram pumps has ceased after 6ft of drawdown in Lake Michie.  Six feet of drawdown in 
Lake Michie corresponds with about the first 900 MG withdrawn from the lake (Carter, 
1999).  This practice was modeled for comparison purposes with Durham’s historic reservoir 
levels and was re-instated for this analysis.  The result is that a 64 MGD Cary/Apex WTP 
would be required along with a 36” pipeline (22.8 MGD) from Cary to Durham to support 
the continued use of the hydroram pumps in the manner they have been used in the past.  
Durham’s purchases from Cary/Apex would be over six and one-half times greater on an 
average annual basis and the overall average annual cost of the program would increase to 
more than $10 million per year.  If however, the use of the hydroram pumps is put on a Risk-
of-Failure basis (i.e. like the transfer program) and Durham uses the hydroram pumps when 
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its Risk-of-Failure is ≤ 1.3% (or the reservoir is full) the annual average cost of the program 
is cut by more than half relative to the case in which the hydrorams are always used to 
withdraw the first 6ft of storage in Lake Michie.  At an average annual demand of 43 MGD it 
 estimated that the hydroram pumps could still be used in 54% of weeks if their use was 
f-Failure exceeds 1.3%.  This compares to hydroram pumps being 
sed in 65% of weeks under the 6ft drawdown guideline.  This translates into using electrical 
is
discontinued once Risk-o
u
pumps an average of 5.5 more weeks per year using a Risk-of-Failure cutoff point of 1.3% 
than would be the case with the 6ft drawdown guideline.  These additional costs, plus any 
downstream environmental effects, should be weighed against the estimated $5.5 million 
annual cost differential between the two transfer programs. 
 
 Appendix C Section 1.4 
 
 The final situation considers the uncertainty over the exact quantity of water that 
Durham can access in its two water supply reservoirs, Lake Michie and Little River Resevoir.  
Information supplied to the state indicates that Durham can access 3300 MG of total storage 
volume at Lake Michie and 4900 MG at Little River Reservoir for a total of 8200 MG.  
However, the model that Durham currently uses for implementing conservation measures in 
its service area assumes that only 6350 MG are accessible.  All of the scenarios modeled thus 
far assume that the larger volume (8200 MG) is accessible, but nevertheless define a failure 
as having occurred whenever more than 6350 MG (77.4% of the 8200 MG) have been 
withdrawn from the system.  If no more than 6350 MG may be withdrawn from the reservoir 
system and consistency is maintained with the failure threshold being defined as having been 
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reached when only 20% of storage remains then the failure threshold would occur when 5104 
MG have been withdrawn from Durham’s reservoirs.  If this more conservative failure point 
is set to evaluate the effect that a smaller accessible volume would have on a transfer 
program the results change significantly.  Durham would be less able to wait and see how a 
drought progresses before requesting a transfer.  Furthermore, somewhat greater transfer 
rates would be required to prevent the redefined failure event from occurring.  The result is 
that Durham would on average purchase over 7 times the volume required under the 
assumption of the larger storage and the average annual program cost would increase to more 
than $7 million per year, a nearly 40% increase in program cost over the $4.3 million annual 
average expected with the original volumetric assumption.  
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Table 11: Summary of Alternative Scenarios 
1 – Minimum infrastructure indicated is for the indicated component in combination with the discrete sizes in the column to 
the right.  Combining all three components at minimum capacity indicated here may not produce 100% reliability with the 
agreement terms indicated. 
Appendix 
C Section 
Simulation Situation Minimum 
Infrastructure 
Needed1 
(for 100% 
reliability) 
Amortized 
Cost of Capital 
Expansion 
OWASA 
average and 
maximum 
purchase/yr 
(volume) 
Durham 
average and 
maximum 
Purchase/yr 
(volume) 
Average  & 
Maximum 
Annual 
Program Cost 
Year 2030 – 100% 
projected demand 
OWASAα  = 5.1%  
Durhamα  = 13% 
Cary WTP – 44 
MGD 
Cary-Durham pipe 
– 10 MGD 
Durham-OWASA 
pipeline  - 7 MGD 
$2.9 million 
[48 MGD 
WTP,            
10 MGD C-D 
pipeline,   D-O 
pipeline 8.6 
MGD] 
Avg. $1.04 
million 
(370 MG/yr) 
 
Max. $4.34 
million 
(1532 MG/yr) 
Avg. $0.36 
million 
(161 MG/yr) 
 
Max. $1.7 
million 
(775 MG/yr) 
Average 
$4.3 million 
 
Maximum 
$8.9 million 
Year 2030 – 110% 
projected demand 
OWASAα  = 5.1%  
Durhamα = 13% 
Cary WTP – 69 
MGD 
Cary-Durham pipe 
– 22 MGD 
Durham-OWASA 
pipe – 8 MGD 
$8.2 million 
[72 MGD 
WTP, 
22.8 MGD C-
D pipeline,  D-
O pipeline 8.6 
MGD] 
Avg. $1.47 
million 
(525 MG/yr) 
 
Max. $5.66 
million 
(2015 MG/yr)2 
Avg. $1.05 
million 
(475 MG/yr) 
 
Max $5.53 
million 
(2500 MG/yr) 
Average 
$10.7 million 
 
Maximum 
$19.4 million 
1.1 
Year 2030 – 90% 
projected demand 
OWASAα  = 5.1%  
Durhamα  = 13% 
Cary WTP – 40 
MGD 
Cary-Durham pipe 
– 4 MGD 
Durham-OWASA 
pipe – 3.5 MGD  
$0.85 million 
[40 MGD 
WTP,  
7 MGD C-D 
pipeline, D-O 
pipeline 8.6 
MGD] 
Avg. $0.65 
million 
(230 MG/yr) 
 
Max. $3.65 
million 
(1300 MG/yr) 
Avg. $65,000 
(29 MG/yr) 
 
Max. $0.53 
million 
(240 MG/yr) 
Average 
$1.6 million 
 
Maximum 
$5.0 million 
1.2 Year 2030 – 100% 
projected demand but 
Durham will sell to 
OWASA through 2.6% 
probability of failure 
OWASAα  = 5.1%  
Durhamα   = 13% 
Cary WTP – 52 
MGD 
Cary-Durham pipe 
– 10 MGD 
Durham-OWASA 
pipe – 6.5 MGD 
$3.7 million 
[56 MGD 
WTP,  
10 MGD C-D 
pipeline, D-O 
pipeline 8.6 
MGD] 
Avg. $1.07 
million ($0.32 
million from 
Durham) 
Max. $4.4 
million 
($1.29 million 
from Durham) 
Avg. $0.37 
million 
(165 MG/yr) 
 
Max. $2.25 
million 
(1020 MG/yr) 
Average 
$5.2 million 
 
Maximum 
$10.4 million 
Year 2030 – demand as 
projected Durham uses 
hydro-ram pumps to 
approximately 6ft 
drawdown in Lake Michie  
OWASAα  = 5.1%  
Durhamα   = 13% 
Cary WTP – 58 
MGD 
Cary-Durham pipe 
– 20 MGD 
Durham-OWASA 
pipe –  5.5 MGD 
$7.35 million 
[64 MGD 
WTP,  
22.8 MGD C-
D pipeline,  
D-O pipeline 
8.6 MGD] 
Avg. $1.0 
million 
(360 MG/yr) 
 
Max. $5.4 
million 
(1900 MG/yr) 
Avg. $2.4 
million 
(1070 MG/yr) 
Max. $5.9 
million 
(2650 MG/yr) 
 
(Hydrorams 
used in 65% of 
weeks) 
Average 
$10.7 million 
 
Maximum 
$18.7 million 
1.3 
Year 2030 – demand as 
projected Durham uses 
hydro-ram pumps through 
1.3% probability of 
failure 
OWASAα  = 5.1%  
Durhamα   = 13% 
Cary WTP – 53 
MGD 
Cary-Durham pipe 
– 10 MGD 
Durham-OWASA 
pipe –  7 MGD 
$3.7 million 
[56 MGD 
WTP,  
10 MGD C-D 
pipeline, D-O 
pipeline 8.6 
MGD]  
Avg. $1.1 
million 
(380 MG/yr) 
 
Max. $4.6 
million 
(1640 MG/yr) 
Avg. $0.42 
million 
(188 MG/yr) 
Max. $2.1   
million 
(930 MG/yr) 
(Hydrorams 
used in 54% of 
weeks) 
Average 
$5.2 million 
 
Maximum 
$10.4 million 
1.4 Year 2030 – demand as 
projected 
Durham accessible 
reservoir volume is only 
5104 MG rather than 
6349 MG (no use of 
hydrorams) 
OWASAα  = 5.1%  
Durhamα  = 13% 
Cary WTP – 53 
MGD 
Cary-Durham pipe 
– 14 MGD 
Durham-OWASA 
pipe –  7 MGD 
$3.8 million 
[56 MGD 
WTP,  
15.8 MGD C-
D pipeline,  
D-O pipeline 
8.6 MGD] 
Avg. $0.83 
million 
(295 MG/yr) 
 
Max. $5.0 
million 
(1780 MG/yr) 
Avg. $2.6 
million 
(1175 MG/yr) 
 
Max. $5.8 
million 
(2625 MG/yr) 
Average 
$7.2 million 
 
Maximum 
$14.6 million 
2 – For a calendar year this exceeds 5 MGD. 
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Appendix D: Charts for Risk-of-Failure
Durham risk chart at Average Annual Daily Demand = 43.0 MGD (Year 2030)
probability of at least one weekly failure in the next 52 weeks given a starting reservoir level 
in the indicated week
Initial 
Reservoir 
Level 1-Jan 8-Jan 15-Jan 22-Jan 29-Jan 5-Feb 12-Feb 19-Feb 26-Feb
100% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6%
95% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6%
90% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6%
85% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6%
80% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6%
75% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6%
70% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6%
65% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8%
60% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8%
55% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 5.1%
50% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 5.1% 5.1%
45% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1%
40% 3.8% 2.6% 2.6% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1%
35% 6.4% 5.1% 5.1% 3.8% 3.8% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1%
30% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1%
25% 12.8% 9.0% 7.7% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 5.1% 5.1%
20% 26.9% 26.9% 20.5% 21.8% 21.8% 15.4% 16.7% 10.3% 7.7%
15% 50.0% 47.4% 41.0% 41.0% 39.7% 37.2% 26.9% 28.2% 26.9%
10% 60.3% 57.7% 52.6% 50.0% 53.8% 44.9% 37.2% 44.9% 48.7%
5% 65.4% 64.1% 62.8% 64.1% 64.1% 53.8% 51.3% 55.1% 60.3%
0% 74.4% 69.2% 69.2% 67.9% 66.7% 62.8% 62.8% 70.5% 62.8%
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5-Mar 12-Mar 19-Mar 26-Mar 2-Apr 9-Apr 16-Apr 23-Apr 30-Apr 7-May
2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6%
2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8%
2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 6.4% 6.4% 5.1% 5.1% 6.4%
2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 3.8% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 7.7% 9.0%
2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 5.1% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 9.0% 9.0%
2.6% 2.6% 5.1% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 7.7% 10.3% 11.5%
3.8% 3.8% 5.1% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 10.3% 12.8% 14.1%
3.8% 5.1% 5.1% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 9.0% 11.5% 12.8% 15.4%
3.8% 5.1% 5.1% 6.4% 6.4% 7.7% 10.3% 15.4% 15.4% 19.2%
5.1% 5.1% 6.4% 6.4% 7.7% 9.0% 11.5% 17.9% 19.2% 20.5%
5.1% 5.1% 6.4% 7.7% 7.7% 11.5% 15.4% 19.2% 21.8% 23.1%
5.1% 5.1% 6.4% 9.0% 11.5% 15.4% 16.7% 23.1% 23.1% 24.4%
5.1% 6.4% 7.7% 10.3% 12.8% 15.4% 16.7% 23.1% 23.1% 26.9%
5.1% 7.7% 9.0% 11.5% 14.1% 15.4% 17.9% 25.6% 26.9% 33.3%
6.4% 9.0% 10.3% 11.5% 15.4% 16.7% 21.8% 28.2% 33.3% 37.2%
7.7% 9.0% 10.3% 12.8% 15.4% 19.2% 23.1% 32.1% 41.0% 42.3%
11.5% 11.5% 11.5% 17.9% 24.4% 25.6% 37.2% 41.0% 47.4% 65.4%
28.2% 29.5% 26.9% 35.9% 42.3% 43.6% 55.1% 60.3% 69.2% 78.2%
41.0% 42.3% 39.7% 51.3% 53.8% 52.6% 67.9% 73.1% 73.1% 84.6%
51.3% 53.8% 50.0% 55.1% 67.9% 60.3% 82.1% 79.5% 83.3% 88.5%
60.3% 61.5% 62.8% 65.4% 71.8% 67.9% 83.3% 84.6% 88.5% 89.7%
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14-May 21-May 28-May 4-Jun 11-Jun 18-Jun 25-Jun 2-Jul 9-Jul 16-Jul
2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6%
2.6% 2.6% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 5.1%
6.4% 7.7% 7.7% 6.4% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 3.8% 3.8% 5.1%
7.7% 7.7% 10.3% 10.3% 11.5% 10.3% 11.5% 7.7% 6.4% 6.4%
9.0% 10.3% 10.3% 11.5% 11.5% 12.8% 14.1% 12.8% 11.5% 10.3%
12.8% 14.1% 14.1% 14.1% 11.5% 14.1% 14.1% 15.4% 14.1% 12.8%
14.1% 14.1% 14.1% 15.4% 16.7% 16.7% 15.4% 17.9% 19.2% 19.2%
15.4% 14.1% 14.1% 17.9% 19.2% 21.8% 21.8% 21.8% 23.1% 20.5%
17.9% 17.9% 16.7% 20.5% 23.1% 25.6% 25.6% 25.6% 25.6% 23.1%
20.5% 20.5% 23.1% 28.2% 25.6% 26.9% 29.5% 30.8% 29.5% 30.8%
23.1% 24.4% 29.5% 32.1% 33.3% 32.1% 35.9% 33.3% 34.6% 34.6%
25.6% 28.2% 32.1% 34.6% 35.9% 37.2% 39.7% 38.5% 35.9% 38.5%
26.9% 29.5% 33.3% 37.2% 38.5% 41.0% 41.0% 41.0% 41.0% 41.0%
32.1% 32.1% 37.2% 41.0% 43.6% 46.2% 44.9% 44.9% 43.6% 44.9%
38.5% 38.5% 43.6% 51.3% 52.6% 53.8% 53.8% 50.0% 47.4% 51.3%
46.2% 47.4% 56.4% 62.8% 67.9% 67.9% 71.8% 71.8% 69.2% 67.9%
66.7% 71.8% 75.6% 79.5% 80.8% 80.8% 85.9% 83.3% 83.3% 78.2%
82.1% 88.5% 83.3% 85.9% 91.0% 87.2% 89.7% 87.2% 87.2% 85.9%
87.2% 91.0% 85.9% 89.7% 93.6% 91.0% 92.3% 91.0% 89.7% 91.0%
88.5% 94.9% 91.0% 93.6% 96.2% 92.3% 94.9% 93.6% 91.0% 94.9%
92.3% 96.2% 92.3% 94.9% 96.2% 93.6% 94.9% 94.9% 92.3% 94.9%
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23-Jul 30-Jul 6-Aug 13-Aug 20-Aug 27-Aug 3-Sep 10-Sep 17-Sep 24-Sep
2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 1.3% 1.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
5.1% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 0.0%
5.1% 5.1% 3.8% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 1.3% 1.3%
5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 1.3%
7.7% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 3.8% 3.8% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6%
11.5% 11.5% 10.3% 7.7% 6.4% 6.4% 5.1% 3.8% 2.6% 2.6%
17.9% 16.7% 16.7% 14.1% 11.5% 9.0% 9.0% 5.1% 3.8% 3.8%
23.1% 20.5% 20.5% 17.9% 15.4% 12.8% 9.0% 10.3% 7.7% 5.1%
23.1% 26.9% 25.6% 23.1% 21.8% 19.2% 16.7% 15.4% 11.5% 7.7%
29.5% 32.1% 30.8% 28.2% 28.2% 24.4% 25.6% 21.8% 16.7% 12.8%
34.6% 37.2% 37.2% 35.9% 34.6% 38.5% 30.8% 28.2% 25.6% 20.5%
41.0% 39.7% 39.7% 41.0% 41.0% 44.9% 39.7% 37.2% 32.1% 25.6%
42.3% 43.6% 42.3% 43.6% 44.9% 46.2% 48.7% 41.0% 38.5% 35.9%
48.7% 44.9% 47.4% 51.3% 51.3% 53.8% 57.7% 52.6% 48.7% 44.9%
53.8% 53.8% 59.0% 59.0% 60.3% 62.8% 64.1% 64.1% 57.7% 59.0%
62.8% 64.1% 64.1% 70.5% 73.1% 75.6% 73.1% 79.5% 79.5% 74.4%
82.1% 78.2% 82.1% 82.1% 82.1% 84.6% 84.6% 89.7% 87.2% 87.2%
87.2% 89.7% 85.9% 83.3% 84.6% 88.5% 87.2% 92.3% 91.0% 91.0%
92.3% 92.3% 93.6% 87.2% 89.7% 92.3% 88.5% 92.3% 91.0% 93.6%
94.9% 93.6% 93.6% 87.2% 94.9% 94.9% 91.0% 93.6% 92.3% 94.9%
96.2% 94.9% 94.9% 89.7% 96.2% 96.2% 92.3% 94.9% 93.6% 96.2%
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1-Oct 8-Oct 15-Oct 22-Oct 29-Oct 5-Nov 12-Nov 19-Nov 26-Nov 3-Dec
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
1.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
2.6% 2.6% 1.3% 1.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 1.3% 1.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
6.4% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 1.3% 1.3% 0.0% 0.0%
10.3% 7.7% 6.4% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3%
15.4% 11.5% 7.7% 6.4% 5.1% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 1.3%
23.1% 21.8% 15.4% 11.5% 6.4% 5.1% 5.1% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8%
32.1% 26.9% 24.4% 17.9% 14.1% 9.0% 6.4% 5.1% 5.1% 3.8%
39.7% 35.9% 29.5% 26.9% 21.8% 16.7% 12.8% 7.7% 5.1% 5.1%
53.8% 51.3% 42.3% 38.5% 38.5% 32.1% 24.4% 15.4% 10.3% 9.0%
69.2% 66.7% 64.1% 62.8% 53.8% 42.3% 41.0% 33.3% 29.5% 21.8%
80.8% 80.8% 82.1% 85.9% 74.4% 70.5% 69.2% 67.9% 53.8% 52.6%
84.6% 91.0% 89.7% 88.5% 84.6% 80.8% 83.3% 75.6% 71.8% 70.5%
87.2% 93.6% 91.0% 89.7% 91.0% 85.9% 88.5% 82.1% 78.2% 74.4%
89.7% 93.6% 94.9% 92.3% 92.3% 88.5% 89.7% 84.6% 82.1% 79.5%
89.7% 94.9% 96.2% 94.9% 93.6% 89.7% 91.0% 85.9% 85.9% 83.3%
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10-Dec 17-Dec 24-Dec
0.0% 1.3% 1.3%
0.0% 1.3% 1.3%
0.0% 1.3% 1.3%
0.0% 1.3% 1.3%
0.0% 1.3% 1.3%
0.0% 1.3% 1.3%
0.0% 1.3% 1.3%
0.0% 1.3% 1.3%
0.0% 1.3% 1.3%
0.0% 1.3% 1.3%
1.3% 1.3% 1.3%
1.3% 2.6% 2.6%
3.8% 5.1% 3.8%
5.1% 5.1% 5.1%
5.1% 7.7% 6.4%
15.4% 12.8% 12.8%
37.2% 43.6% 25.6%
56.4% 61.5% 46.2%
71.8% 75.6% 64.1%
80.8% 85.9% 74.4%
85.9% 89.7% 79.5%
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Appendix D (continued): Charts for Risk-of-Failure
OWASA risk chart at Average Annual Daily Demand = 14.2 MGD
probability of at least one weekly failure in the next 52 weeks given a starting reservoir level 
in the indicated week
Initial 
Reservoir 
Level 1-Jan 8-Jan 15-Jan 22-Jan 29-Jan 5-Feb 12-Feb 19-Feb 26-Feb
100% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1%
95% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1%
90% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1%
85% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4%
80% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4%
75% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4%
70% 6.4% 6.4% 5.1% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4%
65% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 7.7% 7.7%
60% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 7.7% 7.7% 7.7%
55% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 7.7% 9.0% 9.0% 9.0% 9.0%
50% 7.7% 7.7% 6.4% 7.7% 10.3% 10.3% 10.3% 11.5% 12.8%
45% 7.7% 7.7% 7.7% 10.3% 10.3% 10.3% 10.3% 12.8% 15.4%
40% 7.7% 7.7% 9.0% 10.3% 10.3% 10.3% 10.3% 14.1% 16.7%
35% 9.0% 10.3% 10.3% 10.3% 10.3% 10.3% 12.8% 15.4% 16.7%
30% 11.5% 11.5% 11.5% 11.5% 11.5% 14.1% 16.7% 21.8% 23.1%
25% 16.7% 15.4% 12.8% 14.1% 14.1% 19.2% 21.8% 21.8% 24.4%
20% 29.5% 34.6% 28.2% 34.6% 28.2% 28.2% 26.9% 25.6% 24.4%
15% 61.5% 60.3% 60.3% 51.3% 57.7% 52.6% 48.7% 51.3% 51.3%
10% 75.6% 74.4% 73.1% 70.5% 67.9% 65.4% 64.1% 74.4% 65.4%
5% 84.6% 83.3% 78.2% 76.9% 75.6% 76.9% 71.8% 84.6% 74.4%
0% 89.7% 89.7% 87.2% 87.2% 85.9% 84.6% 78.2% 88.5% 79.5%
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5-Mar 12-Mar 19-Mar 26-Mar 2-Apr 9-Apr 16-Apr 23-Apr 30-Apr 7-May
5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 3.8% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6%
5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1%
5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 7.7% 6.4% 7.7% 7.7%
6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 9.0% 10.3% 12.8% 11.5% 12.8%
6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 7.7% 7.7% 10.3% 12.8% 16.7% 16.7% 16.7%
6.4% 6.4% 7.7% 9.0% 9.0% 14.1% 16.7% 20.5% 20.5% 19.2%
6.4% 7.7% 10.3% 10.3% 15.4% 16.7% 17.9% 25.6% 25.6% 26.9%
7.7% 7.7% 11.5% 12.8% 17.9% 19.2% 23.1% 28.2% 30.8% 33.3%
9.0% 9.0% 12.8% 15.4% 20.5% 21.8% 29.5% 30.8% 32.1% 33.3%
12.8% 12.8% 15.4% 17.9% 23.1% 26.9% 32.1% 34.6% 35.9% 41.0%
14.1% 16.7% 20.5% 21.8% 26.9% 29.5% 33.3% 35.9% 41.0% 43.6%
15.4% 19.2% 21.8% 25.6% 30.8% 33.3% 34.6% 38.5% 43.6% 46.2%
16.7% 19.2% 23.1% 29.5% 34.6% 37.2% 39.7% 42.3% 46.2% 50.0%
17.9% 24.4% 26.9% 35.9% 39.7% 41.0% 44.9% 46.2% 50.0% 53.8%
23.1% 26.9% 30.8% 41.0% 43.6% 42.3% 46.2% 50.0% 52.6% 55.1%
26.9% 32.1% 35.9% 41.0% 44.9% 44.9% 50.0% 57.7% 60.3% 61.5%
29.5% 35.9% 39.7% 47.4% 48.7% 48.7% 57.7% 65.4% 73.1% 79.5%
47.4% 57.7% 53.8% 61.5% 66.7% 65.4% 84.6% 87.2% 82.1% 89.7%
65.4% 70.5% 70.5% 74.4% 75.6% 78.2% 91.0% 92.3% 96.2% 96.2%
76.9% 80.8% 79.5% 78.2% 79.5% 83.3% 94.9% 92.3% 96.2% 97.4%
84.6% 84.6% 84.6% 88.5% 83.3% 89.7% 96.2% 93.6% 96.2% 97.4%
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14-May 21-May 28-May 4-Jun 11-Jun 18-Jun 25-Jun 2-Jul 9-Jul 16-Jul
2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 1.3%
3.8% 3.8% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 3.8%
7.7% 5.1% 6.4% 5.1% 2.6% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 5.1% 3.8%
10.3% 10.3% 9.0% 11.5% 9.0% 7.7% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4%
17.9% 16.7% 15.4% 14.1% 14.1% 12.8% 10.3% 11.5% 7.7% 7.7%
19.2% 19.2% 19.2% 20.5% 16.7% 17.9% 16.7% 15.4% 14.1% 11.5%
24.4% 25.6% 26.9% 25.6% 24.4% 25.6% 21.8% 20.5% 17.9% 19.2%
33.3% 33.3% 34.6% 33.3% 30.8% 29.5% 28.2% 26.9% 21.8% 20.5%
35.9% 35.9% 39.7% 42.3% 39.7% 38.5% 35.9% 34.6% 32.1% 29.5%
42.3% 43.6% 44.9% 44.9% 44.9% 43.6% 42.3% 39.7% 42.3% 38.5%
46.2% 46.2% 47.4% 47.4% 44.9% 44.9% 43.6% 47.4% 43.6% 43.6%
48.7% 48.7% 51.3% 55.1% 53.8% 50.0% 50.0% 51.3% 48.7% 51.3%
51.3% 52.6% 52.6% 55.1% 57.7% 57.7% 57.7% 57.7% 57.7% 59.0%
55.1% 55.1% 59.0% 59.0% 62.8% 62.8% 66.7% 65.4% 62.8% 61.5%
56.4% 59.0% 65.4% 67.9% 70.5% 71.8% 71.8% 71.8% 73.1% 71.8%
64.1% 69.2% 71.8% 78.2% 78.2% 78.2% 80.8% 79.5% 83.3% 80.8%
80.8% 88.5% 85.9% 83.3% 88.5% 84.6% 91.0% 89.7% 87.2% 93.6%
93.6% 94.9% 93.6% 91.0% 96.2% 93.6% 94.9% 93.6% 92.3% 94.9%
94.9% 96.2% 97.4% 96.2% 97.4% 94.9% 96.2% 98.7% 94.9% 96.2%
98.7% 96.2% 98.7% 96.2% 97.4% 96.2% 97.4% 100.0% 96.2% 96.2%
100.0% 97.4% 100.0% 98.7% 97.4% 96.2% 98.7% 100.0% 96.2% 97.4%
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23-Jul 30-Jul 6-Aug 13-Aug 20-Aug 27-Aug 3-Sep 10-Sep 17-Sep 24-Sep
1.3% 2.6% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3%
3.8% 3.8% 2.6% 2.6% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3%
3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 2.6% 2.6% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3%
6.4% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 1.3% 1.3%
7.7% 6.4% 6.4% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 2.6% 2.6% 1.3%
9.0% 10.3% 7.7% 6.4% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 2.6%
16.7% 11.5% 10.3% 10.3% 6.4% 6.4% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8%
23.1% 19.2% 15.4% 11.5% 11.5% 9.0% 6.4% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8%
29.5% 25.6% 28.2% 25.6% 19.2% 17.9% 12.8% 7.7% 6.4% 3.8%
35.9% 33.3% 32.1% 32.1% 28.2% 25.6% 20.5% 19.2% 11.5% 7.7%
41.0% 39.7% 38.5% 38.5% 34.6% 35.9% 30.8% 28.2% 20.5% 16.7%
47.4% 48.7% 47.4% 44.9% 42.3% 41.0% 38.5% 35.9% 32.1% 26.9%
55.1% 56.4% 56.4% 57.7% 52.6% 53.8% 48.7% 43.6% 38.5% 35.9%
65.4% 65.4% 67.9% 70.5% 65.4% 65.4% 65.4% 59.0% 55.1% 51.3%
73.1% 74.4% 73.1% 73.1% 74.4% 71.8% 75.6% 73.1% 69.2% 65.4%
82.1% 82.1% 79.5% 79.5% 79.5% 78.2% 84.6% 82.1% 80.8% 73.1%
89.7% 92.3% 88.5% 88.5% 93.6% 92.3% 89.7% 94.9% 89.7% 88.5%
94.9% 97.4% 96.2% 91.0% 94.9% 96.2% 92.3% 94.9% 94.9% 94.9%
96.2% 97.4% 97.4% 94.9% 100.0% 98.7% 92.3% 94.9% 96.2% 97.4%
96.2% 100.0% 100.0% 96.2% 100.0% 98.7% 93.6% 97.4% 97.4% 98.7%
96.2% 100.0% 100.0% 97.4% 100.0% 98.7% 94.9% 97.4% 97.4% 100.0%
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1-Oct 8-Oct 15-Oct 22-Oct 29-Oct 5-Nov 12-Nov 19-Nov 26-Nov 3-Dec
1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.3% 2.6% 3.8%
1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 0.0% 0.0% 1.3% 2.6% 3.8%
1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 0.0% 1.3% 2.6% 3.8%
1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 2.6% 2.6% 3.8%
1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 2.6% 3.8% 5.1%
2.6% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 2.6% 3.8% 5.1%
2.6% 2.6% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 2.6% 3.8% 5.1%
3.8% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 2.6% 3.8% 5.1%
3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 2.6% 2.6% 1.3% 1.3% 2.6% 3.8% 5.1%
6.4% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 3.8% 5.1%
10.3% 7.7% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 5.1% 5.1%
25.6% 16.7% 12.8% 9.0% 5.1% 5.1% 3.8% 5.1% 5.1% 6.4%
34.6% 29.5% 24.4% 15.4% 11.5% 9.0% 5.1% 6.4% 6.4% 7.7%
44.9% 42.3% 35.9% 30.8% 21.8% 15.4% 12.8% 10.3% 6.4% 9.0%
61.5% 57.7% 53.8% 48.7% 42.3% 32.1% 24.4% 16.7% 14.1% 14.1%
73.1% 73.1% 69.2% 62.8% 61.5% 51.3% 47.4% 35.9% 29.5% 24.4%
85.9% 89.7% 85.9% 88.5% 83.3% 78.2% 79.5% 69.2% 60.3% 52.6%
89.7% 94.9% 94.9% 92.3% 93.6% 88.5% 89.7% 84.6% 82.1% 74.4%
93.6% 94.9% 96.2% 97.4% 96.2% 93.6% 93.6% 87.2% 88.5% 83.3%
94.9% 98.7% 96.2% 97.4% 97.4% 94.9% 94.9% 89.7% 91.0% 93.6%
97.4% 98.7% 97.4% 97.4% 97.4% 97.4% 94.9% 93.6% 94.9% 96.2%
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10-Dec 17-Dec 24-Dec
3.8% 3.8% 5.1%
3.8% 3.8% 5.1%
3.8% 3.8% 5.1%
3.8% 3.8% 5.1%
3.8% 3.8% 5.1%
5.1% 5.1% 5.1%
5.1% 5.1% 6.4%
5.1% 5.1% 6.4%
5.1% 5.1% 6.4%
5.1% 5.1% 6.4%
5.1% 5.1% 6.4%
6.4% 6.4% 7.7%
6.4% 7.7% 9.0%
9.0% 9.0% 9.0%
11.5% 10.3% 10.3%
16.7% 16.7% 17.9%
41.0% 44.9% 35.9%
76.9% 75.6% 70.5%
87.2% 91.0% 80.8%
92.3% 94.9% 87.2%
94.9% 96.2% 89.7%
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Appendix E: Simulation Codes Used (Matlab Version 7.0.4.365 (R14) Service Pack 2) 
 
E.1. Simulation for Risk-of-Failure Agreements 
 
%% Main body of Tri-utility simulation 04/17/2006 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Simulation of OWASA and Durham water supply systems with transfers from 
%% Cary to either utility permitted 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
tic %%% start simulation stopwatch 
%% Input initial values of system parameters 
TARGET_YEAR = 2030 ;  %% sets the target year for the simulation and is used to adjust the 
demand vector according to best guess estimates of future growth 
acceptable_risk_OWASA = 4; %% sets OWASA's acceptable risk level to roughly 5% over the next 
12 months (e.g.4 in 78 years) 
acceptable_risk_Durham = 10; %% sets Durham's acceptable risk level to roughly 13% over the next 
12 months (e.g. 10 in 78 years) 
sell_risk_Durham = 2; %% sets the maximum risk level at which Durham will agree to sell water to 
OWASA  
bypass_fraction = 2.2; %% fixed estimate of a head dependent bypass when hydroram pumps are 
used in Lake Michie (220%) 
hydroram_week = 0;  %% variable that will be used to turn the hydrorams on and off 
hydroram_risk = -1; %% variable that sets the maximum risk level Durham will accept before shutting 
off hydroram pumps 
C_ULake = 449; %% working capacity of OWASA's University Lake reservoir in million gallons (MG)  
C_CCR = 2910; %% working capacity of OWASA's Cane Creek Reservoir in million gallons (MG) 
C_SQ = 198; %% working capacity of OWASA's Stone Quarry in millions of gallons  
C_OWASA = C_ULake + C_CCR + C_SQ; %% total capacity of OWASA's reservoir system 
OWASA_failure_point = 0.2; 
C_Durham = 8200; %% working capacity of Durhams's reservoirs in MG: Lake Michie 2810 MG; Little 
River reservoir 3570 MG 
Durham_failure_point = 0.2257; 
R_Dmin_crit = 2.90; %% minimum release from Little River Reservoir anytime reservoir capacity is 
under 70% full - MG/wk 
%% minimum release for OWASA's Cane Creek calculated based upon inflow - varies from 0.22 cfs 
to 2.78 cfs 
Td = 52; %% treatment capacity of Durham's WTPs in MGD 
Cary_raw_water_treatment_capacity = 48; %% raw water treatment capacity of Cary/Apex WTP in 
MGD 
Cary_process_loss = 0.13;  %% average process loss at Cary/Apex WTP from 1997-2004* 
Tcary = Cary_raw_water_treatment_capacity/(1+Cary_process_loss); 
Xmax_Cary_D = 10.1; %% finished water transmission capacity between Cary and Durham in MGD 
Xmax_D_OWASA = 7; %% finished water transmission capacity between Durham and OWASA in 
MGD 
cfl = 0.85;  %% fraction of weekly demand met, below which would constitute a critical failure of the 
system 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% GROWTH FACTORS 
growth_OWASA = 0.18; %% Raw water demand growth for OWASA in MGD/yr 
growth_Durham = 0.524; %% Raw water demand growth for Durham in MGD/yr 
growth_Cary = 0.519; %% Raw water demand growth for Cary in MGD/yr 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Initialize simulation counters and tracked parameters 
failures_O = 0; %% initialize number of weekly failures over the simulation period for OWASA to zero 
failures_D = 0; %% initialize number of weekly failures over the simulation period for Durham to zero 
CF_O = 0;  %% critical failures for OWASA 
CF_D = 0;  %% critical failures for Durham 
number_weeks = 781;  %% number of weeks in the 15 year historical simulation period 
  
S_O = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% define vector to store weekly reservoir levels for OWASA 
S_ULake = zeros (number_weeks, 1); %% define vector to store weekly University Lake level 
S_CCR = zeros (number_weeks, 1); %% define vector to store weekly Cane Creek Reservoir level 
S_SQ = zeros (number_weeks, 1); %% define vector to store weekly Stone Quarry reservoir level 
S_O(1) = C_OWASA; %% starts OWASA reservoirs full in first week of simulation 
S_ULake(1) = C_ULake; %% start University Lake level full 
S_CCR(1)= C_CCR; %% start Cane Creek Reservoir level full 
S_SQ(1) = C_SQ; %% start Stone Quarry reservoir level full 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%% 
S_D = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% define vector to store weekly reservoir levels for Durham 
S_D(1) = C_Durham; %% starts Durham's reservoirs full in first week of simulation 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Read in historical data for each utility 
data = xlsread ('rawdata_v60.xls', 'data', 'c5:h785');  %% reads in raw data for all three utilities 
%% OWASA 
data_O = data(:,1:3); %% reads in data array for OWASA's reservoirs from Jan 1990 to Dec 2004 
(inflow, evaporative loss/gain, demand) 
i_unit = data_O(:,1); %% first column of data is unit inflow - sum of daily average flows (USGS) in cfs 
over the whole week 
i_O_ULake = 28.7*i_unit; %% calculates weekly inflow into U Lake in MG based upon unit inflows 
i_O_CCR = 31.4*i_unit; %% calculates weekly inflow into CCR in MG based upon unit inflows 
i_O_SQ = 1.2*i_unit; % calculates weekly inflow into Stone Quarry in MG based upon unit inflows 
i_O = i_O_ULake + i_O_CCR + i_O_SQ; %% calculates total weekly inflow for all of OWASA's 
system 
l_O = data_O(:,2); %% second column of data is the unit evaporation data for the week in MG/acre 
d_O_base = data_O(:,3); %% third column of data is withdrawal data in MG from OWASA's 
reservoirs from 1990-2004 
AADD_O = 6.895 + growth_OWASA*(TARGET_YEAR-1990); %% Estimates an approximate annual 
average day demand 
d_O = scale_OWASA_demand_v3 (d_O_base, TARGET_YEAR, number_weeks); %% function 
scaled_demand will return a demand profile that would be expected in target year based up historical 
demand from 1990-2004.   
%%%Durham 
data_D = data(:,4:5); %% fourth and fifth columns are Durhmam's inflow and demand respectively 
i_D = data_D(:,1);  %% first column is historical weekly inflow data to Durham's reservoirs from Jan 
1990 to Dec 2004 
l_D = l_O*1069;  %% Durham's evaporative losses are estimated from evaporative data from Chapel 
Hill multiplied by the surface area of Durham's reservoirs (at full pool - 1069 acres) 
d_D_base = data_D(:,2);  %% second column of imported data is weekly estimated demand data for 
Durham in the target year 
AADD_D = 16.76 + growth_Durham*(TARGET_YEAR-1980);  %% Estimates an approximate annual 
average day demand 
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d_D = scale_Durham_demand_v3 (d_D_base, TARGET_YEAR, number_weeks); %% function 
scaled_demand will return a demand profile that would be expected in target year based up historical 
demand from 1990-2004.   
%%%%% Cary 
d_C_base = data(:,6); %% assigns weekly demand data for Cary - 6th column of data 
AADD_C = 11.16+growth_Cary*(TARGET_YEAR-1997);  %% Estimates an approximate annual 
average day demand 
d_C = scale_Cary_demand_v4 (d_C_base, TARGET_YEAR, number_weeks); %% function 
scaled_demand will return a demand profile that would be expected in target year based up historical 
demand from 1990-2004.   
%%%% read in trigger points for OWASA and Durham based upon risk of failure 
sheet = int2str(TARGET_YEAR); %% this converts the integer TARGET_YEAR to a string that is 
used to access the appropriate risk chart   
risk_chart_OWASA = xlsread('weekly_OWASA_risk_chart.xls' , sheet, 'b4:ba24'); %% reads in a 
chart estimating the risk of failure for a given reservoir level and specified week based on historical 
records 
risk_chart_Durham = xlsread('weekly_Durham_risk_chart.xls' , sheet, 'b4:ba24'); 
% Ss_Cary = ?; storage capacity at which Cary would refuse to sell to 
% Durham or OWASA - this value may not be of importance since Durham and OWASA may 
% simply access their own allotment on Jordan Lake via Cary and not depend 
% upon Cary's reservoir balance in Jordan Lake 
w_O = zeros (number_weeks,1);     %% reservoir withdrawals from OWASA's reservoir system 
w_ULake = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% vectors records withdrawals from University Lake 
w_CCR = zeros (number_weeks,1);   %% vector records withdrawals from Cane Creek Reservoir 
w_SQ = zeros (number_weeks,1);    %% vector records withdrawals from Stone Quarry 
w_D = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% reservoir withdrawals from Durham's reservoir system 
b_D = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% Durham's reservoir bypass due to use of hydro-ram pumps 
prelim_b_D = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% Durham's estimated reservoir bypass before tranfers or 
sales are calculated 
u_O = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% actual water usage for OWASA users in week t 
u_D = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% actual water usage for Durham users in week t  
R_O = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% actual reservoir release for OWASA in week t 
R_SQ = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% reservoir release for Stone Quarry in week t 
R_CCR = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% reservoir release for Cane Creek Reservoir in week t 
R_ULake = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% reservoir release for University Lake in week t 
R_D = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% actual reservoir release for Durham in week t 
X_DtoOWASA = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% intializes vector to store weekly transfer quantities 
from Durham to OWASA - not used in version 51! 
X_CtoOWASA = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% intializes vector to store weekly transfer quantities 
from Cary to OWASA 
X_CtoD = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% intializes vector to store weekly transfer quantities from Cary 
to Durham  
%status_C_D = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% records the status of transactions from Cary to 
Durham 
%status_D_O = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% records the status of transactions from Durham to 
OWASA 
%status_C_O = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% records the status of transactions from Cary to 
OWASA 
used_treatment_capacity_Cary = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% records the quantity of treated water 
produced by Cary/Apex WTP 
excess_treatment_capacity_Cary = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% records the unused treatment 
capacity of the Cary/Apex WTP 
total_treatment_capacity_Cary = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% records the vector of weekly 
maximum treatment capacities for Cary/Apex WTP 
risk_level_OWASA = zeros (number_weeks,1);  %% records a vector of weekly risk levels throughout 
the simulation determined using the risk chart  
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risk_level_Durham = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% records a vector of weekly risk levels throughout 
the simulation determined using the risk chart 
slo = zeros (number_weeks,1);  %% storage level OWASA - vector stores calculated storage levels to 
determine proper functioning of simulation 
sld = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% storage level Durham - vector records discrete 5% storage levels 
to determine prper functioning of the simulation 
bdo = zeros (number_weeks,1);  %% buffer deficit OWASA - vector stores calculated buffer deficits to 
determine proper functioning of simulation 
bdd = zeros (number_weeks,1); %% buffer deficit Durham 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Start Simulation 
for t = 2:number_weeks 
    %% determine calendar week 
    year = floor((t-2)/52); 
    week = (t-1)- year*52;  %% calendar week 
    if week ==0 
        week = 52;  %% reassign value for last week of the year such that it's the 52nd week 
    end 
    if rem((year-2),4)==0 && week == 52 %%leap years the last week will have 9 days 
        days = 9; 
    elseif week==52 
        days = 8; %% days in the 52nd week during a non-leap year 
    else 
       days = 7; %% normal week 
    end  
    
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %% Estimate end of week buffer deficits for Durham and OWASA (amount below desired reservoir 
capacity) 
    %% this will determine the weekly priority for transfers from Cary, if 
    %% necessary 
     
    %% Durham preliminary end of week reservoir balance calculations 
    if risk_level_Durham(t-1) <  hydroram_risk  %% makes preliminary assumption about whether or 
not the hydroram pumps will be used 
        hydroram_week = 1; %% turns hydrorams on 
    else 
        hydroram_week = 0; %% turns hydrorams off 
    end 
    prelim_b_D(t) = hydroram_week*bypass_fraction*0.44*d_D(t); %% preliminary estimation of the 
weekly bypass that will occur through Durhams hydroram pumps - note that 44% is the fraction of 
Durham's available storage contained in Lake Michie 
    %% determine Little River Reservoir's minimum release for week t 
    R_Dmin_crit = 0.414*days; %% minimum release from Little River Reservoir anytime reservoir 
capacity is under 70% full - MG/wk 
    if week < 22 | week > 48 
        R_Dmin = 3.877*days;  %% sets Durham minimum release equal to 6 cfs = 27.14 MG/wk for 
Dec-May 
    else 
        R_Dmin = 9.05; %% sets Durham minimum release equal to 2 cfs = 9.05 MG/wk for Jun-Nov 
    end 
    %% calculate preliminary reservoir stoarge level for thie current week 
    %% as if transfers were not used 
    S_prelim_D = S_D(t-1) + i_D(t) - d_D(t) - prelim_b_D(t) - l_D(t) - R_Dmin; %% calculates the 
estimated reservoir storage level for Durham if no transfer takes place 
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    %% Use preliminary storage value to determine the minimum release for 
    %% the current period 
    if S_prelim_D < 0.7 * C_Durham 
        R_Dmin = R_Dmin_crit; %% sets minimum release from Little River Reservoir to 0.64 cfs during 
critical events 
    end  
     
    R_D(t) = R_Dmin; %% preliminarily sets reservoir release equal to minimum allowed for now 
(spillover will be added later if necessary) 
    %% note the very small error inherent in the two weeks per year that 
    %% cross the date boundary separating the 6 cfs min release from the 
    %% 2 cfs min release (May/June and Nov/Dec) 
             
    %% Determine the risk level commensurate with previous week's   
    %% storage level 
    storage_category = 22 - (floor(20*(S_D(t-1)/C_Durham))+1);           
         
    risk_level_Durham(t) = risk_chart_Durham(storage_category,week);  %%reads the number of 
probable failures that would have occurred over the 79 year inflow history used 
     
    %% calculate Durham's buffer deficit for week t and request 
    %% transactions from Cary if necessary 
    buffer_deficit_Durham = 0;  %% reset buffer_deficit_Durham to zero so stored value from previous 
loops is not used 
    if risk_level_Durham(t) > acceptable_risk_Durham   && storage_category > 1 %% checks to see if 
Durham will request a transfer 
        %% calculate buffer_deficit:  difference between anticipated 
        %% storage level and the lowest storage level that would reduce the 
        %% risk to the acceptable level 
        for y = 1:21  %% steps through the storage values in the order of most storage (i.e. least risk) to 
least storage (most risk) 
            if risk_chart_Durham (y,week) <= acceptable_risk_Durham   
                threshold_category = 21-y;  %% defines an acceptable threshold category that will be used 
to calculate a buffer deficit 
                buffer_deficit_Durham = C_Durham*(threshold_category/20) - S_D(t-1); %% calculates the 
amount by which Durham's storage will be below the desired threshold if no transfer is received 
            elseif risk_chart_Durham (1, week) > acceptable_risk_Durham  && S_D(t-1) < C_Durham %% 
for later years when a high risk of failure is found even at 100% storage 
                buffer_deficit_Durham = C_Durham - S_D(t-1); %% buffer deficit will simply be the entire 
drawdown in Durham's reservoir system 
                break 
            else  %% as soon as the risk level for category exceeds the acceptable risk, stop checking 
                break  %% should break the for loop and leave threshold category with the lowest 
acceptable storage 
            end 
        end 
    else 
        buffer_deficit_Durham = 0;  %% if anticipated reservoir levels are over the comfort threshold 
then there is no buffer deficit 
    end 
    bdd(t) = buffer_deficit_Durham; 
    
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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    %% OWASA Section 
    %% calculate minimum release for OWASA's Cane Creek 
    if (i_O_CCR(t)/days) > 1.797    %% above 2.78 cfs or 1.797 MGD 
        R_Omin = 1.797*days; %% sets minimum release per week for high flow conditions 
    elseif (i_O_CCR(t)/days) < 0.1422 %% below 0.22 cfs 
        R_Omin = 0.1422*days; %%sets minimum release equal to 0.22cfs - minimum under any 
condition 
    else 
        R_Omin = i_O_CCR(t); %% release equals outflow for inflow conditions 0.22 cfs < inflow < 2.78 
cfs 
    end 
    R_O(t) = R_Omin;    %% preliminarily sets reservoir release equal to minimum allowed for now 
    %% Determine the risk level for the beginning week storage level 
    storage_category = 22 - (floor(20*(S_O(t-1)/C_OWASA))+1);   
         
    risk_level_OWASA(t) = risk_chart_OWASA(storage_category,week);  %%reads the number of 
probable failures that would have occurred over the 79 year inflow history used 
     
    %% calculate OWASA reservoir balance for week t and request 
    %% transactions from Durham and/or Cary 
    if risk_level_OWASA(t) > acceptable_risk_OWASA && storage_category > 1  %% checks to see if 
OWASA will request a transfer 
        %% calculate buffer_deficit:  difference between anticipated 
        %% storage level and the lowest storage level that would reduce the 
        %% risk to the acceptable level 
        for x = 1:21  %% steps through the storage values in the order of most storage (i.e. least risk) to 
least storage (most risk) 
            if risk_chart_OWASA (x,week) <= acceptable_risk_OWASA   
                threshold_category = 21-x;  %% defines an acceptable threshold category that will be used 
to calculate a buffer deficit 
                buffer_deficit_OWASA = C_OWASA*(threshold_category/20) - S_O(t-1); %% calculates the 
amount by which OWASA's storage will be below the desired threshold if no transfer is received 
            else  %% as soon as the risk level for category exceeds the acceptable risk, stop checking 
                if x == 1 
                        buffer_deficit_OWASA = C_OWASA - S_O(t-1);  %% exclusively for cases when the 
risk of failure even when the reservoir is full exceeds the acceptable risk to OWASA, it will calculate a 
buffer_defict based upon any antiicpated drawdown 
                end 
                break  %% should break the for loop and leave threshold category with the lowest 
acceptable storage 
            end 
        end 
    else 
        buffer_deficit_OWASA = 0;  %% if anticipated reservoir levels are over the comfort threshold 
then there is no buffer deficit 
    end 
    bdo(t) = buffer_deficit_OWASA; 
     
    
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    %%  Determine if Durham would transfer water to OWASA in the case it is needed and available 
    %if  risk_level_Durham(t) <= sell_risk_Durham & buffer_deficit_OWASA > 0 
        %max_transfer_Durham = 0;  %% initially defines a raw water transfer maximum to be zero 
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        %for z = 1:21  %% steps through the storage values in the order of most storage (i.e. least risk) 
to least storage (most risk) 
            %if risk_chart_Durham (z,week) <= sell_risk_Durham   
                %threshold_category = 21-z;  %% defines an acceptable threshold category that will be 
used to calculate a raw water 'surplus' that could be traded 
                %max_transfer_Durham = S_D(t-1) - C_Durham*(threshold_category/20); %% calculates 
the amount by which Durham's storage will exceed the estimated threshold that indicates risk is too 
high to sell 
            %else  %% as soon as the risk level for category exceeds the acceptable risk, stop checking 
                %break  %% should break the for loop and leave threshold category with the lowest 
acceptable storage 
            %end 
        %end 
        %% determine transfer amount 
        %X_DtoOWASA(t) =  Durham_transfer_v4(Xmax_D_OWASA, Td, d_D(t), 
buffer_deficit_OWASA, max_transfer_Durham); %% function Durham_transfer_v3 will calculate the 
transfer amount to OWASA 
        %% One inaccuracy in this function is that it assumes no process 
        %% losses occur during treatment for the amount transfered 
    %else 
       %X_DtoOWASA(t) = 0;  %% No transfer from Durham to OWASA 
    %end 
    
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
     
    %%  Determine allocation priority of excess Cary Treatment capacity  
    if (buffer_deficit_Durham ==0 & (buffer_deficit_OWASA == 0 || buffer_deficit_OWASA == 
X_DtoOWASA(t))) %% no desire for transfers from Cary exists 
        X_CtoD(t) = 0;  %% no transfer 
        X_CtoOWASA(t) = 0;  %% no transfer 
    else  %% one of Durham or OWASA has a threshold deficit and would like to receive a transfer 
        safety_margin_Durham = (S_D(t-1)-X_DtoOWASA(t))- C_Durham*Durham_failure_point;  %% 
this variable measures how much storage Durham will have in excess of the failure limit without a 
transfer - it is intended to be used to prevent failures 
        if safety_margin_Durham < 1 
            safety_margin_Durham = 1;  %% this is intended to prevent negative values from mucking up 
the allocation process 
        end      
        safety_margin_OWASA = (S_O(t-1)+X_DtoOWASA(t)) - C_OWASA*OWASA_failure_point; %% 
this variable measures how much storage Durham will have in excess of the failure limit without a 
transfer  - it is intended to be used to prevent failures 
        if safety_margin_OWASA < 1 
            safety_margin_OWASA = 1;  %% this is intended to prevent negative values from mucking up 
the allocation process 
        end 
        [X_CtoD(t) X_CtoOWASA(t)] = Cary_transfer_allocation_v51b (d_D(t), d_O(t), Xmax_Cary_D, 
Xmax_D_OWASA, Tcary, d_C(t), buffer_deficit_OWASA, buffer_deficit_Durham, X_DtoOWASA(t), 
safety_margin_Durham, safety_margin_OWASA, AADD_O, AADD_D, days); %% function 
Cary_transfer_allocation will determine how any excess capacity should be split among OWASA and 
Durham  
        %% One inaccuracy in this function is that it assumes no process 
        %% losses occur during treatment for the amount transfered 
    end 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    %% Durham reservoir balance calculation   
    w_D(t) = d_D(t) - X_CtoD(t) + X_DtoOWASA(t); %% withdrawal from Durham's reservoirs equal 
demand less transfer from Cary plus sales to OWASA 
    %% determine whether or not to use hydroram pumps for week t 
    if risk_level_Durham(t) <  hydroram_risk && X_CtoD(t) == 0  
        hydroram_week = 1; %% turns hydrorams on if risk level is acceptably low AND no transfer was 
received from Cary 
    else 
        hydroram_week = 0; %% turns hydrorams off 
    end 
    b_D(t) = hydroram_week*bypass_fraction*0.44*w_D(t); %% calaculates hydro-ram bypass 
    if S_prelim_D > C_Durham && b_D(t) == 0  %%overflow should be used to run the hydroram 
pumps as much as possible so this sends the overflow through the hydroram pumps if the reservoir is 
overflowing 
        b_D(t) = min([(S_prelim_D - C_Durham), bypass_fraction*0.44*w_D(t)]); 
    end 
    S_D(t) = S_D(t-1) + i_D(t) - w_D(t) - b_D(t) - l_D(t) - R_D(t); %% calculates Durhams's storage for 
week t 
     
    %% check to see if there was a weekly failure in Durham or spillage in excess of 
    %% that required by regulations and reset out of bounds storage parameters 
    if S_D(t) < Durham_failure_point*C_Durham  %% %% Set failure limit at storage levels under 1851 
MG or 22.57% of working capacity - this leaves 6380 MG of working capacity that is "non-failure" as 
in Stephen Carter's thesis    
        failures_D = failures_D + 1;  %% increases failure count by one 
    end 
    if S_D(t) <= 0  %% checks to see if storage is depleted to zero 
        u_D(t) = S_D(t-1) + i_D(t) - l_D(t) - R_Dmin + X_CtoD(t); %% calculates actual usage in the 
event of a failure 
        if  (u_D(t)/d_D(t)) < cfl   %% checks to see if there was a critical failure in week t 
            CF_D = CF_D + 1;  %% increase critical failure count  
        end 
        S_D(t) = 0;  %% resets the storage at the end of week t to zero after the failure 
    elseif S_D(t) > C_Durham 
        R_D(t) = S_D(t) + R_Dmin - C_Durham; %% calculates the actual release (spillage) quantity 
when reservoir is full 
        S_D(t) =  C_Durham;  %% resets the reservoir storage voume to the maximum capacity   
    end 
    %% End of Durham weekly calculation  
  
    
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
       
    %% OWASA reservoir operation sequence 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    Need = d_O(t) - X_DtoOWASA(t) - X_CtoOWASA(t); %% demand minus purchases will be what 
OWASA needs to withdraw from its own reservoirs 
    %% Perform water balance on Stone Quarry 
    if (S_SQ(t-1) + i_O_SQ(t) - 10*l_O(t)) > C_SQ 
        S_SQ(t) = C_SQ; %% Stone Quarry is full 
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        R_SQ(t) = S_SQ(t-1) + i_O_SQ(t) - 10*l_O(t) - C_SQ; %% calculates release from Stone Quarry 
which will flow into University Lake 
    else 
        S_SQ(t) = S_SQ(t-1) + i_O_SQ(t) - 10*l_O(t);    %% calculates storage in Stone Quarry    
        R_SQ(t) = 0;                           %% no overflow from Stone Quarry 
    end 
    %%% Multi reservoir operation sequence 
    if (S_ULake(t-1) + i_O_ULake(t) + R_SQ(t) - 212*l_O(t) - Need >= 0.75*C_ULake)  %% checks to 
see if all need may be satisfied via U. Lake w/o drawing U.Lake down beyond 25% 
        w_ULake(t) = Need; %% all withdrawals come from Univeristy Lake 
        w_CCR(t) = 0; %% No withdrawals from CCR 
        w_SQ(t) = 0; %% No withdrawals from Stone Quarry 
        [S_ULake(t) S_CCR(t) R_ULake(t) R_CCR(t)] = OWASA_reservoir_opx(S_ULake(t-1), 
S_CCR(t-1), S_SQ(t), i_O_ULake(t), i_O_CCR(t), R_SQ(t), l_O(t), Need, R_Omin, w_ULake(t), 
w_CCR(t)); %% function will calculate reservoir balances for OWASA in week t and return balances 
for each reservoir 
    elseif ((C_CCR -(S_CCR(t-1)+ i_O_CCR(t) - 500*l_O(t) - R_Omin)) < 0.25*C_ULake) %% checks 
to see if the absolute deficit in Cane Creek will be more than 25% of U.Lake's capacity since this is 
the deficit we run U Lake to before using Cane Creek and each have nearly equal watershed areas 
        if (Need < days*10)   
            w_CCR(t) = Need; %% all withdrawals will come from Cane Creek Reservoir 
            w_ULake(t) = 0; %% no withdrawals wil be made from University Lake 
            w_SQ(t) = 0;       %% No withdrawals from Stone Quarry 
        else 
            w_CCR(t) = days*10;            %% first 70 MG of withdrawals will be taken out of Cane Creek 
Reservoir 
            w_ULake(t) = Need - w_CCR(t); %% remaining need will be met from University Lake 
            w_SQ(t) = 0;                   %% No withdrawals from Stone Quarry 
        end 
        [S_ULake(t) S_CCR(t) R_ULake(t) R_CCR(t)] = OWASA_reservoir_opx(S_ULake(t-1), 
S_CCR(t-1), S_SQ(t), i_O_ULake(t), i_O_CCR(t), R_SQ(t), l_O(t), Need, R_Omin, w_ULake(t), 
w_CCR(t)); %% function will calculate reservoir balances for OWASA in week t and return balances 
for each reservoir 
    elseif ((S_ULake(t-1) + i_O_ULake(t) + R_SQ(t) - l_O(t)*212) > 0.5*Need)  %%checks to see if 
U.Lake can support half of need such that both sources are drawn down proportionally 
        w_ULake(t) = 0.5*Need;      %% use will be split between the reservoirs 
        w_CCR(t) = 0.5*Need;        %% half of need will come from Cane Creek  
        w_SQ(t) = 0;                   %% No withdrawals from Stone Quarry 
        [S_ULake(t) S_CCR(t) R_ULake(t) R_CCR(t)] = OWASA_reservoir_opx(S_ULake(t-1), 
S_CCR(t-1), S_SQ(t), i_O_ULake(t), i_O_CCR(t), R_SQ(t), l_O(t), Need, R_Omin, w_ULake(t), 
w_CCR(t)); %% function will calculate reservoir balances for OWASA in week t and return balances 
for each reservoir 
    elseif ((S_CCR(t-1) + i_O_CCR(t) - l_O(t)*500 - R_Omin) > Need)         %% checks to see if Cane 
Creek can support all need since U. Lake is being drawn low 
        w_CCR(t) = Need;    %% All need will be met from stores in Cane Creek Reservoir 
        w_ULake(t) = 0;        %% No withdrawals from U. Lake 
        w_SQ(t) = 0;           %% No withdrawals from Stone Quarry 
        [S_ULake(t) S_CCR(t) R_ULake(t) R_CCR(t)] = OWASA_reservoir_opx(S_ULake(t-1), 
S_CCR(t-1), S_SQ(t), i_O_ULake(t), i_O_CCR(t), R_SQ(t), l_O(t), Need, R_Omin, w_ULake(t), 
w_CCR(t)); %% function will calculate reservoir balances for OWASA in week t and return balances 
for each reservoir 
    else        %% Cane Creek and U.Lake reservoirs are getting low.  For mathamatical simplicity all 
stores will be moved to Cane Creek and withdrawals made from there 
        S_ULake(t) = S_ULake(t-1) + i_O_ULake(t) + R_SQ(t) - l_O(t)*212;       %%prior to re-allocating 
stores this calcualtes what U.Lake's storage would be with no withdrawals 
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        S_CCR(t) = S_CCR(t-1)+ i_O_CCR(t) - 500*l_O(t) - R_Omin;               %%prior to re-allocating 
stores this calcualtes what CCR's storage would be with no withdrawals 
        if (S_ULake(t) < C_ULake) 
            R_ULake(t) = 0;        %% sets overflow from U. Lake to be equal to zero 
        else 
            error('Error in calculation of OWASA reservoir balances.  Balances were low and reallocation 
failed'); 
        end 
        S_CCR(t) = S_CCR(t) + S_SQ(t) + S_ULake(t);     %%reallocates all storage to Cane Creek 
prior to withdrawal 
        w_ULake(t) = S_ULake(t);                         %% entire storage will be withdrawn and sent, at least 
remporarily to Cane Creek Reservoir 
        w_SQ(t) = S_SQ(t);                              %% entire storage will be withdrawn and sent, at least 
remporarily to Cane Creek Reservoir  
        S_ULake(t) = 0;                                 %% Storage in U. Lake has been "moved" to Cane Creek 
        S_SQ(t) = 0;                                    %% Storage in Stone Quarry has been "moved" to Cane 
Creek 
        w_CCR(t) = Need;     %% OWASA attempts to meet all need via the reallocated totals in Cane 
Creek 
        S_CCR(t) = S_CCR(t) - w_CCR(t);        %% subtracts withdrawals from Cane creek's balance 
        R_CCR(t) = R_Omin;                  %% release will be the minimum allowed 
    end 
    S_O(t) = S_ULake(t) + S_CCR(t) + S_SQ(t);  %% calculates combined reservoir balance at the 
end of week t 
    w_O(t) = w_ULake(t) + w_CCR(t) + w_SQ(t);  %% calculates total withdrawals 
    R_O(t) = R_CCR(t) + R_ULake(t);            %% Note Stone Quarry's release flows into U,Lake nad 
isn't a 'system' release or overflow 
    %% check to see if there was a weekly failure or spillage in excess of 
    %% that required by regulations and reset out of bounds storage parameters 
    if S_O(t) < OWASA_failure_point*C_OWASA  %% defines failure as any end of week storage 
under 20% of full 
        failures_O = failures_O + 1;  %% increases failure count by one 
    end 
    if S_O(t) <= 0  %% checks to see if storage is depleted to zero 
        w_CCR(t) = w_CCR(t) + S_CCR(t); %% reduces withdrawal by the amount of "overdraught" 
from Cane Creek 
        w_O(t) = w_O(t) + S_O(t); %% reduces withdrawal by the amount of "overdraught" 
        u_O(t) = S_O(t-1) + i_O(t) - l_O(t)*722 - R_Omin + X_DtoOWASA(t) + X_CtoOWASA(t) ; %% 
calculates actual usage in the event of a failure 
        if  (u_O(t)/d_O(t)) < cfl   %% checks to see if there was a critical failure in week t 
            CF_O = CF_O + 1;  %% increase critical failure count  
        end 
        S_O(t) = 0;  %% resets the storage at the end of week t to zero after the failure 
        S_CCR(t) = 0;      
        S_ULake(t) = 0;                                  
        S_SQ(t) = 0;  
    elseif S_O(t) > C_OWASA 
        error('calculation of system balance exceeds capacity'); 
    end 
     
    %% calculate Cary/Apex WTP use for week t 
    total_treatment_capacity_Cary(t) = days*Tcary; %% weekly maximum treatment capacity for week 
t 
    used_treatment_capacity_Cary(t) = d_C(t) + X_CtoD(t) + X_CtoOWASA(t); %% records the 
quantity of treated water produced by Cary/Apex WTP 
    %% in cases where Cary itself would use more water than their WTP 
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    %% produces, reset the used capacity to the max capacity 
    if used_treatment_capacity_Cary(t)> total_treatment_capacity_Cary(t) 
        used_treatment_capacity_Cary(t) = total_treatment_capacity_Cary(t); 
    end 
    excess_treatment_capacity_Cary(t) = total_treatment_capacity_Cary(t) - 
used_treatment_capacity_Cary(t); %% records unused treatment capacity of Cary/Apex WTP for 
week t 
     
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Calculate Reliability, Cost, and transaction statistics 
Reliability_Durham = 1 - (failures_D/(number_weeks-1));  %% reliability for Durham 
Reliability_OWASA = 1 - (failures_O/(number_weeks-1));  %% reliability for OWASA 
average_capacity_use_cary = 
(sum(used_treatment_capacity_Cary)/sum(total_treatment_capacity_Cary));  
used_capacity = 0; %% holding variable to tabulate summer usage at Cary/Apex WTP 
total_capacity =0; %% holding variable to calculate total summer capacity available at Cary/Apex 
WTP 
for z = 2:number_weeks %% calculate Cary's treatment plant use in the summer 
    year = floor((z-2)/52); 
    week = (z-1)- year*52;  %% calendar week 
    if week ==0 
        week = 52;  %% reassign value for last week of the year such that it's the 52nd week 
    end  %% calendar week 
    if (week>18 && week < 45) %% calculate use between May and October  
        used_capacity = used_capacity + used_treatment_capacity_Cary(z); 
        total_capacity = total_capacity + total_treatment_capacity_Cary(z); 
    end 
end 
[Durham_sell_price, Cary_sell_price, OWASA_average_purchase_per_year, 
OWASA_maximum_purchase_in_calendar_year, Durham_average_purchase_per_year, 
Durham_average_revenue_on_wheeled_water, Durham_maximum_purchase_in_calendar_year, 
Cary_average_sales_per_year, Cary_maximum_sales_in_calendar_year, 
Durham_average_sales_per_year, Durham_maximum_sales_in_calendar_year, WTP_capacity, 
D_O_pipe, C_D_pipe, Annualized_cost_of_capital] = cost_estimate_v2 (Xmax_Cary_D, 
Xmax_D_OWASA, Tcary, X_DtoOWASA, X_CtoD, X_CtoOWASA); %% calls cost_estimate.m 
function to calculate transaction and infrastructure costs 
summer_useage_rate_cary = used_capacity/total_capacity; %% calculates the May-October usage 
rate over simulation period at Cary/Apex WTP 
statistics_OWASA = [acceptable_risk_OWASA/77; Reliability_OWASA; failures_O; CF_O; 
(Durham_sell_price/1000); OWASA_average_purchase_per_year; NaN; 
OWASA_maximum_purchase_in_calendar_year;NaN; NaN]; %% puts results into a vector for output  
statistics_Durham = [acceptable_risk_Durham/77; Reliability_Durham; failures_D; CF_D; 
(Cary_sell_price/1000); Durham_average_purchase_per_year; Durham_average_sales_per_year; 
Durham_maximum_purchase_in_calendar_year; Durham_maximum_sales_in_calendar_year; 
Durham_average_revenue_on_wheeled_water]; 
statistics_Cary = [NaN;NaN;NaN;NaN;NaN;NaN; Cary_average_sales_per_year; NaN; 
Cary_maximum_sales_in_calendar_year; NaN];   
result_array_1 = zeros (10,3); 
result_array_1(:,1) = statistics_OWASA; 
result_array_1(:,2) = statistics_Durham; 
result_array_1(:,3) = statistics_Cary; 
result_array_2 = zeros (6,3); 
result_array_2(1,:) = [NaN,WTP_capacity(1,1),WTP_capacity(1,2)]; 
result_array_2(2,:) = [C_D_pipe(1,1),C_D_pipe(1,3),C_D_pipe(1,4)]; 
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result_array_2(3,:) = [D_O_pipe(1,1),D_O_pipe(1,3),D_O_pipe(1,4)]; 
result_array_2(4,:) = [NaN, NaN, Annualized_cost_of_capital]; 
result_array_2(5,:) = [NaN,NaN,average_capacity_use_cary]; 
result_array_2(6,:) = [NaN,NaN,summer_useage_rate_cary]; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
result_array_D = [i_D, l_D, d_D, w_D, prelim_b_D, b_D, R_D, X_CtoD, X_DtoOWASA, 
risk_level_Durham, bdd, S_D]; %% stores Durham results in one big array for quicker output 
result_array_O = [i_unit, i_O_CCR, i_O_ULake, i_O_SQ, i_O, d_O, l_O*722, w_SQ, R_SQ, S_SQ, 
w_ULake, R_ULake, S_ULake, w_CCR, R_CCR, S_CCR, R_O, X_DtoOWASA, X_CtoOWASA, 
risk_level_OWASA, bdo, S_O]; %% stores OWASA results in one big array for quicker output 
result_array_C = [d_C, X_CtoD, X_CtoOWASA, excess_treatment_capacity_Cary]; %% stores CARY 
results in an array for faster output 
%% Output results to Excel file output.xls 
results_durham = xlswrite ('output v61.xls', result_array_D, 'Durham', 'c4') 
statistical_output_1 = xlswrite ('summary_v61.xls',result_array_1 , 'A', 'b4') 
results_OWASA = xlswrite ('output v61.xls', result_array_O , 'OWASA', 'c5') 
statistical_output_2 = xlswrite ('summary_v61.xls', result_array_2, 'A', 'b15') 
results_cary = xlswrite ('output v61.xls', result_array_C, 'Cary', 'c4') 
toc %% stop simulation stopwatch 
  
         
Subroutine Scale_OWASA_demand 
 
%% This function is working on a weekly basis and uses an unit demand 
%% profile created with a weekly to annual average ratio so every year has 
%% the same total demand though the profile fits the hydrologic conditions 
%% of the particular year 
function [d_OWASA] = scale_OWASA_demand_v3 (d_O_base, TARGET_YEAR, number_weeks); 
d_OWASA = zeros (number_weeks,1); 
growth = 0.18; %% OWASA's expected growth in demand in MGD/yr 
process_loss = 0.00; %% OWASA's estimated fractional loss in treating raw water to produce finished 
water 
AADD = 8.8+(growth/(1-process_loss))*(TARGET_YEAR-2000)*(1-process_loss); %% average 
annual day demand in target year 
d_OWASA = AADD*d_O_base*7; %% scales raw water demand in accordance with expected growth 
rates and treatment process losses 
return 
 
 
Subroutine Scale_Durham_demand 
 
function [d_Durham] = scale_Durham_demand_v3 (d_D_base, TARGET_YEAR, number_months); 
d_Durham = zeros (number_months,1); 
projected_growth = 0.524; %% Durham's expected growth in demand in MGD/yr 
AADD = 16.76+(projected_growth)*(TARGET_YEAR-1980); %% average annual day withdrawal in 
target year 
d_Durham = AADD*d_D_base*7; 
return 
 
Subroutine Scale_Cary_demand 
 
%% this function calculates Cary's demand based upon a unit demand profile 
function [d_Cary] = scale_Cary_demand_v4 (d_C_base, TARGET_YEAR, number_weeks); 
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d_Cary = zeros (number_weeks,1); 
projected_growth = 0.519; %% Durham's expected growth in demand in MGD/yr 
AADD = (11.16+(projected_growth)*(TARGET_YEAR-1997)); %% average annual day demand in 
target year 
d_Cary = AADD*d_C_base*7; 
return 
 
Subroutine Cary_transfer_allocation 
 
function [X_CtoD, X_CtoOWASA] = Cary_transfer_allocation_v51 (d_D, d_O, Xmax_Cary_D, 
Xmax_D_OWASA, Tcary, d_C, buffer_deficit_OWASA, buffer_deficit_Durham, X_DtoOWASA, 
safety_margin_Durham, safety_margin_OWASA, AADD_OWASA, AADD_Durham, days); 
%% This function will allocate scarce treated water from Cary to Durham and OWASA in months in 
which one of  
%% Durham or OWASA has expressed a preference to acquire additional treated 
%% water 
  
weighted_buffer_deficit_Durham = AADD_Durham * (buffer_deficit_Durham/safety_margin_Durham); 
if (weighted_buffer_deficit_Durham/AADD_Durham) >1000 
    weighted_buffer_deficit_Durham = 1000*AADD_Durham; %% this limits any inequality in allocation 
that could occur under extreme conditions 
end 
weighted_buffer_deficit_OWASA = AADD_OWASA *((buffer_deficit_OWASA - 
X_DtoOWASA)/safety_margin_OWASA); 
if (weighted_buffer_deficit_OWASA/AADD_OWASA) > 1000 
    weighted_buffer_deficit_OWASA = 1000*AADD_OWASA; %% this limits any inequality in 
allocation that could occur under extreme conditions 
end 
total_deficit = weighted_buffer_deficit_Durham + weighted_buffer_deficit_OWASA;  %% total 
threshold deficit for both utilities  
initial_portion_Durham = weighted_buffer_deficit_Durham/total_deficit;  %%ratio of pipeline to be 
dedicated to Durham based on deficit ratio 
initial_portion_OWASA = weighted_buffer_deficit_OWASA/total_deficit;  %%ratio of pipeline to be 
dedicated to Durham based on deficit ratio 
available_treatment_capacity = (Tcary*days - d_C);  %% defines the amount of treated water Cary 
could theoretically produce in excess of what it will consume 
%%% Determine transfer amounts 
X_CtoOWASA = min ([(Xmax_D_OWASA*days-X_DtoOWASA), (d_O-X_DtoOWASA) , 
Xmax_Cary_D*initial_portion_OWASA*days, available_treatment_capacity*initial_portion_OWASA, 
buffer_deficit_OWASA]);  
if X_CtoOWASA < 0 
    X_CtoOWASA = 0; %% transfers can not be negative in case Cary's available capacity is 
exceeded by it's own demand 
end 
X_CtoD = min([(Xmax_Cary_D*days-X_CtoOWASA), (available_treatment_capacity - 
X_CtoOWASA), d_D, buffer_deficit_Durham]);  
if X_CtoD < 0 
    X_CtoD = 0; %% transfers can not be negative in case Cary's available capacity is exceeded by it's 
own demand 
end 
%% The code determines the transfer to OWASA first because there is an 
%% additional constraint for OWASA - that of the pipeline from Durham, in 
%% addition to its allocated portion of the Cary to Durham pipeline, 
%% allocation portion of Cary's excess treatment capacity and the magnitude 
%% of its own deficit. Durham then receives the smaller of what's left or it's own deficit 
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Appendix F: Program Code Used to Generate Risk Chart (Matlab Version 7.0.4.365 (R14) 
Service Pack 2) 
 
F.1. generation of weekly Risk-of-Failure chart for Durham 
%% This file will generate a risk analysis of reservoir failure over a 52 week 
%% window using historical inflow data from 1926 through 2004 for a given 
%% month and a given reservoir level 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
tic %% starts the stopwatch used to time the simulation 
%% Define variables for the simulation 
weekly_demand_ratio_Durham = [0.858 0.878   0.906   0.907   0.914   0.900   0.913   0.912   0.904   
0.906   0.896   0.910   0.923   0.927   0.938   0.972   0.992   1.002   1.055   1.077   1.076   1.061   
1.089   1.110   1.130   1.137   1.120   1.162   1.171   1.117   1.119   1.100   1.086   1.097   1.078   
1.076   1.092   1.064   1.043   1.042   1.009   0.977   1.001   0.989   0.956   0.961   0.914   0.875   
0.919   0.898   0.876   0.961]; 
i_lake_michie = xlsread ('Durham weekly data.xls', 'inflow Lake Michie', 'b3:cb54'); %% reads in data 
array holding weekly summation of daily average inflow values, in MG, for the Flat River at Bahama 
i_little_river = xlsread ('Durham weekly data.xls', 'Little River inflow', 'b4:cb55'); %% reads in data 
array holding weekly summation of daily average inflow values, in MG, for the Little River at SR1461 
i_lake_michie = i_lake_michie'; %% tranposes matrix based on set up below 
i_little_river_reservoir = i_little_river'; %% tranposes matrix based on set up below 
evap_unit = xlsread ('OWASA weekly data.xls', 'evaporation', 'b3:cc54'); %%reads in data array 
holding weekly aggregate evaporation/precipitation compiled from OWASA data  
evap = evap_unit';  %% tranposes matrix based on set up below - precipitation/evaporation in MG per 
acre of reservoir surface by week 
i_D = i_little_river_reservoir + i_lake_michie;  %% array hold the cummulative weekly inflow to 
Durham's reservoir system 
AADD = 42.96; %%  Annual Average Daily Demand in MGD for system 
demand_profile_Durham = AADD*weekly_demand_ratio_Durham; %%  Annual Average Daily 
Demand in MGD for system 
failure_tally = zeros (21,52); %% creates an array to hold a tally of failures that will become the risk 
chart 
years_simulated = zeros (21,52); %% creates an array to hold a tally of simulation loops checked for 
each situation 
failure_week = zeros (79,52); %%  matrix will record the historical month in which failures would have 
occurred - does not record intial condition, only when the failure occurs 
failure_matrix = zeros (21,52,77);   %% 3-D matrix will hold a one in situations that lead to failure 
within 18 months 
C_Durham = 8200; %% working capacity of Durhams's reservoirs in MG: Lake Michie 3300 MG; Little 
River reservoir 4900 MG 
R_Dmin_crit = 12.82; %% minimum release from Little River Reservoir anytime reservoir capacity is 
under 70% full - MGM 
  
for year = 1:78  %% simulation will run through a 52 week period for each week in 78 of the 79 years 
((79th year will provide data for the 52 weeks after the last week in year 78) 
    for week = 1:52 %% simulation will step through each week one at a time 
        for start_volume = 1:-0.05:0 %% simulation will step through starting reservoir system volumes 
from 100 to 0% in 5% increments 
            %% Loop vectors storing the 52 weeks worth of data 
            S_D = zeros (53,1); %% define vector to store weekly reservoir levels for Durham 
            R_D = zeros (53,1); %% reservoir release for University Lake in week t 
            d_D = zeros (53,1);     %% reservoir withdrawals from OWASA's reservoir system 
            i_LM = zeros (53,1); 
            i_LRR = zeros (53,1); 
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            i_T = zeros (53,1); 
            total_evap = zeros (53,1); %% vector will store evaporation from Durham's reservoirs over the 
year long sequence 
            Initial_Storage = C_Durham*start_volume; 
            p = round(start_volume*20)+1; %% row position for the array tallying the results 
            S_D(1) = Initial_Storage; 
             
            for t= 2:53 %% loop will run through the next 52 week sequence starting with the indicated 
week 'week' through the next year 
                %% determine calendar week  
                n = week+(t-3); %% This variable is used to tell the simulation in which month and year it is 
operating 
                s_week = rem (n+1,52); %% s_week will be simulation week and month is a variable 
defined above pertaining to the risk of failure in a given storage in 'month' 
                if s_week ==0 
                    s_week = 52; %% resets s_week to last week of December in case there was no 
remainder in the value calculated two lines above.  This avoids accessing out of bounds parameters 
in subsequent vectors and arrays using s_week 
                end 
                %% determine days in week - this is obviously 7, but the 
                %% last week of the year will have a few days tacked on 
                if isinteger((year-3)/4) && s_week == 52 %%leap years the last week will have 9 days 
                    days = 9; 
                elseif s_week==52 
                    days = 8; %% days in the 52nd week during a non-leap year 
                else 
                    days = 7; %% normal week 
                end  
                d_D(t) = demand_profile_Durham(s_week)*days; %% demand minus purchases will be 
what OWASA needs to withdraw from its own reservoirs                
                evaporation = evap(year+floor(n/52),s_week); %% should pick off the correct unit 
evaporation figure and convert it to millions of gallons of evap/precip for OWASA's ~722 acres of 
reservoirs 
                total_evap(t) = evaporation*1069; 
                %% Durham preliminary end of week reservoir balance calculations 
                S_prelim_D = S_D(t-1) + i_D(year+floor(n/52),s_week) - d_D(t) - total_evap(t) - 
R_Dmin_crit; %% calculates the estimated reservoir storage level for Durham if no transfer takes 
place 
                %% determine Little River Reservoir's minimum release for week t 
                if S_prelim_D < 0.7 * C_Durham 
                    R_Dmin = 0.64*60*60*24*days*7.48/1000000; %% sets minimum release from Little 
River Reservoir to 0.64 cfs during critical events 
                elseif s_week < 6 
                    R_Dmin = 6*60*60*24*days*7.48/1000000;  %% sets Durham minimum release equal to 
6 cfs = 120.21 MGM for Dec-May 
                else 
                    R_Dmin = 2*60*60*24*days*7.48/1000000; %% sets Durham minimum release equal to 
2 cfs = 40.07 MGM for Jun-Nov 
                end 
                R_D(t) = R_Dmin; %% preliminarily sets reservoir release equal to minimum allowed for 
now 
                %% Reservoir Balance 
                S_D(t) = S_D(t-1) + i_D(year+floor(n/52),s_week) - d_D(t) - total_evap(t) - R_D(t); 
                i_LM(t) = i_lake_michie(year+floor(n/52),s_week); 
                i_LRR(t) = i_little_river_reservoir(year+floor(n/52),s_week); 
                i_T(t) = i_LM(t) + i_LRR(t); 
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                %% check to see if there was a weekly failure in Durham or spillage in excess of 
                %% that required by regulations and reset out of bounds storage parameters 
                if S_D(t) < 0.2257*C_Durham  %% Set failure limit at storage levels under 20%   
                    q = 22 - p; %% used only to rearrange the order of the failure_talley such that the chart 
runs from 100% at the top to 0 percent at the bottom and is more intuitive 
                    failure_tally(q,week) = failure_tally(q,week) + 1;  %% increases failure count by one 
                    failure_matrix(q, week, year) = 1; %% places a one in matrix according to the initial 
conditions that led to failure 
                    failure_week(year+floor(n/52), s_week) = failure_week(year+floor(n/52), s_week) + 1; 
%% increases the failure count by one for the week in which failure occurred 
                    break %% should exit the 52 week sequence loop and move on to the next storage level                     
                elseif S_D(t) > C_Durham 
                    R_D(t) = S_D(t) + R_Dmin - C_Durham; %% calculates the actual release (spillage) 
quantity when reservoir is full 
                    S_D(t) =  C_Durham;  %% resets the reservoir storage voume to the maximum capacity   
                end 
            end  
            %if year ==75 & week ==1 & p == 5 
             %   result = [i_LM, i_LRR, i_T, d_D, total_evap, R_D, S_D]; %% array to check results 
              %  results = xlswrite ('verification of risk chart Durham.xls', result , 'check', 'b5') 
            %end 
            years_simulated(p,week)= years_simulated(p,week)+1;  %% keeps track of the simulation 
tally 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
results = xlswrite ('weekly_Durham_risk_chart.xls', failure_tally , 'risk_chart', 'b4') 
results2 = xlswrite ('weekly_Durham_risk_chart.xls', failure_week , 'risk_chart', 'bd4') 
toc %% ends stopwatch timing the simulation 
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Appendix G - Simulation Data
The demand is a unit demand weekly withdrawal to annual average withdrawal ratio
historical simulation OWASA OWASA OWASA Durham Cary
week begin week Evaporation Unit Inflow Unit Durham Unit Unit
date number MG/acre MG/sq mi Demand Inflow (MG) Demand Demand
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1/1/1990 2 -0.0034209 5.553415 0.788058 2061.5431 0.889096 0.838577
1/8/1990 3 -0.0055386 8.979303 0.836024 3216.9266 0.935998 0.886011
1/15/1990 4 -0.0008688 3.374186 0.878271 950.47223 0.968759 0.923515
1/22/1990 5 0.0079278 12.22876 0.927204 3737.0894 0.942397 0.9348
1/29/1990 6 0.0109686 5.086807 0.89596 1707.5368 0.927936 0.911948
2/5/1990 7 -0.029322 10.49869 0.878518 3625.1335 0.950267 0.914393
2/12/1990 8 -0.01903215 18.17188 0.906553 3880.928 0.909059 0.907806
2/19/1990 9 -0.007602 11.21347 0.902933 3625.9521 0.929023 0.915978
2/26/1990 10 -0.00860655 7.072801 0.901596 1581.5999 0.902981 0.902288
3/5/1990 11 0.0093939 4.653805 0.877161 1170.3986 0.965176 0.921168
3/12/1990 12 0.0008145 4.140018 0.847522 961.56657 0.955834 0.901678
3/19/1990 13 0.02022675 3.179012 0.899457 905.10394 0.962296 0.930877
3/26/1990 14 -0.06589305 13.20011 0.914575 3111.4119 0.916226 0.9154
4/2/1990 15 -0.00746625 13.92458 0.928314 4776.3163 0.943036 0.935675
4/9/1990 16 0.00274215 6.684391 0.866486 2019.2769 0.928742 0.897614
4/16/1990 17 0.00931245 5.03252 0.954128 1695.2361 0.960345 0.957236
4/23/1990 18 0.02489655 2.454541 1.044608 872.89805 1.02357 1.034089
4/30/1990 19 -0.0578838 18.8957 0.953305 4477.0493 0.938634 0.94597
5/7/1990 20 0.02234445 9.853709 0.92597 2652.408 0.940291 0.93313
5/14/1990 21 0.030408 3.010335 0.975354 875.61239 1.003286 0.98932
5/21/1990 22 -0.0077106 2.437092 0.933436 742.91121 0.985063 0.959249
5/28/1990 23 -0.03944895 5.200551 0.966284 2823.1961 1.030186 0.998235
6/4/1990 24 0.0226974 1.333905 0.973709 920.87297 1.074491 1.0241
6/11/1990 25 0.03152115 2.515937 1.052095 669.0854 1.161385 1.10674
6/18/1990 26 -0.03651675 1.449588 1.034735 424.21294 1.130869 1.082802
6/25/1990 27 0.0372498 0.986211 1.133793 249.78413 1.206681 1.170237
7/2/1990 28 0.0353493 0.597155 1.207222 148.9657 1.198926 1.203074
7/9/1990 29 -0.00051585 0.936448 1.235977 218.82124 1.166254 1.201115
7/16/1990 30 -0.01523115 0.952605 1.014043 339.18509 1.084025 1.049034
7/23/1990 31 0.03548505 0.389056 1.05553 86.462577 1.148312 1.101921
7/30/1990 32 0.0326343 0.255924 1.161231 48.636276 1.215633 1.188432
8/6/1990 33 -0.00344805 0.328306 0.970356 71.891297 0.991462 0.980909
8/13/1990 34 -0.02147565 0.61719 1.082125 224.24561 1.027883 1.055004
8/20/1990 35 0.01132155 0.891209 1.053535 180.92815 1.063933 1.058734
8/27/1990 36 0.030951 0.552563 1.240893 100.24756 1.045166 1.143029
9/3/1990 37 0.03266145 0.164799 1.261399 29.756517 1.086354 1.173877
9/10/1990 38 0.0253581 0.169323 1.238342 24.233046 1.139578 1.18896
9/17/1990 39 0.02853465 0.09888 1.234763 13.183949 1.18268 1.208721
9/24/1990 40 0.0225345 0.059457 1.301775 8.8065331 1.094986 1.19838
10/1/1990 41 0.01007265 0.069151 1.171783 9.7339334 1.070882 1.121332
10/8/1990 42 -0.06502425 2.540495 1.108123 728.73738 1.036348 1.072236
10/15/1990 43 0.00176475 0.975871 1.115507 193.46152 0.921774 1.018641
10/22/1990 44 -0.12627465 8.6678 1.020872 5203.2759 0.932504 0.976688
10/29/1990 45 0.02549385 1.292544 1.008305 319.66767 0.941251 0.974778
92
11/5/1990 46 -0.017919 1.483841 0.991891 675.44041 0.925466 0.958678
11/12/1990 47 0.0203625 1.412751 0.973524 444.18275 0.917826 0.945675
11/19/1990 48 0.02172 1.09737 0.85542 262.25718 0.844337 0.849878
11/26/1990 49 0.0176475 1.467037 0.991809 1024.2765 0.878499 0.935154
12/3/1990 50 -0.0274215 8.317521 0.874939 2152.3012 0.960274 0.917607
12/10/1990 51 0.0181905 1.908441 0.940676 667.68515 0.888353 0.914515
12/17/1990 52 -0.0062445 4.716493 0.885573 1262.3416 0.875127 0.88035
12/24/1990 53 -0.0019005 9.245567 0.808339 1613.2673 0.880541 0.84444
1/1/1991 54 0.00051585 15.0465 0.724371 2258.2036 0.852197 0.788284
1/8/1991 55 -0.08609265 36.3793 0.830592 9703.9033 0.875644 0.853118
1/15/1991 56 -0.01012695 13.2447 0.852779 3226.3191 0.895728 0.874254
1/22/1991 57 0.00882375 5.015717 0.860065 1329.1661 0.880856 0.870461
1/29/1991 58 0.0129777 3.249456 0.817933 741.12319 0.905493 0.861713
2/5/1991 59 0.01132155 2.775092 0.883315 651.98074 0.883237 0.883276
2/12/1991 60 -0.003801 2.507535 0.857475 601.33455 0.901961 0.879718
2/19/1991 61 0.01544835 3.540278 0.898081 901.9372 0.919574 0.908827
2/26/1991 62 -0.0465351 12.24621 0.86969 3418.3911 0.897867 0.883779
3/5/1991 63 0.0030408 5.509469 0.813932 1588.2996 0.887213 0.850573
3/12/1991 64 -0.0270957 8.397012 0.762986 1347.7787 0.844133 0.80356
3/19/1991 65 0.01191885 5.466169 0.951076 1723.4997 0.922674 0.936875
3/26/1991 66 -0.0399648 21.37609 0.847638 5424.5487 0.892825 0.870231
4/2/1991 67 0.01637145 4.36169 0.850189 1197.8436 0.950495 0.900342
4/9/1991 68 0.0106428 2.674274 0.909387 682.3986 0.958919 0.934153
4/16/1991 69 -0.0092853 6.81817 0.908788 1476.0852 0.929835 0.919312
4/23/1991 70 0.01430805 2.780262 0.974906 763.05335 0.957925 0.966415
4/30/1991 71 0.00366525 5.933423 1.034355 831.49356 0.973314 1.003834
5/7/1991 72 0.02229015 1.253768 0.931923 448.44814 1.039997 0.98596
5/14/1991 73 -0.0165615 9.926092 1.014178 384.40259 1.089551 1.051865
5/21/1991 74 0.0045069 5.792536 0.945935 572.10152 0.991757 0.968846
5/28/1991 75 0.01132155 4.309988 1.035495 428.90918 1.076968 1.056232
6/4/1991 76 0.0329601 0.983626 1.082073 189.40078 1.076726 1.0794
6/11/1991 77 0.0302994 0.493752 1.170494 113.28933 1.153749 1.162121
6/18/1991 78 -0.04308705 0.729641 1.027552 119.83606 1.040121 1.033837
6/25/1991 79 0.0348063 0.336061 1.183616 69.426847 1.196554 1.190085
7/2/1991 80 -0.0102627 0.761308 1.086151 61.12656 1.106091 1.096121
7/9/1991 81 -0.01485105 3.472419 1.109189 45.021462 1.148229 1.128709
7/16/1991 82 0.0198738 0.297931 1.13155 25.079662 1.194861 1.163205
7/23/1991 83 -0.00844365 4.832176 1.155998 48.942179 1.14787 1.151934
7/30/1991 84 -0.00073305 0.49052 1.021561 50.027916 1.099466 1.060513
8/6/1991 85 0.01365645 0.602326 1.051595 52.893055 1.110238 1.080916
8/13/1991 86 -0.00659745 0.773588 1.033775 73.778412 1.064437 1.049106
8/20/1991 87 0.0241635 0.257216 1.312217 39.161929 1.11222 1.212219
8/27/1991 88 0.00860655 0.31732 1.187752 42.533315 1.058473 1.123113
9/3/1991 89 0.02565675 0.173201 1.225768 22.569972 1.120846 1.173307
9/10/1991 90 0.03401895 0.140887 1.377078 15.360808 1.230838 1.303958
9/17/1991 91 0.00393675 0.372899 1.17202 18.698803 1.119342 1.145681
9/24/1991 92 -0.06366675 20.26321 1.125269 1031.0904 0.985812 1.05554
10/1/1991 93 0.00496845 1.633129 1.067675 249.99955 1.004615 1.036145
10/8/1991 94 0.02234445 0.644979 1.098598 102.68616 1.033849 1.066223
10/15/1991 95 -0.0079278 1.032743 1.085243 197.96819 0.921124 1.003183
10/22/1991 96 0.01414515 0.506031 1.098675 58.532855 0.986767 1.042721
10/29/1991 97 0.0215028 0.35545 1.081629 39.974077 0.982509 1.032069
93
11/5/1991 98 -0.01629 0.492459 0.997943 68.392812 0.983281 0.990612
11/12/1991 99 0.022263 0.36062 1.024595 86.385024 1.063378 1.043986
11/19/1991 100 0.0225345 0.451744 1.001828 47.828436 0.98332 0.992574
11/26/1991 101 0.0203625 0.348341 0.901077 60.31872 0.93045 0.915763
12/3/1991 102 0.0051585 0.81818 0.958072 192.00741 0.908802 0.933437
12/10/1991 103 0.019548 0.553209 0.949568 105.29925 0.930666 0.940117
12/17/1991 104 0.0122175 0.543515 0.848546 96.75769 0.85688 0.852713
12/24/1991 105 -0.0366525 1.708743 0.857804 876.57103 0.920319 0.889062
1/1/1992 106 -0.05975715 30.07104 0.837569 10210.904 0.799343 0.818456
1/8/1992 107 0.0110772 4.768841 0.94243 692.17885 0.867717 0.905073
1/15/1992 108 0.00860655 3.285001 0.905381 333.97183 0.861185 0.883283
1/22/1992 109 -0.0135207 4.000424 0.943908 528.95209 0.95605 0.949979
1/29/1992 110 0.0150411 2.409948 0.925305 371.17555 0.915826 0.920565
2/5/1992 111 0.0112401 1.279619 0.975558 261.15852 0.944894 0.960226
2/12/1992 112 -0.006516 1.747519 0.908258 382.18372 0.935097 0.921678
2/19/1992 113 -0.0058644 3.964232 0.931257 461.54592 0.924362 0.927809
2/26/1992 114 -0.02956635 10.922 0.84691 3531.6826 0.93202 0.889465
3/4/1992 115 -0.027693 13.86318 0.859621 3118.1331 0.831208 0.845415
3/11/1992 116 -0.0054843 6.295336 0.904258 1802.151 0.904048 0.904153
3/18/1992 117 -0.00985545 4.370738 0.927079 1132.1608 0.875168 0.901123
3/25/1992 118 -0.0085794 5.1314 0.910032 1332.3328 0.914235 0.912134
4/1/1992 119 0.0132492 3.072377 0.93573 543.77326 0.798752 0.867241
4/8/1992 120 0.01571985 2.375696 0.967123 564.43242 0.880152 0.923638
4/15/1992 121 0.01066995 4.670608 0.946234 794.03132 0.929303 0.937768
4/22/1992 122 -0.0361638 7.964656 0.952501 3442.6048 0.909264 0.930882
4/29/1992 123 0.0190593 1.580781 0.923216 415.12205 0.883704 0.90346
5/6/1992 124 0.00507705 1.167814 0.894621 403.29527 0.866461 0.880541
5/13/1992 125 0.00437115 2.825501 0.952047 326.99209 1.045828 0.998938
5/20/1992 126 0.00187335 1.025634 0.962945 211.13706 0.980769 0.971857
5/27/1992 127 -0.01533975 1.978239 0.983303 277.59537 0.934293 0.958798
6/3/1992 128 -0.06811935 9.923507 1.046484 242.15812 1.021835 1.034159
6/10/1992 129 -0.05367555 7.531654 0.915924 244.11848 1.002801 0.959363
6/17/1992 130 0.0004344 3.743854 0.885477 196.88676 1.000784 0.943131
6/24/1992 131 -0.0126519 12.10532 0.946943 923.95354 1.012239 0.979591
7/1/1992 132 0.0096111 2.517876 0.941425 1487.3088 0.949683 0.945554
7/8/1992 133 0.0379557 0.679232 1.164095 158.53052 1.185701 1.174898
7/15/1992 134 0.0393675 0.274666 1.234055 66.341975 1.181723 1.207889
7/22/1992 135 -0.00502275 1.588537 1.046247 346.31347 1.056223 1.051235
7/29/1992 136 0.0263898 0.946142 1.145866 210.4714 1.140535 1.143201
8/5/1992 137 0.00426255 0.493106 1.079986 101.36561 1.146914 1.11345
8/12/1992 138 -0.07995675 2.038988 0.996546 614.38494 1.024753 1.01065
8/19/1992 139 -0.00105885 0.724471 1.102274 152.39094 1.02599 1.064132
8/26/1992 140 0.01550265 0.754846 1.180038 219.72817 1.10605 1.143044
9/2/1992 141 0.0200367 0.668892 1.169909 107.02049 1.351097 1.260503
9/9/1992 142 0.009231 0.30504 1.239829 52.701327 1.294312 1.267071
9/16/1992 143 0.0095025 0.278543 1.267873 41.62638 1.238666 1.253269
9/23/1992 144 -0.0113487 0.869236 1.122553 136.4948 1.135503 1.129028
9/30/1992 145 -0.05704215 1.174276 1.099653 419.72781 1.054535 1.077094
10/7/1992 146 0.00958395 0.766479 0.97814 169.45252 1.049161 1.01365
10/14/1992 147 0.0203082 0.312149 1.125292 54.405331 1.062864 1.094078
10/21/1992 148 0.01870635 0.323136 1.156469 52.813348 1.085401 1.120935
10/28/1992 149 -0.05487015 1.766261 1.095298 751.61003 1.02702 1.061159
94
11/4/1992 150 0.0019005 1.880005 1.011149 751.74359 0.984553 0.997851
11/11/1992 151 -0.0143895 4.44312 1.012982 945.56056 1.030139 1.02156
11/18/1992 152 -0.001629 3.063976 1.021633 1403.1642 0.992224 1.006928
11/25/1992 153 -0.0317655 5.844238 0.88256 2065.9808 0.924727 0.903644
12/2/1992 154 0.0116745 1.702927 0.96401 486.40585 0.989866 0.976938
12/9/1992 155 -0.0192765 7.496755 0.975321 3113.9539 0.933556 0.954439
12/16/1992 156 0.0029865 2.453249 0.886147 706.65535 0.965062 0.925604
12/23/1992 157 -0.001629 4.607273 0.970533 1388.3431 1.136404 1.053468
1/1/1993 158 -0.0024978 9.341215 0.739724 2143.2749 0.817747 0.778736
1/8/1993 159 -0.04553055 14.06546 0.831678 5843.7207 0.83904 0.835359
1/15/1993 160 0.0004344 8.466809 0.86638 1427.5718 0.859274 0.862827
1/22/1993 161 -0.0324714 10.59563 0.869728 4357.4243 0.864722 0.867225
1/29/1993 162 0.01235325 2.834549 0.914066 826.51726 0.851666 0.882866
2/5/1993 163 0.00887805 2.091336 0.889036 592.80376 0.825802 0.857419
2/12/1993 164 -0.0211227 6.711535 0.864963 2396.9582 0.87202 0.868491
2/19/1993 165 -0.01577415 4.87483 0.866575 2108.7855 0.817077 0.841826
2/26/1993 166 -0.09961335 52.02554 0.858019 14378.346 0.828998 0.843509
3/5/1993 167 0.01132155 7.876763 0.828915 3764.1036 0.916526 0.87272
3/12/1993 168 -0.0541371 25.02365 0.821333 6408.627 0.815198 0.818265
3/19/1993 169 -0.0153126 9.014848 0.85166 4386.9374 0.875228 0.863444
3/26/1993 170 -0.0241092 17.3957 0.897025 7813.6224 0.877617 0.887321
4/2/1993 171 -0.039096 18.27786 0.886025 6584.5423 0.924672 0.905348
4/9/1993 172 -0.009774 15.5409 0.860375 6732.4308 0.919287 0.889831
4/16/1993 173 0.00127605 5.880429 0.849711 3274.7895 0.93712 0.893415
4/23/1993 174 0.0188964 3.160916 0.938246 960.0586 0.966135 0.952191
4/30/1993 175 -0.009231 3.213911 0.974578 757.32307 1.022215 0.998396
5/7/1993 176 0.02739435 1.801806 0.899895 605.79383 1.011987 0.955941
5/14/1993 177 -0.0012489 1.448296 0.925138 730.13656 0.975451 0.950294
5/21/1993 178 -0.00393675 1.324211 0.885848 493.29942 0.976012 0.93093
5/28/1993 179 -0.00969255 2.338858 0.847709 542.73923 1.013608 0.930659
6/4/1993 180 0.0272586 1.509045 1.017163 310.21056 1.184189 1.100676
6/11/1993 181 0.0232404 0.849848 1.035408 167.14748 1.117766 1.076587
6/18/1993 182 0.0333402 0.664368 1.189238 156.88253 1.269465 1.229351
6/25/1993 183 0.03032655 0.450452 1.289039 82.05931 1.239923 1.264481
7/2/1993 184 -0.0074934 1.735887 1.082244 340.68228 1.147944 1.115094
7/9/1993 185 0.0356208 0.372253 1.339347 61.171799 1.167759 1.253553
7/16/1993 186 0.00534855 0.65532 1.231592 228.5304 1.1509 1.191246
7/23/1993 187 0.026064 0.21327 1.148991 83.655602 1.195921 1.172456
7/30/1993 188 -0.0434943 1.923305 1.231645 48.830589 1.161567 1.196606
8/6/1993 189 0.0160185 0.500215 1.028287 70.609524 1.064329 1.046308
8/13/1993 190 0.0118374 0.655966 1.106087 93.569414 1.059122 1.082605
8/20/1993 191 0.03385605 0.456914 1.256126 58.872148 1.155231 1.205679
8/27/1993 192 0.01528545 0.429771 1.304875 71.404439 1.193429 1.249152
9/3/1993 193 -0.05514165 0.991381 1.148832 88.528493 1.123458 1.136145
9/10/1993 194 0.0326343 0.427186 1.169238 57.118596 1.112894 1.141066
9/17/1993 195 0.0115659 0.339293 1.163109 35.733456 1.07273 1.117919
9/24/1993 196 0.0288333 0.158983 1.161922 19.165196 1.117514 1.139718
10/1/1993 197 0.026607 0.062688 1.230724 6.6882689 1.081767 1.156245
10/8/1993 198 -0.00540285 0.138302 1.124333 14.352624 1.009959 1.067146
10/15/1993 199 0.00741195 0.207453 1.045806 21.841839 1.011438 1.028622
10/22/1993 200 -0.0018462 0.088539 1.040829 8.1316097 0.991274 1.016051
10/29/1993 201 -0.05400135 0.591985 1.031777 75.389783 0.958668 0.995222
95
11/5/1993 202 -0.0019005 0.171262 1.032503 12.269474 0.952038 0.992271
11/12/1993 203 0.030951 0.089186 1.063804 11.374387 0.990067 1.026936
11/19/1993 204 0.021177 0.065273 1.004975 8.8403547 0.930191 0.967583
11/26/1993 205 -0.0730335 9.706359 0.891215 2476.8999 0.89318 0.892198
12/3/1993 206 -0.007059 3.911238 0.973373 888.30086 0.932554 0.952964
12/10/1993 207 -0.0171045 2.605122 0.925563 661.99795 0.926751 0.926157
12/17/1993 208 -0.0181905 6.878273 0.815115 1324.2975 0.907537 0.861326
12/24/1993 209 0.0008145 2.904993 0.750211 574.55735 1.073031 0.911621
1/1/1994 210 -0.0159099 4.697105 0.767876 1494.1378 0.961495 0.864686
1/8/1994 211 -0.0210684 7.489 0.860733 1661.3068 0.919666 0.8902
1/15/1994 212 -0.01354785 4.891633 0.966651 1431.2986 1.070617 1.018634
1/22/1994 213 -0.00806355 4.856734 0.967699 1042.4583 0.978978 0.973339
1/29/1994 214 0.00143895 4.335193 0.928497 1438.7523 0.942519 0.935508
2/5/1994 215 -0.01691445 5.809985 0.88234 994.93574 0.902427 0.892383
2/12/1994 216 -0.0158556 11.42609 0.928931 3873.3451 0.920205 0.924568
2/19/1994 217 -0.02229015 8.670385 0.920909 2237.286 0.919456 0.920183
2/26/1994 218 -0.0606531 31.36358 0.910431 9222.7969 0.87253 0.89148
3/5/1994 219 -0.0073305 6.358024 0.829624 1761.3282 0.908631 0.869128
3/12/1994 220 0.00952965 3.725758 0.898147 957.0642 0.91781 0.907978
3/19/1994 221 -0.00898665 3.267551 0.916809 681.08452 0.94009 0.928449
3/26/1994 222 -0.04449885 47.29289 0.899664 5863.712 0.901717 0.900691
4/2/1994 223 0.0134121 5.411882 0.867472 1212.4278 0.914676 0.891074
4/9/1994 224 0.01148445 3.294048 0.945623 834.55258 0.943143 0.944383
4/16/1994 225 -0.0016833 5.281335 0.968404 2436.4454 0.985012 0.976708
4/23/1994 226 0.01810905 1.748812 1.04446 442.78249 1.089355 1.066907
4/30/1994 227 -0.02636265 2.147562 1.037776 498.40497 1.001423 1.019599
5/7/1994 228 0.0073305 1.362341 0.892276 343.66591 1.022573 0.957424
5/14/1994 229 0.01588275 1.089615 0.984572 250.15035 1.025859 1.005216
5/21/1994 230 0.02071545 0.953897 1.054866 216.11336 1.112174 1.08352
5/28/1994 231 0.03228135 0.966177 1.06818 189.24998 1.125377 1.096778
6/4/1994 232 0.0099912 1.245366 1.087384 110.98214 1.099598 1.093491
6/11/1994 233 -0.01115865 1.476732 1.039293 90.434995 1.11984 1.079567
6/18/1994 234 0.0266613 0.646272 1.154407 60.025743 1.18758 1.170994
6/25/1994 235 0.0099369 3.634634 1.224537 744.6583 1.126407 1.175472
7/2/1994 236 0.0348063 1.881298 1.137515 319.72153 1.134402 1.135959
7/9/1994 237 0.02945775 0.646272 1.192218 92.457827 1.107568 1.149893
7/16/1994 238 0.01387365 0.553209 1.192453 85.355297 1.050319 1.121386
7/23/1994 239 -0.00409965 1.309993 1.067168 1854.9407 1.015277 1.041222
7/30/1994 240 0.0058644 6.758713 1.079877 1760.7681 1.039639 1.059758
8/6/1994 241 0.0141723 1.329382 1.079877 271.78323 1.088878 1.084378
8/13/1994 242 -0.02695995 1.963374 1.079877 197.48349 1.071391 1.075634
8/20/1994 243 0.0084165 1.255706 1.079877 416.51584 1.04208 1.060979
8/27/1994 244 -0.028236 1.044376 1.079877 291.07875 1.156194 1.118036
9/3/1994 245 0.00149325 0.517664 1.120383 93.35399 1.018474 1.069429
9/10/1994 246 0.030408 0.133778 1.120383 28.761258 1.15683 1.138607
9/17/1994 247 0.017919 0.105342 1.120383 19.965496 1.034641 1.077512
9/24/1994 248 0.014661 0.271434 1.120383 55.926225 1.061473 1.090928
10/1/1994 249 0.0181905 0.120207 1.073269 20.157224 1.0736 1.073434
10/8/1994 250 -0.0406707 0.187419 1.073269 35.75823 0.985719 1.029494
10/15/1994 251 -0.0841107 0.50797 1.073269 90.471617 0.958381 1.015825
10/22/1994 252 0.0116745 0.320551 1.073269 44.958989 0.918168 0.995718
10/29/1994 253 0.00925815 0.374191 1.016854 66.176099 0.970105 0.993479
96
11/5/1994 254 0.02715 0.357388 0.958558 58.48977 0.987901 0.97323
11/12/1994 255 0.0100455 0.445928 0.958558 72.942566 0.979869 0.969214
11/19/1994 256 0.0062445 0.590046 0.958558 115.86795 0.913144 0.935851
11/26/1994 257 -0.0100455 1.428261 0.958558 132.60209 0.811884 0.885221
12/3/1994 258 0.0209055 0.803962 0.834502 102.72063 0.832368 0.833435
12/10/1994 259 0.0024435 0.794915 0.834502 89.230775 0.883002 0.858752
12/17/1994 260 0.0008145 0.953251 0.834502 98.552172 0.85934 0.846921
12/24/1994 261 0.022263 1.227917 0.834502 124.65725 0.940192 0.887347
1/1/1995 262 -0.03678825 3.522829 0.836793 635.50295 0.827727 0.83226
1/8/1995 263 0.0113487 1.59306 0.836793 517.14685 0.843152 0.839972
1/15/1995 264 -0.04553055 11.92889 0.836793 3338.0164 0.865885 0.851339
1/22/1995 265 0.0022806 1.668674 0.836793 543.34241 0.872092 0.854443
1/29/1995 266 -0.01637145 2.524985 0.842879 971.47607 0.900994 0.871936
2/5/1995 267 -0.0022263 1.218223 0.849616 507.06501 0.894331 0.871974
2/12/1995 268 -0.0821559 23.54175 0.849616 5188.5948 0.872125 0.86087
2/19/1995 269 0.00724905 5.492019 0.849616 1648.1229 0.899294 0.874455
2/26/1995 270 -0.0392589 9.703774 0.849962 2749.5427 0.885471 0.867717
3/5/1995 271 -0.0394218 10.18977 0.850275 4036.2487 0.887735 0.869005
3/12/1995 272 0.0155841 2.923088 0.850275 940.43347 0.896267 0.873271
3/19/1995 273 0.00181905 1.98664 0.850275 621.886 0.921692 0.885984
3/26/1995 274 0.01441665 1.351355 0.850275 415.05742 0.9489 0.899588
4/2/1995 275 0.01479675 1.032096 0.993836 339.83136 1.002613 0.998224
4/9/1995 276 0.00057015 1.523909 0.993836 345.88477 0.982791 0.988313
4/16/1995 277 0.01550265 1.0922 0.993836 255.816 0.98119 0.987513
4/23/1995 278 0.01132155 1.063764 0.993836 216.17798 0.995013 0.994424
4/30/1995 279 -0.00225345 1.192372 0.962439 225.075 1.018525 0.990482
5/7/1995 280 0.00540285 0.988796 0.962439 240.24084 1.073708 1.018074
5/14/1995 281 -0.0007602 0.70379 0.962439 138.16218 1.059451 1.010945
5/21/1995 282 0.0069504 0.722532 0.962439 103.81283 1.041373 1.001906
5/28/1995 283 -0.04971165 3.243639 0.975952 1524.4587 0.978138 0.977045
6/4/1995 284 -0.0022806 5.554062 0.989915 572.46774 0.980006 0.984961
6/11/1995 285 0.011403 2.720159 0.989915 902.30342 0.966216 0.978065
6/18/1995 286 -0.0256839 3.380649 0.989915 3297.1289 0.982002 0.985958
6/25/1995 287 -0.0694497 32.43187 0.989915 9038.2216 0.999525 0.99472
7/2/1995 288 -0.01376505 5.227694 1.035042 2291.9821 0.896289 0.965666
7/9/1995 289 0.03146685 1.313871 1.035042 410.46889 1.143295 1.089168
7/16/1995 290 0.0299736 1.814732 1.035042 892.26467 1.227763 1.131403
7/23/1995 291 0.02565675 2.308484 1.035042 1783.603 1.240116 1.137579
7/30/1995 292 0.01311345 0.939679 1.199292 265.7255 1.277703 1.238498
8/6/1995 293 0.0231861 0.613312 1.199292 118.10621 1.208672 1.203982
8/13/1995 294 0.0402906 0.432356 1.199292 77.098095 1.246596 1.222944
8/20/1995 295 -0.00171045 0.35545 1.199292 74.508699 1.227406 1.213349
8/27/1995 296 -0.11199375 12.16155 1.199292 2025.6965 1.111026 1.155159
9/3/1995 297 0.03086955 0.645626 1.107645 154.20265 1.092867 1.100256
9/10/1995 298 0.02614545 0.362559 1.107645 81.421655 1.145962 1.126804
9/17/1995 299 0.00762915 0.353511 1.107645 70.969283 1.087632 1.097638
9/24/1995 300 0.004344 0.334769 1.107645 63.972311 1.042264 1.074955
10/1/1995 301 -0.06991125 2.443554 1.059538 695.31543 1.070325 1.064931
10/8/1995 302 0.01691445 0.827228 1.059538 153.4379 1.046961 1.053249
10/15/1995 303 -0.0520737 13.37008 1.059538 3167.8422 0.973486 1.016512
10/22/1995 304 -0.0033123 6.1454 1.059538 2646.1822 1.042426 1.050982
10/29/1995 305 -0.00985545 5.880429 1.091022 1194.246 1.019293 1.055157
97
11/5/1995 306 -0.0344805 21.95968 1.123556 3233.9882 0.942501 1.033028
11/12/1995 307 -0.0274215 9.254615 1.123556 3107.8359 0.929268 1.026412
11/19/1995 308 0.0051585 3.390343 1.123556 634.14363 0.881397 1.002476
11/26/1995 309 0.015204 3.055574 1.123556 840.54136 0.915458 1.019507
12/3/1995 310 -0.02172 6.605546 0.964679 1343.9657 0.934118 0.949398
12/10/1995 311 0.0127605 4.651866 0.964679 1262.6862 0.91219 0.938435
12/17/1995 312 -0.000543 3.505379 0.964679 1162.6218 0.899036 0.931858
12/24/1995 313 0.004887 2.507535 0.964679 694.5916 0.909734 0.937206
1/1/1996 314 -0.0252495 3.354152 0.821676 733.54026 0.832928 0.827302
1/8/1996 315 -0.01316775 3.126664 0.887205 823.1351 0.827376 0.857291
1/15/1996 316 -0.0242178 23.84097 0.92368 7568.3837 0.97524 0.94946
1/22/1996 317 -0.03445335 15.52281 0.909892 4149.8633 0.907518 0.908705
1/29/1996 318 -0.0400191 10.59628 0.885794 2598.7243 0.873283 0.879538
2/5/1996 319 0.00377385 9.53639 0.949757 2762.425 1.002836 0.976297
2/12/1996 320 0.00111315 4.556218 0.860353 1279.597 0.951743 0.906048
2/19/1996 321 0.00735765 6.418774 0.925883 2251.547 0.93728 0.931581
2/26/1996 322 0.0167787 3.213911 0.88335 905.68558 0.922964 0.903157
3/4/1996 323 -0.04276125 10.3927 0.870888 2422.8306 0.891739 0.881313
3/11/1996 324 -0.00073305 4.768841 0.974922 1909.7984 0.891438 0.93318
3/18/1996 325 -0.01186455 10.02303 0.978554 4346.0284 0.888236 0.933395
3/25/1996 326 -0.0118374 5.439025 0.963166 1866.175 0.897042 0.930104
4/1/1996 327 0.00757485 6.136999 0.661355 2195.3429 0.894972 0.778163
4/8/1996 328 -0.00350235 4.908436 0.618116 1725.3954 0.916924 0.76752
4/15/1996 329 0.00143895 3.098874 0.913937 1211.2861 0.961396 0.937666
4/22/1996 330 0.00784635 2.313654 1.024651 884.76791 0.952668 0.988659
4/29/1996 331 -0.01159305 6.647554 1.057286 1997.4975 0.977955 1.017621
5/6/1996 332 -0.0025521 3.725112 0.995234 1258.227 1.016962 1.006098
5/13/1996 333 -0.01105005 3.618477 0.959827 1283.927 1.018811 0.989319
5/20/1996 334 0.02842605 1.227917 1.030555 497.06934 1.102443 1.066499
5/27/1996 335 -0.01609995 6.393569 0.815359 2191.0344 1.024137 0.919748
6/3/1996 336 0.01968375 1.229209 0.878857 448.85745 1.06418 0.971519
6/10/1996 337 -0.0040182 6.286288 0.890682 408.05614 1.062015 0.976348
6/17/1996 338 0.03222705 1.015293 1.175659 558.31438 1.207265 1.191462
6/24/1996 339 0.0213399 0.754199 1.097151 179.36202 1.227002 1.162077
7/1/1996 340 0.0231861 0.548685 1.059593 121.04675 1.326229 1.192911
7/8/1996 341 0.0005973 0.716716 1.141423 130.47155 1.158276 1.149849
7/15/1996 342 0.00974685 0.603618 1.182596 100.83997 1.190547 1.186572
7/22/1996 343 -0.0244893 5.470692 1.16392 1295.3057 1.141789 1.152855
7/29/1996 344 -0.05003745 1.733302 1.078458 855.31945 1.079872 1.079165
8/5/1996 345 -0.00214485 2.453249 1.072485 1080.416 1.112941 1.092713
8/12/1996 346 0.00784635 1.991164 1.063483 698.33998 1.03674 1.050111
8/19/1996 347 -0.01191885 0.992674 1.260743 220.56186 1.086768 1.173756
8/26/1996 348 0.01490535 1.172984 1.213321 200.73208 1.053295 1.133308
9/2/1996 349 -0.2249106 35.04798 1.103641 28431.853 1.02781 1.065725
9/9/1996 350 -0.0122175 26.0648 1.129632 1356.8696 1.04915 1.089391
9/16/1996 351 0.00887805 4.31839 1.135381 751.67896 1.014981 1.075181
9/23/1996 352 -0.03173835 2.826794 1.082658 516.52212 1.053649 1.068154
9/30/1996 353 -0.00371955 3.885387 1.179326 676.02205 1.023422 1.101374
10/7/1996 354 -0.04466175 8.556641 1.072382 1711.9099 0.936868 1.004625
10/14/1996 355 -0.02332185 2.101677 1.028076 850.58012 0.994965 1.011521
10/21/1996 356 0.014118 1.456697 1.052914 509.60701 0.999677 1.026296
10/28/1996 357 -0.00442545 1.616973 1.100095 532.98052 0.987279 1.043687
98
11/4/1996 358 -0.014661 2.252258 1.046958 1008.1628 0.953708 1.000333
11/11/1996 359 0.0089595 1.492242 1.013703 563.03217 0.963914 0.988809
11/18/1996 360 -0.004344 2.3143 1.026423 780.09339 0.909731 0.968077
11/25/1996 361 -0.004344 6.489217 0.92349 2606.695 0.88055 0.90202
12/2/1996 362 -0.0252495 12.65336 0.992652 5087.5609 0.929641 0.961146
12/9/1996 363 0.015747 4.468325 0.998366 1623.026 0.907872 0.953119
12/16/1996 364 -0.0062445 3.841441 0.864088 922.29477 0.895938 0.880013
12/23/1996 365 0.004887 5.40348 1.060402 1488.4506 1.058034 1.059218
1/1/1997 366 0.01398225 2.984484 0.837168 856.03035 0.826791 0.758777
1/8/1997 367 -0.02695995 11.94698 0.902522 2844.3077 0.827934 0.769626
1/15/1997 368 -0.01702305 9.235873 0.90285 2218.5871 0.880979 0.775353
1/22/1997 369 -0.00295935 7.319677 0.88264 1493.513 0.871567 0.787847
1/29/1997 370 -0.0047784 6.613948 0.903523 1742.3493 0.875755 0.777171
2/5/1997 371 0.00019005 4.52972 0.895054 1568.2436 0.855074 0.763354
2/12/1997 372 -0.049413 24.41422 0.905336 6260.0491 0.860895 0.74757
2/19/1997 373 0.01664295 5.024119 0.933389 1399.7605 0.89724 0.775971
2/26/1997 374 0.00361095 6.374827 0.945001 2431.8354 0.914795 0.762092
3/5/1997 375 0.0061359 6.367072 0.880523 2065.1837 0.88151 0.775019
3/12/1997 376 -0.0073848 6.003867 0.882126 1419.4934 0.855817 0.861188
3/19/1997 377 -0.00502275 11.76086 0.937944 2699.392 0.87096 0.838366
3/26/1997 378 0.00806355 2.956694 0.930694 1122.3375 0.875821 0.817671
4/2/1997 379 0.0110772 1.828303 0.995478 732.14001 0.959141 0.933417
4/9/1997 380 -0.0088509 2.622572 0.958731 861.37286 0.917754 0.917608
4/16/1997 381 -0.00893235 2.278755 1.000322 834.25098 0.983084 0.987004
4/23/1997 382 -0.0934503 33.90601 0.928625 9643.757 0.868436 0.881364
4/30/1997 383 0.00214485 10.26991 0.781302 3185.9702 0.921881 0.913044
5/7/1997 384 0.0235119 2.984484 0.926347 946.89619 0.917228 0.979829
5/14/1997 385 0.02299605 1.881298 1.058 565.66034 1.0774 1.221886
5/21/1997 386 0.0132492 1.785003 1.09688 411.56755 1.056092 1.231695
5/28/1997 387 -0.00746625 1.590475 0.989351 773.73838 0.992122 1.052961
6/4/1997 388 -0.00209055 2.164365 0.902368 1110.7477 0.908579 0.887017
6/11/1997 389 0.00301365 2.102323 0.951113 641.55421 0.998424 1.012795
6/18/1997 390 0.03347595 1.433431 1.211097 311.33076 1.179034 1.310542
6/25/1997 391 0.0198195 1.037913 1.16107 224.14867 1.161641 1.266542
7/2/1997 392 0.01240755 0.854372 1.135712 186.20173 1.145704 1.259565
7/9/1997 393 0.03754845 0.576475 1.332934 116.08122 1.298714 1.515006
7/16/1997 394 -0.0207426 0.705729 1.179371 136.08334 1.227634 1.257165
7/23/1997 395 -0.05791095 0.829167 1.069035 152.15397 1.106974 1.080261
7/30/1997 396 0.01968375 0.438172 1.03038 68.621161 1.140142 1.150387
8/6/1997 397 0.02104125 0.348341 1.065651 52.908134 1.131965 1.235134
8/13/1997 398 0.03173835 0.354157 1.333736 55.264873 1.281291 1.503477
8/20/1997 399 0.0203625 1.288666 1.070848 225.13316 1.157602 1.298221
8/27/1997 400 0.0267699 0.265618 1.246192 39.312726 1.187312 1.392617
9/3/1997 401 0.03065235 0.154459 1.307046 23.382121 1.284489 1.397565
9/10/1997 402 -0.0360552 1.276387 1.078595 447.96344 1.11199 1.13751
9/17/1997 403 0.0281817 0.389702 1.172667 63.901221 1.19224 1.342481
9/24/1997 404 -0.0218829 0.489228 1.044591 89.293248 1.072153 1.012127
10/1/1997 405 0.0246522 0.318612 1.122303 55.499685 1.120927 1.252415
10/8/1997 406 0.01984665 0.190004 1.179323 35.105495 1.123915 1.308748
10/15/1997 407 -0.05818245 0.968762 0.95416 196.8803 0.959431 0.869823
10/22/1997 408 -0.00344805 0.820765 1.023258 154.33406 0.976559 0.887289
10/29/1997 409 0.0180276 1.240842 0.994419 267.08268 0.944314 0.865394
99
11/5/1997 410 0.003801 1.123221 0.998541 237.33262 0.935373 0.851317
11/12/1997 411 -0.0312225 1.492242 0.944552 616.81277 0.891295 0.810632
11/19/1997 412 -0.0306795 3.291463 0.921103 1971.4312 0.92623 0.817238
11/26/1997 413 0.0078735 1.914258 0.806869 549.74051 0.887602 0.758641
12/3/1997 414 0.0105885 2.166304 0.862606 442.78249 0.921861 0.800118
12/10/1997 415 0.001086 1.942694 0.892616 398.90062 0.909318 0.779707
12/17/1997 416 -0.003801 1.798575 0.745004 386.85842 0.90643 0.806525
12/24/1997 417 -0.019548 4.768195 0.789033 2043.8783 0.922579 0.80493
1/1/1998 418 0.0134664 2.087459 0.779498 732.09692 0.844623 0.739608
1/8/1998 419 -0.02337615 8.14949 0.891268 3033.3423 0.818422 0.752748
1/15/1998 420 -0.0766173 27.4252 0.839559 5259.7062 0.852216 0.729177
1/22/1998 421 -0.09412905 36.94414 0.875352 10929.494 0.81161 0.744
1/29/1998 422 -0.04520475 29.59926 0.850248 6842.5987 0.919127 0.735526
2/5/1998 423 -0.01512255 14.08356 0.838327 5254.0621 0.878596 0.719976
2/12/1998 424 -0.07050855 37.49153 0.832343 11840.888 0.939048 0.758477
2/19/1998 425 0.001086 5.941825 0.869968 3231.3169 1.008127 0.743141
2/26/1998 426 0.0120003 3.038125 0.880405 1630.4365 0.903716 0.752426
3/5/1998 427 -0.0472953 20.76795 0.761641 5012.0117 0.874955 0.769134
3/12/1998 428 -0.0281274 30.2856 0.78995 3389.869 0.884923 0.764969
3/19/1998 429 -0.0968712 70.10823 0.869226 24431.904 0.84865 0.764098
3/26/1998 430 0.0186249 4.423732 0.91844 1727.0758 0.94481 0.843725
4/2/1998 431 0.0042897 3.443337 0.909835 2116.0022 0.886362 0.810678
4/9/1998 432 -0.0150411 12.61717 0.859121 2347.3676 0.869277 0.800188
4/16/1998 433 -0.0111315 11.09778 0.88822 4859.0176 0.948141 0.843785
4/23/1998 434 0.00719475 3.310851 0.91874 1218.5889 0.945972 0.901822
4/30/1998 435 0.01170165 2.048682 0.94255 1521.195 0.923727 0.903995
5/7/1998 436 -0.03695115 6.092406 0.893257 950.73074 0.869536 0.896154
5/14/1998 437 0.0267156 1.642823 0.967181 581.12778 0.989245 1.137721
5/21/1998 438 0.00165615 2.515937 0.935761 739.05512 0.965094 1.075255
5/28/1998 439 0.0274758 1.50646 1.051809 503.74748 1.045811 1.24845
6/4/1998 440 -0.01387365 1.449588 0.794861 384.14408 0.954689 0.987668
6/11/1998 441 -0.00122175 1.365573 1.029642 303.70476 1.06633 1.152925
6/18/1998 442 0.0301365 1.20142 1.191651 224.12713 1.134407 1.378309
6/25/1998 443 0.0217743 0.881515 1.298305 167.08285 1.17855 1.468511
7/2/1998 444 0.02104125 0.587461 1.190751 104.26737 1.196435 1.270755
7/9/1998 445 0.0252495 2.05773 1.271401 361.14326 1.247044 1.37671
7/16/1998 446 0.01973805 0.489228 1.346114 75.478107 1.268287 1.405449
7/23/1998 447 0.0039096 0.76971 1.155747 130.91316 1.152262 1.255157
7/30/1998 448 0.0249237 0.448513 1.11067 68.946451 1.121901 1.202788
8/6/1998 449 -0.00795495 0.290822 1.146258 44.836197 1.132693 1.167688
8/13/1998 450 -0.03711405 0.649503 1.200951 117.23374 1.160092 1.170111
8/20/1998 451 0.0326886 0.321843 1.313968 50.025761 1.199607 1.291486
8/27/1998 452 0.01995525 0.164799 1.305079 21.569328 1.131662 1.153355
9/3/1998 453 -0.07039995 1.784357 1.142485 948.81777 1.036587 1.038306
9/10/1998 454 0.02929485 0.61202 1.149148 97.852044 1.178587 1.223136
9/17/1998 455 0.02511375 0.264972 1.236287 39.918067 1.155862 1.290221
9/24/1998 456 0.0187878 0.157044 1.24325 23.884059 1.209073 1.364191
10/1/1998 457 0.0171045 0.186126 1.187452 24.502326 1.056739 1.157902
10/8/1998 458 -0.01821765 0.408444 1.013632 55.174395 1.024604 1.068572
10/15/1998 459 0.0158013 0.214562 1.073866 26.575782 1.023895 1.209054
10/22/1998 460 0.014118 0.142826 1.04903 16.481013 1.080213 1.188204
10/29/1998 461 -0.0212313 0.239767 1.072666 27.883405 1.051547 1.155551
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11/5/1998 462 0.0198195 0.317966 0.937466 39.669252 0.918351 0.953547
11/12/1998 463 -0.003258 0.344463 0.956965 45.999487 0.933649 0.858345
11/19/1998 464 0.02172 0.141534 0.940608 24.648814 0.894149 0.803183
11/26/1998 465 0.019005 0.239121 0.836006 35.70222 0.81339 0.739047
12/3/1998 466 0.0236205 0.301809 0.966486 46.762088 0.963222 0.870053
12/10/1998 467 -0.050499 3.505379 0.903915 811.06059 0.913307 0.782191
12/17/1998 468 0.015204 1.865141 0.788545 375.26861 0.896947 0.757581
12/24/1998 469 -0.0203625 3.796848 0.784093 935.54335 0.93393 0.824952
1/1/1999 470 -0.07995675 12.12083 0.795986 3812.1216 0.909202 0.726664
1/8/1999 471 0.0116202 1.742996 0.930027 403.55378 0.946117 0.755498
1/15/1999 472 -0.0217743 2.339505 0.892392 812.92401 0.9329 0.746688
1/22/1999 473 -0.0563634 22.92133 0.92956 6118.3647 0.994987 0.76582
1/29/1999 474 -0.00963825 3.505379 0.905108 1138.7097 0.920704 0.737408
2/5/1999 475 0.01724025 1.589829 0.893482 616.52195 0.891714 0.767133
2/12/1999 476 -0.0002715 1.729424 0.894587 474.96684 0.914063 0.747848
2/19/1999 477 -0.01251615 3.434936 0.88198 1054.996 0.937811 0.733073
2/26/1999 478 -2.715E-05 1.595646 0.874493 504.04908 0.931363 0.890425
3/5/1999 479 0.00583725 1.913611 0.593709 426.49644 0.875961 0.794772
3/12/1999 480 -0.01615425 2.267768 0.655469 1512.2334 0.913546 0.821684
3/19/1999 481 -0.03711405 4.463801 0.750833 1949.2856 0.913162 0.791632
3/26/1999 482 0.00860655 4.513564 0.912377 1137.7188 0.971741 0.794783
4/2/1999 483 -0.0304623 3.169964 0.838259 1522.1429 0.886877 0.790261
4/9/1999 484 0.00838935 2.975436 0.959086 839.55041 0.981623 0.914045
4/16/1999 485 0.01848915 1.526494 0.926572 589.48623 0.997898 1.103324
4/23/1999 486 -0.00817215 2.001504 0.985188 370.3354 1.035375 1.124929
4/30/1999 487 -0.0132492 5.168237 0.912081 2870.3094 0.978386 0.936915
5/7/1999 488 0.02918625 1.850277 1.086139 363.65725 1.122062 1.301648
5/14/1999 489 0.0018462 1.556223 0.977577 341.72709 1.034715 1.210131
5/21/1999 490 0.0138465 1.124513 1.070746 209.84452 1.079422 1.257125
5/28/1999 491 0.0349692 0.801377 1.171231 136.22337 1.167759 1.556292
6/4/1999 492 0.03532215 0.542222 1.296634 87.839136 1.414567 1.604787
6/11/1999 493 -0.0189507 1.805684 1.121378 610.72919 1.161745 0.995837
6/18/1999 494 0.0220458 1.274448 0.944642 293.96759 1.067351 0.942809
6/25/1999 495 -0.01148445 0.715423 1.013017 155.81618 1.112196 1.033916
7/2/1999 496 0.03282435 0.730934 1.188912 156.0316 1.210275 1.071971
7/9/1999 497 -0.0299736 0.8841 1.029516 168.92042 1.078631 0.975732
7/16/1999 498 0.02837175 0.634639 1.196959 107.69477 1.166133 1.056083
7/23/1999 499 0.0231318 0.149289 1.204119 24.532485 1.300929 1.189439
7/30/1999 500 0.0398562 0.121499 1.350378 16.67274 1.217018 1.514453
8/6/1999 501 0.0260097 0.153813 1.324915 16.363607 1.187429 1.453762
8/13/1999 502 -0.0444717 0.137656 1.303856 14.203981 1.048729 1.227201
8/20/1999 503 -0.0251409 0.132486 1.209457 13.272273 0.977128 1.149979
8/27/1999 504 0.0144438 0.703144 1.170982 89.850119 0.978868 1.117571
9/3/1999 505 -0.31464135 13.88903 1.116163 4268.0094 0.984697 1.018075
9/10/1999 506 -0.0955137 23.23283 1.114311 8797.5176 0.885971 1.034091
9/17/1999 507 0.01675155 3.347043 1.040442 2015.7655 0.927053 0.953822
9/24/1999 508 -0.15787725 8.979303 1.05568 8017.2627 0.945373 0.993787
10/1/1999 509 0.01832625 2.110078 1.02771 1090.0024 0.916398 1.024683
10/8/1999 510 -0.0140094 1.311932 1.031166 675.0311 0.926846 1.012885
10/15/1999 511 -0.0254124 5.282627 0.9436 1578.864 0.892365 0.942668
10/22/1999 512 0.01343925 2.162426 0.981126 893.32024 0.943629 0.987437
10/29/1999 513 -0.0028236 1.067641 1.015741 579.92141 0.976524 1.027589
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11/5/1999 514 0.0257925 1.64864 1.049563 413.93722 0.946013 1.019575
11/12/1999 515 0.0214485 1.674491 0.998278 346.251 0.947299 1.016458
11/19/1999 516 0.0181905 1.38173 1.007041 330.6543 0.942614 0.963523
11/26/1999 517 -0.013575 12.61781 0.871178 1904.2189 0.881331 0.85469
12/3/1999 518 0.0176475 1.351355 0.963724 465.2943 0.914443 0.885375
12/10/1999 519 -0.011403 4.688703 0.945576 1220.9371 0.913132 0.872264
12/17/1999 520 0.003801 2.330457 0.791207 802.26052 0.865971 0.85797
12/24/1999 521 0.0133035 1.721669 0.855847 655.79374 0.93195 0.933471
1/1/2000 522 0.0117831 1.792759 0.73236 793.64356 0.864414 0.782847
1/8/2000 523 -0.01724025 6.834326 0.792979 2146.614 0.890254 0.789726
1/15/2000 524 -0.011403 2.402193 0.80406 735.88838 0.900841 0.774519
1/22/2000 525 -0.0253581 4.591116 0.824348 748.66303 0.883173 0.766409
1/29/2000 526 -0.0311139 15.35478 0.905953 4020.1565 0.931593 0.832653
2/5/2000 527 0.0116745 7.947207 0.89522 2553.1622 0.887801 0.83322
2/12/2000 528 -0.0306252 13.64216 0.874961 3393.8112 0.877902 0.801978
2/19/2000 529 0.0129234 4.900034 0.880988 1867.4029 0.884939 0.821295
2/26/2000 530 0.0051585 3.100167 0.941795 1068.8046 0.908306 0.821938
3/4/2000 531 0.015747 1.659626 0.93478 708.85267 0.93329 0.878426
3/11/2000 532 -0.0066789 6.234586 0.80785 4339.2425 0.908732 0.843456
3/18/2000 533 -0.0238377 9.39421 0.877822 3200.102 0.892305 0.826789
3/25/2000 534 -0.00035295 2.488793 0.923772 1161.3077 0.927819 0.878186
4/1/2000 535 0.0061359 2.102323 0.933778 974.01807 0.97187 0.891344
4/8/2000 536 -0.03667965 6.72963 0.917397 1945.8388 0.912041 0.89868
4/15/2000 537 -0.04124085 13.58011 0.89355 5277.9526 0.90099 0.841058
4/22/2000 538 -0.0015204 5.713044 0.857954 2940.1929 0.900018 0.871319
4/29/2000 539 -0.0176475 6.1021 0.945382 2869.9647 0.943396 0.947789
5/6/2000 540 0.03059805 1.226624 1.152203 649.05097 1.147986 1.329483
5/13/2000 541 0.0272586 1.810854 1.15502 440.43437 1.225871 1.455018
5/20/2000 542 -0.0290505 2.468113 1.098744 610.33928 1.107699 1.335489
5/27/2000 543 0.0130863 3.081425 1.012565 969.30029 1.050678 1.335849
6/3/2000 544 0.0220458 1.817963 1.02398 433.34692 1.074806 1.199337
6/10/2000 545 0.01734885 1.267339 1.217919 744.91465 1.213579 1.357411
6/17/2000 546 0.0097197 19.47024 1.090263 1221.3895 1.098673 1.032194
6/24/2000 547 -0.01164735 1.366219 1.128923 517.45922 1.135953 1.11915
7/1/2000 548 0.01919505 1.521324 1.038547 273.34074 1.110606 1.051107
7/8/2000 549 0.00860655 1.125806 1.149037 202.43393 1.159958 1.078436
7/15/2000 550 0.00893235 1.41986 1.111335 342.55647 1.173048 1.020966
7/22/2000 551 -0.1386822 35.24897 1.04087 967.11373 1.034471 0.96269
7/29/2000 552 -0.0116202 1.642177 1.009544 528.69358 1.059683 0.915064
8/5/2000 553 -0.00062445 3.460787 1.03493 306.65606 1.0702 0.987228
8/12/2000 554 0.03255285 1.023049 1.095796 223.0177 1.138536 1.078806
8/19/2000 555 0.01914075 0.658551 1.158622 119.50646 1.138132 1.080932
8/26/2000 556 -0.0465894 1.399825 1.152028 248.96552 1.077261 1.017958
9/2/2000 557 -0.00784635 1.582074 1.061377 270.88491 0.979434 0.904817
9/9/2000 558 0.0197652 3.529291 1.160001 120.6159 1.067901 1.049123
9/16/2000 559 0.0064074 1.05924 1.087982 94.075661 0.961398 1.022231
9/23/2000 560 -0.04156665 7.64669 1.03952 386.95536 0.913507 0.954929
9/30/2000 561 0.01886925 1.086383 1.078848 123.07173 1.013727 1.148975
10/7/2000 562 0.01892355 0.586169 1.024735 69.896471 1.009718 1.131894
10/14/2000 563 0.01800045 0.454329 1.147323 65.359642 1.047913 1.266498
10/21/2000 564 0.00914955 0.445928 1.100182 54.562591 1.073142 1.258464
10/28/2000 565 0.02120415 0.388409 1.099586 53.226962 1.084831 1.255281
102
11/4/2000 566 0.0241635 0.383239 1.085238 53.278664 1.008331 1.169534
11/11/2000 567 0.0024435 0.665014 1.015165 97.12391 0.989667 1.058542
11/18/2000 568 -0.004887 0.689572 0.906258 95.195866 0.884076 0.878546
11/25/2000 569 -0.0095025 1.005599 0.944976 172.20995 0.884924 0.8602
12/2/2000 570 0.0095025 0.354803 0.95276 52.468669 0.928043 0.869804
12/9/2000 571 0.011403 0.310857 0.959295 45.930551 0.911143 0.857169
12/16/2000 572 -0.0225345 10.76495 0.882571 981.78411 0.845909 0.856428
12/23/2000 573 0.007059 1.245366 1.03891 246.78973 1.059514 0.998816
1/1/2001 574 0.00621735 0.711545 0.871237 143.77398 0.887883 0.801429
1/8/2001 575 0.0064074 0.790391 0.933049 153.92045 0.904329 0.787215
1/15/2001 576 -0.0243264 3.906068 0.897912 843.84812 0.900474 0.821572
1/22/2001 577 0.0102627 2.066132 0.930065 515.70351 0.90771 0.809824
1/29/2001 578 0.0065703 1.289313 0.965525 296.85427 0.956758 0.774883
2/5/2001 579 0.0063531 1.120636 0.916223 274.19167 0.895422 0.792419
2/12/2001 580 -0.0420825 14.07516 0.924839 2058.3332 0.910179 0.801429
2/19/2001 581 0.00724905 3.920286 0.910003 905.42707 0.895154 0.786047
2/26/2001 582 -0.0218829 4.73265 0.942268 713.4412 0.903472 0.916288
3/5/2001 583 0.0015204 5.226402 0.911208 1266.9947 0.92759 0.871996
3/12/2001 584 -0.0013575 2.63162 0.831406 762.64404 0.876153 0.852497
3/19/2001 585 -0.03597375 16.92651 0.892238 4963.5198 0.905938 0.878136
3/26/2001 586 -0.09733275 43.60203 0.904651 9000.8887 0.905441 0.841937
4/2/2001 587 -0.0036924 11.06418 0.904973 3738.7912 0.920981 0.864164
4/9/2001 588 0.01908645 2.56053 0.94968 777.70218 1.010852 0.940398
4/16/2001 589 0.0125976 1.492242 0.956306 520.95986 0.981122 1.052539
4/23/2001 590 -0.00181905 1.377852 1.001209 491.89916 1.092293 1.029084
4/30/2001 591 0.0251409 1.340368 1.131518 337.1601 1.211001 1.215114
5/7/2001 592 0.0080364 1.024987 1.122495 247.15596 1.171849 1.313706
5/14/2001 593 -0.02245305 1.459282 0.966828 319.68922 1.010981 1.071324
5/21/2001 594 -0.0164529 1.073458 0.938948 319.5815 0.978765 1.017045
5/28/2001 595 -0.07284345 4.182672 0.962219 1040.778 0.924048 0.965594
6/4/2001 596 0.02804595 1.705512 1.038434 442.39473 1.057055 1.041607
6/11/2001 597 -0.0142809 1.58272 1.001559 397.62962 1.02281 0.960652
6/18/2001 598 -0.00844365 0.9274 1.032438 236.88023 1.07141 1.001894
6/25/2001 599 -0.00350235 0.683756 1.030154 164.95016 1.12696 1.154111
7/2/2001 600 0.01631715 0.565488 1.04684 183.32582 1.045455 1.049972
7/9/2001 601 0.0041268 0.905427 1.086629 204.73682 1.103437 1.106033
7/16/2001 602 0.02831745 0.312796 1.147615 68.993844 1.160417 1.221829
7/23/2001 603 -0.03325875 1.762384 1.07643 1667.3731 1.052456 1.04356
7/30/2001 604 0.0192222 2.927612 1.026259 851.98038 1.074798 1.211843
8/6/2001 605 -0.02896905 0.926108 1.124316 251.38904 1.172955 1.273782
8/13/2001 606 0.00670605 0.83046 1.064871 181.38701 1.064399 1.070508
8/20/2001 607 0.0079278 0.545454 1.142754 95.187249 1.086736 1.075421
8/27/2001 608 0.01186455 0.686341 1.133395 109.37938 1.015576 0.979305
9/3/2001 609 0.01968375 0.390348 1.104954 63.125695 1.005652 1.052308
9/10/2001 610 0.02277885 0.281128 1.098678 46.234299 1.052972 1.144226
9/17/2001 611 0.0118374 0.581645 1.115322 291.33188 1.07912 1.192535
9/24/2001 612 -0.00084165 0.80784 1.036585 232.70316 1.030153 1.072511
10/1/2001 613 0.0125976 0.280482 1.118978 43.517802 1.096044 1.168818
10/8/2001 614 0.01686015 0.204222 1.074146 29.663885 1.060489 1.157171
10/15/2001 615 -0.01599135 0.241059 0.985125 40.527717 1.007578 1.124193
10/22/2001 616 0.0200367 0.215209 1.070069 29.915931 1.087083 1.179207
10/29/2001 617 0.02381055 0.147996 1.101564 22.490266 1.053762 1.076377
103
11/5/2001 618 0.0241635 0.150581 1.127819 24.194269 1.052697 1.028108
11/12/2001 619 0.022263 0.16997 1.042245 27.99004 1.062002 1.028913
11/19/2001 620 0.010317 0.186773 0.901513 36.897823 0.914884 0.889532
11/26/2001 621 0.0295935 0.232658 0.953897 41.488508 0.951119 1.031198
12/3/2001 622 0.026607 0.217794 0.982996 40.652663 0.924812 0.926526
12/10/2001 623 -0.0154755 0.672769 0.948278 135.59864 0.863848 0.83643
12/17/2001 624 0.005973 0.476949 0.827413 86.25577 0.818964 0.849889
12/24/2001 625 0.0133035 0.410383 0.793928 77.918861 0.80596 0.8469
1/1/2002 626 -0.02989215 0.456268 0.827191 123.45519 0.829656 0.745811
1/8/2002 627 0.00350235 1.330028 0.972931 286.01844 0.915217 0.759507
1/15/2002 628 -0.04172955 4.258286 0.91392 1031.9994 0.863979 0.750472
1/22/2002 629 -0.0426798 7.619547 0.94009 1534.3359 0.890003 0.758519
1/29/2002 630 0.0221001 1.271217 0.990709 344.69994 0.907729 0.741568
2/5/2002 631 -0.02218155 3.703139 0.930676 657.40942 0.922157 0.737111
2/12/2002 632 0.01273335 1.262169 0.954073 304.2864 1.137758 0.743526
2/19/2002 633 0.01224465 1.033389 0.964246 212.75274 0.971226 0.795637
2/26/2002 634 -0.01783755 1.755275 0.906374 706.00908 0.97642 0.805651
3/5/2002 635 0.00893235 1.419213 0.912635 492.69623 0.970884 0.886218
3/12/2002 636 -0.0052128 1.761091 0.845859 392.15785 1.024427 0.829398
3/19/2002 637 -0.00198195 2.28651 0.938164 848.232 1.119605 0.800373
3/26/2002 638 -0.0129777 1.685477 0.941871 686.40549 1.050743 0.799143
4/2/2002 639 0.01691445 1.68677 0.963195 487.93536 1.107824 0.872325
4/9/2002 640 0.0071676 1.399825 1.003363 313.95894 0.999022 0.855747
4/16/2002 641 0.011946 1.151657 1.206494 249.95647 1.067972 1.097448
4/23/2002 642 0.0139551 0.76454 1.148213 175.39822 1.037207 1.083145
4/30/2002 643 0.00540285 0.762601 1.112745 160.8571 1.175539 1.071407
5/7/2002 644 0.02484225 1.273802 1.17701 225.86129 1.285513 1.163806
5/14/2002 645 0.00578295 0.904781 1.080853 161.14792 1.211045 1.180253
5/21/2002 646 0.02495085 0.570012 1.202597 100.24971 1.319877 1.3645
5/28/2002 647 0.02326755 0.305687 1.290274 54.616447 1.311578 1.345918
6/4/2002 648 0.03141255 0.157044 1.372084 29.797448 1.241251 1.392323
6/11/2002 649 0.0405621 0.060103 1.410354 11.911008 1.34724 1.581502
6/18/2002 650 0.02782875 0.021327 1.328647 3.9289029 1.322252 1.551946
6/25/2002 651 -0.0676035 0.486643 1.216186 84.882011 1.105715 1.209856
7/2/2002 652 0.01110435 0.11439 1.142652 15.017638 1.065096 1.20277
7/9/2002 653 0.0020634 0.034899 1.119692 3.7903853 1.057708 1.093495
7/16/2002 654 0.0178647 0.021327 1.18946 1.8985317 1.077245 1.170509
7/23/2002 655 -0.0215028 0.196467 1.041458 18.754813 0.989933 1.167339
7/30/2002 656 0.03456195 0.440758 1.181973 53.235794 1.048705 1.449571
8/6/2002 657 0.03667965 0.062042 1.16834 5.466384 1.028146 1.504581
8/13/2002 658 0.0096111 0.03813 1.194481 101.05626 0.987703 1.295355
8/20/2002 659 0.02451645 0.100172 1.2942 17.928232 1.02571 1.318292
8/27/2002 660 -0.1079484 1.269278 0.918226 1221.0555 0.834699 1.069999
9/3/2002 661 0.0270414 0.795561 1.037711 167.14748 0.936762 0.962869
9/10/2002 662 -0.01816335 0.165446 0.931536 26.803054 0.973038 0.99429
9/17/2002 663 0.0187335 0.171908 0.907494 26.873067 0.933496 0.962029
9/24/2002 664 0.011946 0.074321 0.870691 11.700324 0.931906 0.983661
10/1/2002 665 0.0237291 0.060103 0.868866 9.3050243 0.981558 1.078017
10/8/2002 666 -0.15054675 25.3875 0.827013 10924.115 0.892998 0.927531
10/15/2002 667 -0.02207295 4.465093 0.794977 1610.1005 0.859123 0.842219
10/22/2002 668 -0.00225345 3.412316 0.824369 726.88366 0.873924 0.851076
10/29/2002 669 -0.0298107 5.022826 0.820609 2743.5539 0.82562 0.808373
104
11/5/2002 670 0.0013575 3.603613 0.837004 1462.2766 0.840688 0.821427
11/12/2002 671 -0.041268 15.84077 0.834156 4729.8709 0.815429 0.806135
11/19/2002 672 0.018462 2.806759 0.843156 1233.3024 0.834775 0.804923
11/26/2002 673 0.01629 1.308701 0.735442 494.69967 0.787527 0.795506
12/3/2002 674 -0.036381 15.04198 0.746783 2924.3808 0.792233 0.752803
12/10/2002 675 -0.0366525 19.93749 0.837067 5964.1212 0.824769 0.771917
12/17/2002 676 0.002715 4.741698 0.748262 1345.4737 0.797507 0.777698
12/24/2002 677 -0.0149325 14.40153 0.733629 4270.6946 0.871861 0.864502
1/1/2003 678 0.0018462 4.583361 0.843789 1875.3521 0.908007 0.822855
1/8/2003 679 0.0131406 2.190216 0.97172 767.64188 0.918576 0.847628
1/15/2003 680 0.0046698 1.651225 0.881421 569.86111 0.918973 0.846086
1/22/2003 681 -2.715E-05 1.536189 0.950372 534.94088 1.022158 0.904575
1/29/2003 682 -0.0084165 9.429755 0.951135 2351.0729 0.986739 0.867467
2/5/2003 683 -0.0293763 9.986195 0.91796 2983.1269 0.940116 0.835293
2/12/2003 684 -0.02234445 4.450875 0.884716 1288.214 0.939074 0.820799
2/19/2003 685 -0.01305915 15.84142 0.897653 4915.394 0.944535 0.848656
2/26/2003 686 -0.06372105 25.90581 0.932597 7208.3025 0.982331 0.932946
3/5/2003 687 -0.01235325 11.17857 0.833366 3007.3406 0.985508 1.058044
3/12/2003 688 -0.01838055 15.85822 0.778271 3154.8629 0.925421 0.987015
3/19/2003 689 -0.05438145 44.08738 0.840095 12675.484 0.917792 0.967484
3/26/2003 690 -0.0534312 11.85909 0.860524 4395.5975 0.964233 0.961419
4/2/2003 691 -0.0133035 17.9334 0.864634 7116.338 0.974101 1.011171
4/9/2003 692 -0.12165915 71.25666 0.886658 13880.759 0.91996 0.975399
4/16/2003 693 0.0090138 4.22985 0.986357 1434.8316 0.942929 0.978277
4/23/2003 694 -0.0112401 3.638511 0.985577 1424.0819 0.977207 0.995546
4/30/2003 695 -0.0035295 2.073887 0.962234 1030.1145 0.996259 1.088471
5/7/2003 696 0.02267025 1.536189 0.993103 664.43224 1.073447 1.205038
5/14/2003 697 -0.0100455 4.246653 1.04773 1656.072 1.028038 1.121776
5/21/2003 698 -0.05400135 35.11648 0.947945 11115.749 1.025478 0.959672
5/28/2003 699 0.01018125 4.54717 0.973368 1457.1495 0.987698 1.022786
6/4/2003 700 -0.0114573 11.24966 0.982507 6164.0777 0.993281 0.987117
6/11/2003 701 -0.01039845 3.214557 0.994629 3796.4818 1.041729 1.012713
6/18/2003 702 -0.0007059 3.04588 1.012457 1659.8635 0.993733 0.98095
6/25/2003 703 0.01452525 1.058594 1.174274 1588.235 1.135194 1.160734
7/2/2003 704 -0.01561125 7.435359 1.040273 7374.9114 1.082587 1.052185
7/9/2003 705 0.0052671 1.474793 1.111566 986.29724 1.109037 1.177798
7/16/2003 706 0.02603685 2.117833 1.159412 700.36497 1.168236 1.123831
7/23/2003 707 -0.0203625 2.243856 1.163591 1167.3396 1.139061 1.195992
7/30/2003 708 -0.0240006 2.516583 1.106311 534.33769 1.098542 0.990921
8/6/2003 709 -0.0448518 5.562463 0.9836 4178.0839 1.052276 1.000172
8/13/2003 710 0.00572865 1.439248 1.105739 1316.1545 1.095511 1.043242
8/20/2003 711 0.0061359 1.423737 1.161007 425.22543 1.153872 1.097208
8/27/2003 712 0.01170165 2.037049 1.269585 958.67988 1.237861 1.23125
9/3/2003 713 -0.0125433 2.016369 1.174413 1545.6672 1.102429 1.053624
9/10/2003 714 0.0148782 1.374621 1.163609 418.87043 1.061852 1.074697
9/17/2003 715 -0.04363005 3.871816 1.076726 3565.2457 0.998438 1.029159
9/24/2003 716 0.02234445 3.1984 1.10338 1387.0936 1.028065 1.081378
10/1/2003 717 0.0227517 2.02477 1.152631 493.75181 1.053539 1.241426
10/8/2003 718 -0.0054843 2.254843 1.202299 549.76205 0.955495 0.99935
10/15/2003 719 0.0036381 2.223822 1.087356 540.52036 1.014584 1.042831
10/22/2003 720 0.0042354 1.719084 1.017191 392.5887 1.040344 1.060922
10/29/2003 721 -0.01550265 2.459711 1.02881 1025.7845 0.989833 1.022992
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11/5/2003 722 0.018462 2.151439 1.04721 490.26194 0.980438 0.947337
11/12/2003 723 0.025521 1.86708 1.046794 411.41676 1.001803 0.95556
11/19/2003 724 -0.002715 2.676859 0.99723 995.25888 0.934468 0.952579
11/26/2003 725 0.0133035 3.199693 0.904278 861.60983 0.820123 0.86058
12/3/2003 726 -0.0095025 3.073023 0.935684 831.38584 0.878672 0.864486
12/10/2003 727 -0.057558 10.30416 0.927533 5458.241 0.854781 0.869317
12/17/2003 728 0.00543 3.160916 0.825077 1917.4459 0.835861 0.879596
12/24/2003 729 0.013575 1.712621 0.853604 1202.0228 0.869774 0.951654
1/1/2004 730 0.0072762 1.139378 0.822623 893.75109 0.785171 0.806674
1/8/2004 731 0.0009231 1.058594 0.897419 835.06959 0.818757 0.811366
1/15/2004 732 2.715E-05 1.139378 0.857409 830.71803 0.828494 0.800929
1/22/2004 733 -0.01229895 1.005599 0.851467 772.79052 0.809568 0.832622
1/29/2004 734 -0.013575 6.429114 0.87752 2343.4038 0.859754 0.802557
2/5/2004 735 -0.00925815 7.241478 0.863253 2527.3328 0.863482 0.805525
2/12/2004 736 -0.0185706 4.238252 0.857507 1263.9142 0.872991 0.782833
2/19/2004 737 0.0152583 2.684614 0.849378 947.69326 0.909817 0.794706
2/26/2004 738 -0.00328515 3.832393 0.858617 825.00929 0.876008 0.854548
3/4/2004 739 0.00491415 2.694308 0.837037 721.43343 0.913137 0.883751
3/11/2004 740 -0.0196023 3.619769 0.838686 659.45595 0.922852 0.892943
3/18/2004 741 0.00176475 3.479528 0.929038 690.90785 0.946553 0.879921
3/25/2004 742 0.0128691 1.704866 0.977324 506.52645 0.972262 0.892847
4/1/2004 743 -0.0100455 4.134202 0.943713 2151.978 0.905573 0.880974
4/8/2004 744 -0.01186455 3.602966 0.908992 1423.6941 0.910391 0.874655
4/15/2004 745 0.0166158 2.37505 1.057931 1191.4886 1.021024 1.018085
4/22/2004 746 0.00686895 1.341661 1.118819 616.19881 1.084814 1.100907
4/29/2004 747 -0.00154755 2.165011 1.000683 939.70103 0.992851 1.093821
5/6/2004 748 0.0295392 1.998273 1.109857 494.54888 1.170121 1.180186
5/13/2004 749 0.03005505 1.947218 1.162599 385.82438 1.283384 1.321988
5/20/2004 750 0.020634 1.458636 1.193288 279.12488 1.326574 1.252485
5/27/2004 751 0.0275844 1.607925 1.167595 290.10073 1.17828 1.450587
6/3/2004 752 0.00040725 1.936231 1.093403 352.39058 1.130814 1.32103
6/10/2004 753 0.0209598 0.756785 1.150601 143.93555 1.153553 1.165441
6/17/2004 754 0.02967495 0.551916 1.212746 101.1071 1.188255 1.254199
6/24/2004 755 -0.0296478 0.728995 1.000161 137.42759 1.051381 1.035798
7/1/2004 756 0.0182448 2.998056 1.045786 80.381157 1.116275 1.138344
7/8/2004 757 -0.02310465 0.196467 1.215064 40.262746 1.250424 1.220687
7/15/2004 758 0.00306795 0.172555 1.138195 44.653087 1.176075 1.190239
7/22/2004 759 -0.02549385 0.617836 1.061571 59.676756 1.112435 1.103013
7/29/2004 760 -0.0433314 4.617613 1.020419 1303.703 1.113943 0.996063
8/5/2004 761 0.0273129 0.966177 0.991885 205.56189 1.05911 1.073523
8/12/2004 762 -0.062988 5.927607 0.974696 1812.4957 1.027351 0.971264
8/19/2004 763 -0.0226431 0.793622 1.141934 181.73169 1.07096 1.047096
8/26/2004 764 -0.0565263 16.68093 1.119047 4089.62 1.084261 1.038479
9/2/2004 765 -0.0266613 12.02324 1.045623 866.80155 1.021099 0.967722
9/9/2004 766 -0.00692325 3.947429 1.104274 1181.2775 1.00315 0.950966
9/16/2004 767 0.0007059 5.598654 1.034441 1062.4065 0.977436 0.964179
9/23/2004 768 -0.0068961 1.518093 1.121725 285.24292 0.997111 1.025936
9/30/2004 769 -0.0005973 1.307408 1.074794 256.05297 0.980899 1.03216
10/7/2004 770 0.01354785 1.419213 1.103181 273.71773 1.016042 1.109907
10/14/2004 771 -0.0388788 1.989871 1.062812 600.98988 0.965038 1.006212
10/21/2004 772 0.00290505 1.302884 1.081307 314.10973 0.932212 1.036564
10/28/2004 773 0.02245305 1.101247 1.06482 233.45499 0.96916 1.074959
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11/4/2004 774 0.011403 1.278972 0.988457 491.64065 0.902099 0.970403
11/11/2004 775 -0.0089595 2.554713 0.906674 2271.5168 0.891869 0.955849
11/18/2004 776 -0.0024435 3.781984 0.950406 841.76928 0.903815 0.910848
11/25/2004 777 -0.0116745 4.626015 0.831715 2084.2272 0.850442 0.832622
12/2/2004 778 0.010317 1.607278 0.917497 873.889 0.950027 0.853112
12/9/2004 779 -0.0019005 4.943981 0.914183 6877.4758 0.868231 0.837218
12/16/2004 780 0.008145 1.333905 0.776019 906.43956 0.89743 0.864601
12/23/2004 781 -0.0046155 1.784357 0.875806 1115.8748 1.087246 1.03666
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